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Phillips, Richard H.. Conceptual Errors in the OOE Mede! of Ground'llrater Flow in rne
Rustler Fo:mauon. 7 pages.

S11ow. David T.. RegJ.y to OOE Commem Resconses. 18 pages.
IJn1111ps. R1charq H., Rebuttal to DOE Resgonse to "CARD Comments 7 to 22" 32 pages
:n summary. our concern is that the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) site is net
an appropriate permanent repository for radioactive wastes for many reasons. the
primary one being that the WIPP site iS a portion of one of the world's largest
karstlands. Underground water constantly dissolves the surroundL.ig rack resulting
in a highly unstable geologic environment. Our knowledge of advancing technology
lends us to believe that monitored, retrievable. secure storage clcse to where the
wastes are generated is the wisest course of action at this time. That the
Department of Energy cannot accurately assess their current transuranic waste
inventcry and that the department casually mentions possible e1pansion of WIPP's
m1ss10n 1Reier to Draft Environmental l mpact Statement on Management of Certa.J.n
Plutonium Residues and Scrub Alloy Stored at the Rocky Flats Environmental
Teehnoiogy Site) further exacerbates our concerns. Thank you for your
consideration of our ,.,·ark.
Sincerely.
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by Richard H. Phillips, Ph.D.
and David T. Snov, Ph.D.
INTRODUCTION
The DepaI1m.ent of Energy (DOE) seeJr..s pennission from the En"V-irolllllf'ntal Pro1'Ction Agency
(EPA} ID open the Waste Isolation Pilot PJant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, Nev Mexico ior permanent
disposal of radioacti.·.,."l' "W"aSte from nuclear 11."eapons production. Geologic characte:cization of the
overburden at the ¥t1PP site bas proceeded on the unvarranted assumptions that (1) kalst hydrology
does not occur ~. ithin
.
the WIPP site; (2) dissolution of evapoiites has not occum.d at the WIPP site;
(3) :rain'\rater rechalge to the Rustler Fonnation JS negligible; (4) groundvater flo"• 13 coniined to the
Cult bra dol01nite; and (5) heterogeneous transmissi"Vity da1a can be tre.ated as random variables "'A=ith
httle or no spatlal control. The result has been a hydro1ogic model which bears no resemblance ID
reality. C.ARD has already dispro'V"l'n these 3.Ssumptions in papers previously submitte.d ID the EPA
(see Append]:{ ior complete listmg).

It lS not international practJce ID consider disposal of radioactive or toxic 1.18Ste in kaistJc regions.
The reason '!las "W"l'll stated by FranJ"Jin et al. (1981}, in a paper prepared for and published by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commisswn (NRC}. They vamed that "filtration, vhich acts in porous media
lJ remove nwq contaminants from the ,tater, is Yirtu&lly absent in ttie karst environment" (p. 57).
In the vicinity of WIPP there are large underground caverns sometimes filled with fuvmg vater.
Under such conditions, the conse~98.tit"'e assumption is that radionu.clides vi1l travel at the average
speed of vat.er. DOE's conceptual model, vhich relies upon matrix diffusion and sorption 10 re1ald
the migr8.tion of radionuclides in groundm.ter, is neither realistic nor consexvative.
Thf pl.lrpose of thi3 paper is to present an alternative conceptual model vhich treats the WIPP site
\."lCUUty as a kalstland. We begin vith a synthesis of the geologic h1emture penaining 10 karst ·
h:ro.rolog:y in general, as background information 10 familiarize the reader vith concepts and
ternunology. We then summarize the vork of Palmer (1986), "rho has published a methodology
for the prediction of contmlinant fio"Yi path3 in kaDt aquifers based upon geologic structure and
stratigraphy. We then apply tt.iese conc.epts to the MPP site and vicmrty ba..~d upon field
obse:rvation and measured data from WIPP boreholes and ~t wells, supporting our conclusions
'IN'lth tables, maps, and schematJc diagrams. Finally ve use a vanety of rr.iethods 1D estimate, vi.thin
an order of magnitude, the groundw98.ter tra"Y"'el time from the WIPP site to the accessi"bJe envirorunent,
a 18sk im.peded by the paucity of relevant data.
and

TYPES OF .~.QUIFERS
.A. rock fornJ.ation 'flhich can hold and

trariSmit significant qu.antities of "98.ter is called an ag uifer. A
fornw.oon ~thich allovs little or no moirerr.ient of va~r :is called an aqwclude. Kmt aquifezs, like
those of ot.'le.r roc};s, may be classified into three piincipal tYJ>eS -- confmed. unconfined. or perche.d.

In an unconfine.d aquifer the le~rel of saturation is free to ri3e and fall in response
10 ~roriations in
rechalge. Its upper boundary :is a free smface vhere the fluid pressure :is atmospheric. This :is
F.now"Il as the va.ter table. The saturated zone belov the vat.er table :is the phreatic zone; the
lJIISaturat.ed zone above the vater table is the vadose zone.
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In a corifiried aquifer the saturated 2011e is overlaID by an aquiclude and therefore has no fre.e '\\73.ter
suxface. The level tt> vhlch vater nses in a cased veil is called the piezometdc or rotentiometdc
sUiface. If the le~rel of the potentiometric sUiface lies above the confining layer, the veil is said tt> be
aiie.sJan. If it lies above the land sUiface, water 1t"lll flov spon18Ileously from the veil; this condition
is kno'IN"II. as flowing artesian.
Water infil~ting from the land sUiface through the vadose zone 10vard the underlying aquifer moves
do"'.l'rrt1t-ard under the influence of gravity. Impediments tt> dovn'fl'ald flov are sometimes provided
by localized impermeable 1a:yel3. Ponding may occur abo\o-e these 1a:yer.s, producing a localized
sattuated zone knovn as a peiched 3.quifer, suspended above the main, Jo-west nter table.

VADOSE AND PHREATIC ZONES

K.ar.::t ground'l'irater systems may be divided intt> three hydroJogic zones:
( ~) Art upper v"'adose zone -- a dry" zcme '\\1th dovnwaxd drainage urider the influence of gra\oity,
tra\rersed by feeder d.sann.els through "thich '\\o""8.ter t1o-w·s freely, &-.alogous tt> surface vatercomses.
0

(2) A.It mtermediate hi~h-vater zone - a zone through vhich the 'IN-ater table rises and falls; caves are
sometimes d:ry, and sometimes flooded 10 capacity; water sometimes flo'IN-s freely, and is sometimes
under pressl..llt.
(3) A lower phreatl.C zone -- a pennanently saturated zone, vith lateI8l drainage; vater is under
tl;urostati.c pressure and can flo1r up"Wld; all caves are continously water-filled; springs occur "1there
this zone mter.secti the land surface.
Over time, as the karst is progressively developed, the three hydrologic zones migrate dovnvards.
Flo""fl3 in closed conduits under pressure are replaced by flows in open channels. Groundvater flov
m the open channels of the intennediate zone earl attain higher velocities than in the perennially
":'1""3.i?r-filled conduits of the phreatic zone, due 10 conduit enlalgement. For the water 1D move from
tbe pon1t of recharge tt> tt.ie point of dischalge, open channels offer the shoxtest paths 'W1th the 1east
resi:5tance and are therefore prefened. It is a mistake 1D assume that the most effective flov paths
occl..ir t1ene.attl the '\\rater table.

POROSITI AND PERMEABILITY
Porosity is defined as the 101al proportion of the spatial volume vhich is comprised of voids, and is
corr.imonly expressed as a pexcen18ge. Penneabilitv is the ability of a rock tt> transmit fluid. To be
permeable a rock must be porom, but it3 pores must also interconnect so that fluid can move betveen
tt.iem. For a system of peifectly interconnected pores, the conservative transport or advectrY""e velocity
is the specific dischalge di'Yided by porosity. Since pores that are imperfectly connected or have
preferred o.rtentations may influence transport, the ratio of specific dischalge tt> advective ve1oc1ty is
called effec1i~re porositv. smaller than porosrty.
Measuremems of porosity arid pernieability are nonnally J•erfonned on small samples in the
laboratt>i:y. These are usually detenninations of prtmarv porosity and primary penneability resulting
from voids between the grairl3 in the rock. Most rocks, such as carbona1e3 and some evapoii1eS, are·
~~t.ed by fractims such as jointl, sheared bedding planes, and faultl. The percen1age of the
volume of the rock occupie.d by such fiactures and any enlargements of them is the 'secondary
2

!'Uiu5lty. C.@iJ1iUrily, fractures greatly eril".wu::e ttie perniiatllity of ti'"Ji rock mass, arui the differerice
due to fractures is the secondary penneability.

The solu.l:lility ol e.erbonates and e'Y"aporttes renders them different from other rocks because fracture
dissolution causes permeability changes vith time. The "Y"ery proc.ess of ground-w"'ater flov alters the
porosity of karstliied rocks. This is unportant because groundftter vela........ity vanes mversely with the
effecti~le

porosity.

HETEROGENEITI AND ANISOTROPY
The ability of an aq Ulfer to transDllt ''\!later is defined by its transnuss1vitv. 'fthich is equal to the
thickness of the a.quner multi.plied by its h·Y"drs.ulic conducti.vinr. Some a.quners (\Y-ell sorted sands
and gm:-els, for example) . have cor1Sistent values for transnussi·1,.1ty nearly independent of position
"Vlithin the fonnation, and the a.quner is said 10 be homogeneous. In other aquners (notably those
"ith s1gnu1cant secondary porosity, cerbonate arui evaporite rocks, for example), transmJSs1vity
1.rartes greatly "./litl"i Jocation, and the a.quner is said 10 be heterogentous. If transmissivity is the same
regardless of the direction of measurement, the aquner is said to be isotropic. If transnuss1v"ity vanes
-with direction, the aquifer is said to be anisotropic.

Ground"./iater flo'!N"'S through an aquifer in relation 10 i'IS h)'lrau.lic conductivity and its h~ra.ulic
gradient. The level 10 vhich 'Water mes m a cased vell is the h'W.ra.ul:ic head at the open end of the
casing. When a nUJnber of cased
tap the same aq uner, the m.e~ured head wlues can be ploned
on a map .. and potentiometric con1Dur lines can be dmvn connecting in1eipOla.1ed points of equal
~<llue. The drop in h)ldraulic head from one con10ur 10 another, d.n.ided by the shonest homontal
distance ben.ioeen the conmurs, is the h'Wraulic gradient In an :isotropic aq uJfer, the flov paths
parallel the g1"8d.ient, aht"'ays perpendicular 10 the po1entiometric con10urs. Hovever, vhere
fracti.rres or sol11tion comum cause sn a.qllifer 10 be anisotropic, the flov direction will reflect a
balance benteen the path of least resistance (maximum hydraulic conductivity) and the steepest
gooient. It may, in places, be ahnost parallel 10 the potentiometnc con10UIS, but the vater can
neo::""er flo~y· upgradient

"""'lls

Karst aq u.ifers are heterogeneous and anisotropic, and become more so '1iith time as the flow of 'IN"'ater
through the aquifer enlarges the most effective t1ov paths through preferential solution. Limestones
may ha-v-e ~my rugh ~.~ues of conducti.-vity along joints, faul'IS, and bedding planes, extremely high
cond uc1l\:ity 'l.l'ltrun solution conduits, and vn1ually :zero conductivity ""1th.in the unfractured van
rock. It is simplistic 10 assume that transmissi\.ity remams constmt over a large dis1ance. A.cc.ording
to '{'1hite (1988, pp. 187-188):
The 'Well bore is a very small obje..ct on the !!Cale of the heterogeneities of a
kaI5t aquifer, and one does not knov ...that component of the subsUiface
drainage system is being probed. Values obtamed from pump tests vaxy
~lidely O\."'er short distances, deperui:iug on ex~tly vhf.re the vells are
dnlled. A vell that taps a connection vith the conduit system can produce
...l't'IJ large quantities of vater vith negligible dra.vdo'WII., leading 10
extremely lalge calculated transnms1vi1ies. A vell drilled a fev m.etei:s
awy in an unfzactured block of lim.es10ne may ha·y-e negligibly 3lllall yields.
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The h;.:draulic cond. uctii:ity of porous media was first measured by Henrt D' Arey in 1856. By
passmg vater through a vessel filled ·'\lntti satura:ted sand, D' Arey found. that the discharge per urut
cross-sectional area is proportional to the hydratilic gradient The resulting equation for specific
1ilscharge (mtti mu1S oi ~.reloc1ty) is knovn as Darcy's ~,r:
QIA.

= K(.6hl.61)

vb.ere Q =discharge, A= cross-sectional area, K = h;~:ra.ullc conducti\."lty, and ~h 161 =the
h;.:dra.1ilic gradient. t•aEy's la."llr can also be used t:i calculate the a~rers.ge fluid particle velocity.

-::.:-:t.i.ere ~r = average flttid 1--elocity, and e = a5.:rerage effecti\.-e porosity.
Darcy's la-w· assumes floilt 1D be larr.Jnar. TI.ri::: meai13 that indi·vidual "particles" of water mow
subparallel tD conduit walls ·~lltti fnction varying: ma linear maririer 'llitti velocity. In .kal:st,
ground'!'.'later flow· m1y be dommated by ca,,:-es and laxge solution conduit:., "'!!therein turbulent mixing
p.cml'111es additiorial fnction. Karst tloil.r JS typically heterogeneous arui anJSotropic. A.d.ditlDi.1fllly,
.karst flo-;;\:- is generally imsteady, a.ttami.."'lg i:-eiy Jllgh rates foll.01-.ing recharge episodes, intenupted
by pro.IDnged. penods of riearly stagriant coi.Lditions. TI1us, t1uid resistance vaiies from turbulent
to laminar, and a~.:oerage flow· rates bear little relationship t:i measured g:radien1S. The 1a'llS of
ground'\\rater tlo~.r are not readily applicable to rocks con1a:il1ing dissolution channeJs, as in limestone
or gyps1.m.i, because suffici.ent data to ev"aluate the transient beh8.vi.or as "W-ell as the heterogerieity and
arusotropy are invariably Jackmg.
TI.ie tlol.r properties of parallel-val.led fractures cai1 be acc11I8.tely descnbed. However, modeling of
a full-scale fractured aqlJjfer is difficult because: (1) the apertures of fractures ·Y'a!Ji along the length
of the !low path; (2) flow m d:issolut!Dn-enlarged fractures may be turbulent; (3) flov in fractured
aq ujfers is anisotropic, dommated by the largest fractures; and (4) for the entire assemb~e of
fractm-es to be ctiaractenzed., the onentat!Dns, spacmgs, and extent of the fractures mmt be known.
All of these problems in ground.Titer modeling are compounded in karst temins where the dominant
tiacture sets have been en1arged by solut10n.
L~NARFLOW

To characteti:e flo'lt in fractured rock, the dischalge of a single fracture follo"WS the derivation of
Hele-~ha1v (1898):

q

= ( ,,,73112)

(_ g I u) ( ~h ID.I)

q = dJSct.18rge per unit shce, v = the 'llidtii {a.perture) of the fracture, g = gravitatlDnal
ai::celerati.on, aiLd u = t.iriematic viscosity of the ~ra.ter. If n p8Iallel fractures of different apertures
vn cut a. urll.t area ( A = 1 ) of tiJf' fract1Jred rock, normal t.o the flo"l.7 , then the total dJScharge per
1Jiiit area. of tti.e medium Q=.t: q11, and eifecti'V"'e porosity e =E en = E vn .

~7tJf're

'4

The av~rage fluid velocity

v = ( Q I A)( 11 e ) = L; qn I L:en =
(L:vn3/L:vn) (gl12u) (Dhl.61),

sho\'iring that the largest fractures have a dominant effect on transport. Similarly, the discharge q
of a single tubular conduit follo1t"S the Hagen-Poiseuille e.quation:
q = (lfd4,1 t28)(g/u)(6h/6l),

where d = the diameler of the tube. If n pmllel tubes of different diam.eleIS dn cut a unit area, then
1Dtfil d~charge Q = ~ qn , fil1d effecti'.re porosity
0 =

Average fluid velocity

On= (lf,' 4 )(L:dn2).

v = (QI A)( 11 e) = ( L:qn I E0n) =

(.Ed4 / L:d2 )( 1132 )( g I u )(6h ll:d),

s:im:i1.'!ly sho"\ln.ng the dommance of 13.Ige-aperture conduits. In both fractures and dissolution
cha1u"Lels, trarisport is serisitive 10 the progressive en1argement that occurs '\Yith maturtty of tbe karst.
As the above summanons indicale, the addition of solunon channels of 3-meler dimensions 1D a
medium other~vise comprising 1000 0.1-mm. fractures, the effective porosity "l.rj]} dimirtish greatly.
Without the channel:
'1¥ith the channel:

.Ew3 n:v

= 1000 (.0001)311000 (.0001) = 10-8

L:v3 /Ev = 1000(.0001)3 + 3311000 (.0001) + 3 = 8.7

One may negJect the fractures al1Dgether, giving 9 .0. Transport is dominated by the Jarge-aperture
dissolution channels.
1URBULENT FLOW

Turbulent t1o'lf.7 OCCUIS m ca'.1eS and solution pipes vhen recharge-induced fiov is rapid or the
conduits 3Ie of la:!ge diameler. Witrun a single channel or pipe of a given size, the flDv vill become
turb1.llent if the velocity is increesed abo're a cer1Bin critical value, specific tl that cmenon - the
ReyrLOlds Number- vruct1 is proportional 10 velocity and diam.eler. fa genezal, the tlov will be
1&mmar when the Reynolds Number is belov 500 and fully turbulent at ~ues grealer than 2000.
Where fiov in a pipe or channel is fully turbulent, the velocity v may be detennined by the DarcyWeisbech equation:

..,Z = (Zdg/f)(.6.h/.6.1)
-Ythere d =d]ameter of the pipe, and f = friction fai::10r. Under turbulent conditiom, the square of the
discharge is proportJonal 10 the hydraulic gradient, so velocity mcreases Jess rapidly than the gradient
beca~

of additional frit1jon.

CONDUIT FLOW
Karstic aquifers differ from others in that they contain sys'tems of solution pipes or conduits that
act as connected underground drams for highly localized and transient transport. Though such
secondary cond um are fe'\ll in number, their volume is small in compaiison 'With the prtmazy
porosity of the area drained, vblch retlects the efficiency of the kalst drainage sys'lem.
The acti'V""e coruhuts m karst aq ulfers of'ten have more in common vith surface channels than vith
other types of ground:wa'ter aquifers. Above the phreatic zone, ve1ocitjes are only slightly less than
rn&.t of s1J11ace rtvers. Nornl8.lly flolt-mg at vezy lov gradients, the ve1ocrty in karst conduits
increSJes markedly 1mh increasing recharge. Large increases in cross-section occur with small rises
of the l.Tater table. The largest caves, or :rnas'ter ca"V-es . are normally joined by underground
tributaries, in much the same manner as surface stream nen.rori..s. Ho,rever, there are importmt
differences between the pattern of ·underground drainage and tt.iat of surface Iivei:s. In kalst, flo"'IA7
pat.hs may cross each other without mixing, "N·hich is only possible if flov is confmed 10 discre'te
cond ui13. Explorations of caves have shown that underground streams remain confined vithin the
ca::res, e~ren when they are filled vith. 'IN-S.1er. Diving at karst springs has shov:n that underground
streams are confined 1D condmts there as well. The :rnas'ter caves become va'teifilled close 10 the Jevel
of the springs that they feed.
Karst springs occur at the lowest ele"V-a.tion, the si'te of minimum hydraulic head, in the karst system.
Most of th.e largest sprtngs in the world are karst sprtngs. Only th.Ose from vo1canic rocks (such as
basaltic 1.8:-m) Iival their discharge.

KARST WATER TABLE
In karst, the imporlance of ground"N"'S.ter flow in caves and conduits is so great that there is no lt"'S.ter
table in the sense of a single surface below vhich the rock is entirely satma\ed. The xapid flo'\lr
\reJocitJes, tt.ie crossing of flov paths, and the lack of mixing betveen kaist conduits demonstrates
that they are generally va1ertight, and that the rocks sunounding them are almost dry, acting as an
aqu:iclud.e. Outslde the caves and conduits there may be almost no circulation. Dry ca"Yities may exJSt
alongside pertodic and perennial springs. Tunnels cut through limes10ne reveal nt.er-filled fissures
overlym.g empty ones. Pere.bed vat.er t.ables occur in the unsaturat.ed zone. Cavern formation is thus
not restricted tJ any p~ zone 'Within the karst, and not every free-surface stream seen in a cave
can be related tJ a Jocal vat.er table.
Ir1 many cave systems, large chambei:s al'temate 'With nanov siphons. Ground vat.er circulates
t.Juough permeable fissures and is under hydrostatic pressure which ac1iva1eS the siphons and can
mai.e the 1.ra'ter move up1i8Id. These fissures exist throughout the Jwst do'Wll tJ the impenneable
rock beneath it such a:i shale; va1er floTI in fractures 10 the level of the impermeable rock regaidless
of regional base level. Submarine spnngs have been obsexved at 700 m (2300 ft) beJov sea level.
Water circulating through fissures has been observed at 800 m (2600 ft) belov sea level
Karst ~later flows &nisot.ropically through nanow fissures and large caves vbich may be independent
of one &not.her &rtd c..an be regarded 8S sepm.te aquife:ra. The cave sys'tems operate like rtve:ra but in
t.tue.e-dimensional space rat.her than ov-er a single surface. Above the phreatic zone, open-channeled
flov occurs, 1.-1.th streams only partly filling the caves vith va'ter. Water Jevels obsexved in caves
should be considered as static pools at rest, controlled by spill-point le'V-els, rather than coincident
with the local vater table duiing flo'r periods. Within the phreatic zone, ground vat.er flo1t is drtven
by the hydraulic gradient, floving from places "kith higher hydraulic beads 10 places with lover ones.
If a large conduit travei:ses the pbreatic zone, it may be a zone of relatively Jov hydraulic head as
6

uil:iillt-u 1:1y its 1)i.lilt?.t, ilt wJ".llcJ"i ('.~!?. grourtdwat.er f.lO'll will converge UI•OIL it TI.i.e vater table above
such a submerged conduit vlll be depressed, and the couxse of the co1'ld uit vill be marked by troughs
or '1.-"alle.ys in the 'l.--ater table. In fully developed mt, 'rater flo"-s almost horizontally in the closed
cond uiti of the phreanc zone and in the open-channel corui ui1S at the vat.er 18.b1e.

LACK OF SURFACE RUNOFF
The most obvious geomorpbic cbaiacteristic of mt regions is the lack of surface runoff. Rain.,,.-ater
infiltration is rapid and substantlal. Overland flow rarely reaches stream channels, but disappears mt>
sinkholes 1D enter the subsurface drain..'\ge system. This is true even in arid and semiarid climates.
Apart from dune fiehis, deserts on impexvious rocks rarely Jack stream comses, how"ever ephemeral
they may be. Bt'lt k..wt :in arid and semiarid regions is usually 'llithout th.em, as :in the Nu.llarbor PJa:in
of Australia. aru:l the Pecos Ri\:-er valley of Nev Mexico. Rapid :infiltration means that vat.er escapes
the sulfa.re heat and is protected from evaporation, so that karst regions discharge more of the

. precip11'.8.tion falling on th.em than does lln.pe1'-ious terrain.

·

RAIN\.VATER INFIL!RATION
In karst groundwater systems, infiltrating rainw-ater enteIS the bedrock through open fractures and
other planes of secondaiy permeability, particularly at jo:int :in1eISec1ions. M. these operungs are
enlaiged by solution they become able 1D transmit :increasing quantities of runoff. Over time they
may become sufficiently enlalged near the sUiface 10 cause gl8dual subsMence or collapse of the
uppennost bedrock. The repeated subsidence of jo:int blocks t>w'alds central solution pipes creates
c~...ed topographic depressions known as dolines or sinkholes. vhere funneling of rainvater occUIS.
A perforated :impenneable caprock '!Nill funnel "'1.ra1er :int> the kmt :in much the same ny. The tlOv
may come from a retreating overlying c.aprock, or from the updip margin of an impeimeable
fonnation that is til\>.d.
·

EV APORITE KARST
Not all kmt terrains are found on carbona1e rocks (limes10ne or dolomi~). Highly soluble evaporite
rocks (gypsum, anhyi!Iite, halite) can be sculpted :in10 karst landscapes and aquifeIS. Anhydrite is
comparable vith carbonates, usually undergoing alteration by h}'iratlon t"l gypsum due 1D diffuse
in1ergranular fio·lt before rapid coruittit evolu.tion can occur. Gypsum is 10 10 30 times more soluble
than llmes10ne, and halite more soluble still. The high solubility of gypsum and halite means that
kaDt S)'"Stems are both developed and destro:yed at faster rates than in less soluble carbonate rocks.

Bee.a.use surface oulrrops of gypsum su1viv"e only in arid clima1es, sinking stream3 1end 1D be small
dry ano~s that end either m swallo"T holes or :in short open cave passages. Sinkholes may be broad

and shallov or, because of rapid solution at depth :in the bedrock, mayexhloit collapse at the land
SUiface. Sor.oe collapse sinks :in g:ypsum are qtute large, such as the Santa Rosa sinks and the
BottJmless L&.es of the Pecos P.iver ·vaJley in Ne"\lt Mexico.
GypslJDl i!! fonned -w·hen anhydri'l.e comes :in10 coniact "With fresh ""W-a.1.er. H:;"dration of anhydrite
to msum :is of1en local:i2ed, and xesult!I m a change in volume of 35~ 1D 39%. The

pressure

dev-eloped by volume expamion i3 sufficient 1D buckle overlying beds, creating join13 and fmctures
vhich provide p~.thTiys for sUiface vat.er 10 dissolve ewporites at depth. ·
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Tiie time scale for gypsmu dissolution, as det.ennined in the laboratJry, is 100 times shor1er than that
tor limestone dissolution. Gypsum solutions become nearly satwat.ed vithin a fev mmut.es and
almost completely satwated THitbin an hour. For this reeson, ground:vater reaches satwation in much
shorter dis1an.Ces mgypsum than mlimestone. Therefore, unsatwated vat.er capable of dissolving
gypsum must be supplied by vertical seepage from overlying beds. Once initiated, ho"'N-ever, gypsum
caves should enlarge more rapidly than limes1Dne caves because of the higher solubility.
COVERED KARST
Gypsum and salt beds also gi\re lise bJ karst when co'Y-ered by a truck deposit of non-carbo11at.e rocks
such as sands10ne. This fonn of covered kalst is sometimes termed interstrat.al kaist t:i distinguish it
from that de~.reloped beneath a soil co'Y-er. The tenn can be misleading, ho"W-ever, as evapoiit.e karst
developme11t is three-dimensional and is not confined t:l the evapont.e beds. The classic co'Y-ered kalst
region in North .America is th.e Pecos River valley in Nev Mexico, 1rhere the Santi Rosa sandstone
and the Demy LM.e Red beds overlie limest:lne and gypsum deposits of Penn:ian age.
A feature that seerr.is unique to the gypsum p1alns and covered kalst of southeast.em Ne"l-· Mexico and

'ii-est Texas is the soh'l.tion-subsidence trough. These are rumo"'k·, elongated depressions that range
trom 100 10 1500 m (300 to 5000 ft) in vid th and from 1 10 15 km (0 .5 to 10 miles) in length.
Generally they are only 4 bJ 6 m( 15 t:l 20 ft) deep. The troughs run pmll.el t:l the regional dip and
~.re formed by collapse of Slllface rocks into caverns dissolved by undexground vat.exs moving along
fractures. Tiie collapse debrts fonr.is barriers across the ch8.nnels and causes the underground streams
mes1ablish nev channels along nearby f:ractures. Thus the troughs are probably not the result of the
collapse of a single ca'Y-em but of several.

WATER BALANCE
Prec1p11ation falling on1D the land surface divides m1D three parts. One part infiltrates in1D the soil,
penetrating the underlying bedrock, "'kilere it continues dovn"W'al'd through the V8dose zone 10 the
vat.er 18.ble. A second part flovs over.land es runoff in10 small vat.er courses and ultimately in1D the
master base level stream. The third part returns 10 th.e a1mosphere by e~raporation and transpiration.
Fl)r any rairutorm t.he nter bu.dget, or "W'llt.er balance, can be expressed in the following equation:
P-E=I+R
vbere P = precipl'tation, I = infiltration, R = runoff, and E = e'Y-apotransplI'8.tion. In kmt landscapes
there is virtually no surface runoff; drainage is a1most entirely underground. Thus the nt.er balance
in a Jwst t.erram can be expressed as:
P-E =I

'IN·here I is the ~tJ..1l em01.mt of "W"'ater flct'lh7ing t.hrcmgh the undexground system. The problem vith
·-.:later balance analysis by this equation is that evapotra.nspiration and infiltration are difficult t:l
~~Ile.

In most drainage basms, the ultimate dischaige point for ground vat.er is the mast.er base level stream.
At tt.ie Jovest poiILt, the D"Jil3ter strean1 flo"WS intl a larger liver, vhich in tum flo"WS 10 the sea.
Ho"Wever, especially in desert regions, closed dlajnage basins exist, vhere all flov is centripetal.
Th.e 1o"West point in the drainage basin, both tJpographically and pot.entiometrically, is typically a
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~rut~, w~jilch J"w ru:; ou~t ~iti!tr il.t tilt 1uu1 sw1ttee or wu1tr~1uuru1 aru1 loses water only by
e"Y"aporation. In t1us case the water balance equation can be expressed as:

(E-P)I =I
vhere E =evaporation irom the Jake srixiace _. P =precipitation ialling directly ont> the lake sUiface .

and i =stuface and subsurface inflov t:> the lake. If there is no SlJiface runoff, then I = the t:>tal

3Jll0unt oi va'ler tlovmg through the grol..1.Ildwater system t> the lMe. The advanlage t> vater
balance analysis by this equation is that lake evaporatiort and direct precipilation are relatively easy t>
measure. Thls equation does not take into account changes in rorsge in the groundwater system, and
so it is only useful in long-tenn calculations. Water balance calcu1atiol"'IS are inherently imprecise, but
r.he.y do pmvide an oroer of magnitude estimate of groundwater fluxes. If the karst system volume
cru1 be iruieJ•eruiently estimated, rec:tiarge rates arui groundwater flov times can be approxir.llated.

PREDICTION OF GROUNDWATER FLOW PA1HS
The traditional method for loca.ting groundvater flov paths in karst aquifeIS is through the 1..lSe of
fluorescent dyes or ot:tier tracers. nie d)ies are injected into the aquifer at a knovn sinkhole, and are
obserl7ed ·~there they emerge at a karst spting. Tracer tests do not actually reveal the groundwater
flov Jiaths; tt.iey orily demm"'!Stra.te a :t1~raulic connection between the sinkhole arui ttie spring. Nor
do ~.cer test! re·nal the actual groundwater velocity, because the flov path is never a straight line.
Nor do tracer tests ~Jd imrnediate results; in aDd regions, v:tiere grourui vater velocities may not be
$)S fast as in humid regions_. it may tB.ke longer for the injecte.d tracers t:I mive at the karst spting than
ttJ.e amount oi ti:mi! allutted for scientific investigatiorL
Arthur N. Palmer (1986) has vrtnen a laruimark paper vhich presents an alternative methodology for
delf.cting probable groundvater flov paths in kmt aquifeIS, vitha:mt the use of traceIS or even data
from borer.1.01es and test veils. Palmer wed det.ailed geologic lJl8IIS of approximately 75 km of cave
passages ir1 s. variety of geologic settings, deiived from personal explo1-ation and published sources.
P8.hner iou.rtd that cave passage gl8dier1ts and directions could tie relalf.d to the local geologic
strucl!Jre and stratigraphy. The data shov such consistent and ~Y explained relationships, and
cotrer a broad enough range of geologic conditions, that the results car1 be extrapolated, vith caution,
to the predit.."'ti.on of ground vater flov paths in kmt aq uifeIS elsevhere.

P8lmer found that flov in the w.dose zone rends t:> follov the dip of the strata, vhile flov in the
p:t.ueati.c zone teruis mfollov tt.ie stlike of the strata. The differera::e is crucial in predicitng f1ov paths
in k3ist aql.rifeni. The filR_is the angle at vhich a stratum (sedimentuy bed or layer) is inclined from
the hmizontal: ttie greater the inclination, the more steeply dipping tbe bed. The stlike is the direction.
or bearirig oi a hodzontal line in the plane of an inclined stratum; tbe strike is independent of the angle
of the dip, but is alvays perpendicular TD the direction of the diJ•.

In t.he "Y&.dose zone, flov is cort1rol1ed by gravity, so the channe1s descerui as vertically as possible
1.0ward t.he phreati.c zone. In bedrock, most of these channeJs m far from vertical. Vadose conduitti
tend to be concordar1t m the strata, follovirig the dip of ttie beds, especially in ~efonned rocks.
Deviations from the direction and inclin3.tion of the dip can generally be attn"bu1l!d t:I the deflection of
flov pattJJ by fractures.

·

No vadose coru:luit vas found to hatre a gradient Jess than the dip of the strala. Hovever,
7nne ;W.. common e"l'efi
Ul
UV
l ·
:t.rig:ttly jointed rocJr-'. Some water-filled passages occur in tt.ae vadose zone in cascading, stair-step
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profile, with threshoJds or rest le\o-els perched abo\1' the wt.er table, confusing the distinction
between vadose and phreatle :zones; boreholes cannot dlstingmsh betveen them. Perched vat.er can
flow laterally as much as several kilometeI'3 before reaching the w1?r table. °"°'r this distance, the
vat.er flow is entlrely independent of the head distnbution within the underl)'ing phreatic zone.
The gentler the dip, the more impoI1Bnt it is 1D take the dip into accolll\t in predicting the directions of
vadose flov paths. Long-distance pen:hing is most common in gently dipping, strongly bedded
rocks. Furthermore, the gentler the dip, the more mfluential the subtle varlations in dip directJOn.

In the phrea11C zone, condlU1.S folio,,... the paths of greatest hydraulic efficiency betveen the vadose
infeeders and the ·.;alley outlets. The sump at the very dovmtream. end of the vadose section, '\lthere
the conduit connnues submerged within the phreatic :zone, is usually no more than a few meters
abo·v"'e the spririg outlet Some conduits are never fully submerged, but continue partially air-filled
along the '\I.rater table vith vexy low gradients at approxunately the level of the spring.
Phreatle conduits in bedded rocks tend 10 be oriented at nearly 900 10 the dip, roughly along the
strike. The strike direction is favored because it offeI'3 the sl"J8.Ilovest routes vithout requiiing
discoxdence to the straa The steeper the dip, the less the deYiation of the flov pa.th from the s1rike
direction. In a thin soluble rock stratwn bounded by insoluble rocks this might seem like a foregone
conclusion, because the steep_ dip provides less leewy for the flD'ft 10 deviate from the strike.
Phreatic condu.~ have extremely lov hydraulic grsdients because of their efficiency in transmitting
ground..,nater 10 springs. They acquire relati:vely low hydraulic heads ,,.ith respect ti the sunounding
(intergranular or fractme-controllf'.d) ground.wt.er, causing flov n converge t)'Wid them.

Tracer tests have sho'Wll that most kmt groundw1fr follows convergent flov paths. The
predominarlce of caves '1th dendritic patterns. at least 75% of those kno'Vl\, supports this
obsem.tion. Tills convergence generally concentra1es conlam.inanl! in the major active conduil!.
Tiiere are some areas of divergent flov, vhich tends 10 disperse con'1alninants throughout the aquner.
This dh1erge:nce is greatest in the wdose zone. Ho-mver, con1aminan1! that en1er the diffuse-flov
portion of a kmt aquner will leak slovly in10 the major active conduits over a Jong period of time.

APPLIC.a.TION OF :r. ARST MODEL TO WIPP SI1E
1. Tue P.ustler aquner, as a vb.ale, is unconfined. It is one complex aquifer vith five members and
can only be under3tood in three dimensions. Water levels in some WIPP 1eSt vells are free 10 me
and fall in resporise '10 V'ariations in recharge. This is the hallmaI:k. of an unconfined aquner. In the
Magenta. dolomite at test mlls H-2 and H-3, and in the Culebra dolomi\? at test vells H-1, H-3 and
H-4, ~rater levels rose steadily betveen mid-1977 and mid-1981, a period during vhich precipitation
at Carlsbad was 17.14 inches per year, compared 10 an averege of 10.85 inches per year duling the
preYio1J.S 25 ~rem. \.Vh:ile the rise in M~en1& and Culebra "W.1er levels cannot be conela.1ed "Vith
individual rairis'10nns, it can be corre1ated vith short-tenn trends in precipitation. Such a short-tenn
response can only occur due " dO'\l.l'l'lm:rd infiltration of :rain"W8.1fr through an overlying strata. All
must be transmissive 10 recharge. DOE has made no :measurements of :rainvater recharge, and relies
in...vtead on :mea..°Uremen't3 of permeability '10 estima1f vertical tr8.Il3Tfjjssivity.

2. Tue Ms.gent.a and CUle bra dolomite members of the P.ustler Formation may be considered partially
confined. Ttie_ Magenta is overlain by Forty-Niner anhydrite. and the Cu1e bra is overlain by
Tamalisk anh)lliiite, both of vhich are considered '10 be confining beds in most pJaces. lri actuality,
10

t.:.c.:i.i.iiii?. iUu!)'drtti is a'ti1irJB, fractured ruck, curifil~ment is more likely u:i be occasioned by
mte:rvenmg clays10nes that do not support fractures •tnthout closing. In all WIPP test wells the
Magenta and Culebra vater levels rise in10 or above the o\o-erlying confining beds, except at H-7,
VtlIPP-26 and WIPP-28 vhere the Magen1a is dry, and at WIPP-29 near Laguna Grande de 1a Sal
\v·here the Culebra dolomite is overlain only by sUificial deposit5. There are consistent encounters of
muds10nes in the Tamansk member, 610 22 feet abo\o-e the Culebra, and in the Forty-Niner member,
13 to 25 feet abo\o..e the Magenta, suggesting that vertical h~raulic connections 10 the Magenta and
Culebra are mfreq uent. Hovever, anhydrite fractures need not be numerous 10 be significant for
groundw-ater transport. DOE should have located and charac1erized the connecting channels through
the Tamarisk. but has not done so. At WIPP-13, in the northwestern part of the WIPP site, the
Tamarisk is described as ha\oing a zone of muds10nelgypsum bre.ccia and steeply-dipping fractures
througr.10ut; the Culebra and Magenta hydraulic heads are believed 10 be equal at WIPP-13, but the
f.·Iagenta head '\o-as not measured. At H-6, in the north"Ves1em c.omer of the WIPP site, the Culebra
arui Y..fagenta hydraulic heads are kno'tln to be equal, indicating a hydraulic connection through the
Tamarisk member, but the ge.ophysical and lithologic logs are Uil8.\o-ailable.
3. There are locali2ed occumnces of perct.ied water at the YYIPP site, indicating the presence of
underlying beds vhich are impermeable locally, but not generally. DOE has only recently begun 10
chm.cle.rize them. In the vicinity of the WIPP shaft::, and at H-5 in the northeas1em comer of the
WIPP site, there is perched 'flater m the Santa Rosa sandstone; it5 hydraulic gradient {28 ft ,• 100 ft) is
sle.ep and it:: hydraulic conductivity (up lD 15.5 fti'day) is high. Where the Santa Rosa sandstone is
absent in the central and south-w-estem pare of the WIPP site and south of the site there is perched
"!rater in the Dew-ey Lake Red beds; at1empt5 1D co:r.rela1e the e1evations of these occurrences vith
cementatlDn of fractures, fluid levels dUiing logging, and loss of cireu1ation of drilling fluid have
failed. Perched va1er in both the· San1'a Rosa and De"-ey Lake fonnations is fresh enough 10 be
attributed 10 rainvat.er rechalge, and i1s inconsistent occurrence indicates that, elsevhere, the vat.er
drams 1D the -w-a1er table.
·

4. Tiie position of ttie water table at WIPP is UllkruJvn. For tt.iis reason~ it is not knoWIL vb.ere the
Magenta and Culeb:ra are confined and vhere they are unconfined. When the saturated zone is
reached during the drilling of a test 'IN-ell, it ~s time for the vater Jevel in the vell 10ad~t1D the
level of the water table. Because d1illing li8S not stopped long enougtl for such adjustment to occur,
there is no rec.ord of the water table under undisturbed conditions. Neither the hlgh-vater level nor
the 1o'5t-1.:-ater level is knovn, and therefore the vadose -zone and the phreatic zone cannot be defined
...Nitti certainty. The nature of groundwater flov is comp1etely different in the air-filled channels of
the vadose 2one than in the va1er-filled channels of the phreatic zone. Over time, as the ka:rst
becomes more dev-eloped and the wter 1'ab1e migrates dow'Il."ilard, abandoilf.d air-filled channels
remain in the vadose 2one, and vhen these channels cany ground vater follo'Ving torrential
:rains1Dnns, the traY-el times 10 the "Water 1'ab1e may be extremely short. Failure 10 defme the TI.1er
table is a fatal flav in hydrogeo1ogic charac1emation.
Under the cireumstances, the best ve can do is to treat the vater levels in the earliest WIPP test vells

as though they represented undisturbed conditions. GonzaJez (1983) presents wa.1er levels in 13 test
mlls under supposedly undisturbed conditions, before the sinking of the YYIPP shaft5, and the
highest Jevels represent the best estimate of the va1er table before distubance by drainage in10 the
WIPP shaits. Silva (1996) present5 vater levels in 33 test vells before the unexplained rise in .
Ct'llebra -w-a1er Je\o-els vhich began in Januazy 1988; the data do not represent undistarbed conditions,
but the data axe gynoptic [Table 1 ). From the data provided by Silva the pogition of the vater table
in the stratigraphic column can be approxllila1ed [Table 2] and plot1ed on a map [Figure 1]. Prom this
it can be deduced that the TI.ter tb.ble ism the Devey L3ke Redbeds across the 'WIPP sit.e, dropping
closer TD ti1e TDp of ttie Rustler as ori.e mov"es southvest\o9ald TDvard test well P-15, arui inn
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successi~ttdy lo"Y.;oer member.s of the Rustler as one moves t:ivard Nash Dxav. At P-15, perched
vater vas found in the Devey Lake at 225 feet belov the sUiface, 6 feet above the Rustler. Our
conceptu..'1 model, therefore, consideD that the phreatic zone at the WIPP site includes the entire
Hustler FonnatJon, and that the primitive vater 18.bJe is mainly in the Devey Lake Hedbeds.

5. Effecnve porosity in the :Rustler Fonnation is unknown. Fracture pores and solution channels are
not w.11 descn"bed, nor do ""e knov their orientations. Porosity in the CUlebra dolomite, measured
on small samples in the laborat:i:ry, :ranges from 3% t:i 30%. DOE avemges this t:i 16%, and
assumes that fiacture flov is represented by 1% porosity and matrix diffusion is attn"butable t:i 15%
porosity. In karst . t.he serondMY porosity is the effective porosity, due t:i the lalge apertures
produced by dissolution. DOE has no measurements of porosity in regions of the Rustler transected
by solution conduits, and the refore does not kno"· the effective porosity, oor therefore the velocity of
trai&Sport. Nor has DOE demonstrated the effecti,."eness of matrix diffusion in kalstified areas; the
co11Se1vatlve 8Ssumption JS that radionuclides will travel at the speed of vater in channel flo-w·.
East of Nash Drav, the largest open kalst channels found in borebo1es are at YVIPP-33, '\Ith.ere five
w-a.tfr-fille.d ca:v-erns, measuring 7.0 ft, 9.5 ft, 6.0 ft, 2.0 ft and 5.0 ftfrom t:ip t:i bot10m, vere found
m the De'l.rey Lake Redbeds and in the Foey-Niner and Magen18. membeJ:S of the Hustler Fonnation.
At WIPP-33 the flmd Jevel during loggjng '\lt"'aS 274 ft below land surface, and the Hust.ler-Salado
con18ct JS 677 ft below land surface; therefore, the thickness of the aquner C8IIDOt be greater than
403 ft The five cavems, t:italing 29.5 ft, '\Y"ere found 'Within a 110.0-ft stratigraphic section;
therefore, the thickness of the kaistic aqUifer cannot be less thm 110 ft The WIPP-33 borehole is
16 inc:ttes in diameter, and is therefore traversed by at Jeast 40 ft2 of cawms. If the caverns are
circular, then they measure 160 tt2 in cross-section. If the cav-erns are Jens-shaped along bedding
and underlie the deepest part of the WIPP-33 sinkho1e {the 3324-ft. connur line), then they are
135 ft "ide arid measure 4000 ft2 in cross-section.

There is asoluticm-subsiderice trough trending wsm.rd from SW 1.'4 sec 30, T22 S, H 31 E in
'tJle southves1em part of 'tJle WIPP site. The ves1em boundary of 'tJle WIPP sne is 4 miles long.
If ~re assume that WIPP-33 marks t1le only major solution channel in the oorthwestem part of t1le
Vv'IPP sit.e, t:tien the aqlllfer peiforated by the WIPP-33 caverns is 2 miles 'Wide and 110 ft t:i 400 ft
thick, or 1,200 ,000 tt2 n 4 ,200 ,000 tt2 in cross-section. It follovs that the effective porosity of the
Hustler/Dewey Lake aquifer could be as Jovas 0.095%(4000 ft2 I 4,200,000 ft2) but not greater
than 0. 33% (4000 ft2 I 1,200 ,000 ft2), unJess there are major unde1eeted kalst channels vithin
one JJllle of WIPP-33.

6. Karn aqUifeJ:S are heterogeneous and anisotropic. Trarasmiss1vity vanes 'With position and
direction. Within the WIPP site, measured Culebra transmissrYity varies by nesrly three ordets of
magnitude, from 0.1 ft2/day t:i 88.0 ttZlday. Within one mile of the WIPP site, Culebra
transmis!l'v"ity vanes by more than five omeJ:S of magnitude, from 0.003 ft21day to 324 tt21day. The
highest tran..~s have dis1.inct directiorutl orientation in the northvestem and southl'.astem
portions of the WIPP site, as indicated by inteiference tests. The da18. cannot be treated as random
V3.riab1es, as DOE has do~ in its st:>chastic peifonnance assessment. Values ob1ained from pump
tests at the WIPP site and vicinity V8IY videly over short distances; vells that 18.p connectJons "1"ith
tt.Le i..arst coruiuit 3)1'3tem st.ww v~ for trariSrr.dssi'Y'ity wt.ii.ct.L &-e orders of magnitude higher tl'J8Il
veils dDlled inUJ the unfractured van rock a short distance avay. Transmissivity da18. in karst cannot
be a:-reISged or interpolated between data points. The discontinuous nature of the conduit Sj"Stem
violat.es the mat~matical assumption that transmissivity (T) is continuously verifying.
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c~~~U. trariSijiJssivi~s ~.lllve

vfilieu by oriB tu tl.-"O orders of n~n.itude at ttie Sfiljie vVIPP

test ·~tells. The most common reason for the discrepancy has been the manner of testing.
'I'rammissi\rities calculated from multi-well pump tests ha"Y-e tended 10 be much higher than those
calculated from singJe-well tests. DOE, in mperfonnance assessment (GCA, TabJe TFIELD-2)
has selecti'Y-ely used calculated transmissivities at the Jo,1r end of the scale, especially '111ithin one
mile of the center of the WIPP site (Table 3). The result of such selective presentation of data is
ai completely misrepresent the transmissivityfiehi at the WIPP site. DOE's model assumes a
continuous s'rath of Jov transmissivity across the ~NIPP site [Figure 2], vhen the highest calculated
transmissivities shov a continuous S'118.th of 1Ygl! transmissivity across the WIPP site [Figure 3].
Use of the highest measured 'Y"alues of ~missl\oity is both realistic and conseIVative. It is realistic
because the highest measured values are real; they represent the ability of the rocks 10 transmit "f.--a.ter
along discrete, locali2ed flov paths at rates vhlch are orde:rs of magnitude higher than elsevhere in
m.e dmnage basin. It is conse:n-"ative because these are the paths of least resistance, the actual
groundwater tlov paths that "\lllll occur dming recharge transients. Our conceptual model, therefore,
utilizes the highest calct1lated transmissivities along recognized ground '111"8.ter flov paths.
7. TI.ie h}uraulic gTadie11ts a1Drag the ground'W"ater flow paths at tt.ie YVIPP sit.e are unkno'\7li..
DOE has never collected synoptic data for the vaI)ing h)"iraulic heads in the Culebra. Thus the
me3zurements of gradients cannot be reliably compared ti each other, and neither the flo"· directions
nor the hydraulic gradients can be stated '111"ith cerlainty. Moreover, trJe da1a set for hydraulic t.ieads in
the J'."lagenta is incomplete, became DOE does not recognize the importance of the Magen1a tl
grom-.dwat.er flov in the Rustler. DOE has proceeded on the assur.nption that the Culebra is a
confined aq u.ifer, bounded above and below by impenne.able anhydrite bed~. Consequently, ve do
not kno'\\r ·'\lrhere the Culebra is confined and vhere it is not, nor vhat is the full extent of the aquifer.

TJ ru1er tiie cirnunstances, the best ve can do is 10 utilize hydraulic heads that ve do not knov 10 be in
error. In analyzing the hydraulic head da1a (Table 4) med in DOE's performance assessment (CCA,
Table 1FIELD-3), '111-e have found eight examples of test 'ftlls vhere DOE's assumed values are
clearly in error, six examples oft.est ,,-ells vhere DOE's assumed \."alues are unsubstantia1ed, fi'Y"e
examples of test vells vhere DOE t.aas selected values vhich '111"0uld steer the southeasterly flov path
a-wo.y from H-7 in Nash Dra-w· [Figure 4], and tvo examples of test "Wells (H-16 and WIPP-29)
,,.hich are not included in DOE's perfonnance assessment even though they are located close 10
demonstrated ground'IN"ater flo•tt paths. One of these -wells, WIPP-29, is locat.ed 0.6 miles from
Laguna Peq u.ell.8. and 1. 4 miles from Laguna Grande de 1a Sal, the most copious discharge points for
Rustler ground,...;ater. At WIPP-29 the Culebra is 0\.-emin only by suificial deposits; the vater level
is the h:;.llimulic head -- 2968 feet above sea level. A3 one vould expect, this is the Jovest hydraulic
bes.d measured at any WIPP test "Well. Inclusion of WIPP-29 in performance assessment ftJv
models would have steered groundvater flov paths ti Laguna Grande de 1a. Sal Our conceptual
model consider.:: an, not merely most, of the data. The CCA a1so reports uncer1Binty in CUlebra
hydraulic hes.ds due 10 measurement error. Along the southeasterly flov path, the margin of error is
greater than the assumed drop in hydraulic head. Our conceptual model incoipOrate:s a zange of
h,:i.~raulic head values, vhich necessarily results in a range of calculated ground vater travel times.
8. Groundvat.er flow in k.anlt, especially in the phreatic zone, tends 10 be con\.-exgent A large
c.onduit will be a couise of rehtively lov hydraulic head, and groundw"ater flov 'Vill convexge upon
it. The course of the submexged conduit vill be marked by troughs in the vat.er 18.ble. This can be
seen along the southeasterly flov path, vhere the Cule bra heads reported by Lappin (1989) at H-11,
H-17, P-17 and H-7 are equal (2995 ft) and are lo"lf'er than the Cule bra heads in the sunounding test
w:ells [Figure 4].
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9. ZinJ:J.ioles. or dolin.eJ . J.Ie 11resent in e~.re1·y karstlar1d. Tir.y are ttie quintessential feature, the
expression of ~ubstut&e dissoluuon, subsidence, aiid collis.pse. However, u1 a. coveted
k.a..r.::t, .::ir1khole~ may be less frequent. Thie k beds of smisrone exposed at the sUifare may not fully
reile1:t tJ1e d~rn.ption of subs'l.utace stta~, and Yhere tbe bedrock is cov"'ered by "-mdblo~:on sand, all
but tJlf. largest r..ar.::t features may be obscured. Ho~""?ver, there v.rj]} still be a lack of surf&e runoff.
This is tt.ie telltale sign of ka!st, e1.ren m and reg10ns, where l"1lnilirig· "W-ater is generally the most
-sm1·~.c~

effecth:oe geomorphic agent shaping the landscape. Within the WIPP site, most of the infiltrating
rarr1'll.ra.te.c is funneled .not tluuugh slllkhoJes, but through a perforated caprock of J>.·Iescalero caliche.
Once beneath the caliche. ttie "!l.:oa1er is pro1ected from evaporation and finds its -w-ay 10 v"'Sdose feeder
ctwu1.els u1 the Dewy Lake :Red beds.
lO. Fluw in~ \rad.u~e :zone is i:ont.rolli!d by g:ra~rity, arid is entirely iridependent of the hy'\iraulic
hi:ci.d dbtribution :in 'thi: tm.ii:rlyin~ plmati.c :::one. In bi:.dror.k, fio11r in the wdo~e zonr. i!1 do""N"Il.'ltaid
tJut .not ';ei-ncal, ~a.1 teruis tD follD~t t!.ie dip of the strata, especially in gently dipping, uruiefonned
me k3 such as the De'.l.7ey Lake Red beds. The gentler the dip, the more it controls the direction of
V:;t.dose !lo~· . i;.rui tJ1e IT.lOre .irl11uential the subtle \rsrtations lil. dip direction. Witt.iin the vVIPP sit.e
t.here is no persistent dip at the top of the De'Vi-ey Lake Red beds [Figure 5]. Instead there are mounds
arui depressions. The mouri.ds are centered around test veil H-18 in the northwestern part of the site,
.m1 t.est\v"elli: H-1 aru1 H-3 in the central part of the site. There are t"W"'O structural depressions: one of
tJ-iem.. 15 feet dee{• . •:entered erourtd test ~1ell WIPP-12, is owrlain by SanlB. Rosa saruistn.Le; the
ot.tier one. 24 feet dee{• . centered a.rouild test 'IN"ell WQSP-6, is lLDt We ha~re demonstrate.din a
preVJ.Oll~ pi;J•er t.h~t t.he i;.bsenr.e of SMfft.. Rose. sandstone is t.he CQntrolling facto!"' m detennining the
3Ie8. of grN.t.est F~"V.ra.t.er rec:tiarge. At WQSP-6 tJlf. De'!N"'eY Lal..e P.edt•eds produced 25-30 gallons
pe! nlliLllte ot potable ,,.~a.te£, ttie largest amount reported ar(1,1Where in the \7JC1Dlty of the Y\-'IPP site.
Tt..is :i3 entirely consistent 1...ith the concept of '\:-a.dose fio'lt follo-i:.ing the structural dip, collecting as
peiched '('later in a stru.ctural dep.cessIDn, aru1 findmg its 'IR"8.Y dov.11,1ard t!.aough feeder channels
under the control of g:ra;:-it;7. West of the 'WIPP site the De11;ey Lake P.edbeds dip ":t;esn:-ard at about
50 feet Jn:r rr.il!f {0. 50); .here tiJ.e 'Y·aiiose 11o1:1t 1:1."0uld be 1:1resntard, directly toward Nash Draw.

11. Flo~r m tt.ie pt.ireatic zone follov~ the paths of JTJa."{imurri h;.~raulic etficiency, tt.ie paths of least
resl3t.aru=e eriharu:ed by dissolution. Phrea1JC conduits ir1 bedded rocl~ v.rith mterbedded mudstones
te:ad tJ:1 be oriented at nearly 90010 the dip of tJlf. strata, roughly along the strike. The steeper the dip
of the beds, the less ttie deviauon of ttie t1Dw path from the st.cfr..e direcnon. Thus the flow path JS
llii1ost r10ri:ontol. Pt.ireatic coru1uit: tJa.v-e extremely lo'~r h;'1raulic gradients because tieir laige
dmieri3io.cis proo:.ride efficiency m tr"or1Sm1ttmg waler to r.arst spririgs. Within the recharge area at tt.ie
'NIPP si'lr the dip is e::i:.t-mrt11east1:1.:-ard: the 11:.lp of the Rustler [Figlm 6] dip3 about 80 feet per mile
(0.90); the top of tt.ie Culebra (Figure 7] dips about 75 feet per mile (0.80); and the 10p of the Salado
[Figure 8] dips about 90 feet pe! mile (1.00). In the .noithvestem pal"t of the VV'IPP sile is a .region
1.:-Jiere dissolution has affec1ed the 10p of the Salado. From the WIPP shafts, the fio"fr paths through
t.t£ Culeb!"a dolDmlte 1.10uld be almost honzontal, along the 2700-foot structural conmur line, northnorth"".'.'l!!lt'!raro to ~.1;lIPP-13 and 30tl.th-3outhe~nrud 10 the~~ of H-11 and H-17 [Figt'IR!3 4 &. 7].
TI.i.!Z is co.cisistent \viti.1 the concept of karst!C phreatic !1o'1.-· prtrr.iatily through the :Rustler dolomites,
1.Ivi secorufa1ily atio,te tJ'r. Rustler mudsu:iri.es, riDt because t.tr. flow is fully confined, but because

ttiese i;re the most penrieable s1Jata, tti.e paths of least resistai.LCe.
12. When 11D'l!.r along tt.ie DDrtl".1v.resterly path reaches ~NIPP-13 it becomes unconfined. The Cule bra
~.t V.1IPP-13 (3064 ft)~ l:telli"ved t:i 'bi: equcl t:i the Magenta hydraulic brad. Flov
from tt.ie Culebra arui lo"t'ter unnamed members nses through ttie vertJ.cally fractured Tamansk
member 10 the M~entl and Fortr Niner members; there is m h;.'1ira.ulic separation bet"W-een the
memben of tr1i:o RiJJtler. From WIPP-13 tJ1e flow p~.t.h t:iJ.rri.s we~~.rd, 1md.er proven k~rst
coruiitiom, Jiassirig by H-6, ~..t.iere i.hr. Culebra fil"u1 M~enta tr.aiis oo.--e lm.ovn ~be

h;:dr::i:uJic h!!'~.d
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equal (3057 ft), arid contimlir1g tJ.Lioug:h ttie ca'y"'e.ffi.S beneath ttie v\1IPP-33 sinr.hole to WIPP-25 in
Nash Drai1r, ".'17f.lf1-e the Culeb1-a and Magenta heads afe also kruY'w"Il ID be equal (.3054 ft). Although
this portion of the flovr path is still in the phreatic zone, flo-vr no longer folloW'S the strike of the beds.
The exJStence of this tlo'\l.r path has been demonstra~ by the multl-'\l.rell pump test centered in the
0t'llebra at WIPP-13. Unfortunately, the pump tests ""-ere pelfonned under the assumption that flo,v·
is cofl1ined to the Cule bra, ai-.d vere not designed to assess the nnpoi1ance of other memhe~ of the
Rustler. The calrulattd tr.msmissivity along the flo·tr path betii.:oeen WIPP-13 and WIPP-25 ""~
much higher (650 f~:lday) than the transrrussiv"I1les calculated at the :mdi\1Jd.ual "'f.rells {69.0 f~:,'day
=it ~h1PP-13, 270 ft2.'day at ¥nPP-25. This retleciS the presence of a :zo.ne vith extremely high
tratumissivity bettY-een ~NIPP-13 wtd WIPP-25' most likely the C&.\o"eIIIS at WIPP-33' all of 'ithirh
life Jug hef thar1. the Culebra. The h~raulic g:radient het'\l.reen WIPP-13 and WIPP-25 is lo-w·
(2. 5 ft per m:ile) due to the efficiency along this flov path ID Nash Dia-::;.
1·3.

~Nr1en !101c.: along

tJ1e so11the8Sterly path reaches H-11 the h;.idra11lic gradient is essentially zero.

nie Cuktn:a tt::-"'tira.ulic heads at H-11, H-17, P-17 and H-7 are equal (2995 ft).

This implies a
fa.i:r-.:o::t.y of s1Jfh :tii:~:h trai.um.i:::sibility t!13.t a gradient is not e~.rident beTh-een fio"'ljr events. The WIPP
site arr photos re\real this Jeg10n to be pocr.nwl'.ed ~"Ith sn1k.tJOles ai-.d iruiistinguist.aable in character
from Na;.h r1ra1. •.. :!.Jong this pat.h the gro1md\.,-a.ter flo-vr is w"'est-southw-esntald, opposite to the eastsoutr.east\\7acd dn-ect!On of ttie reg:10nal dip .•.i..ccordii.1g:ly, the "W""ater table ttuncates stratigraphlc
col'i..unn . droppirig from tJ1e DfiY"'eY Lar:.e Red beds at H-11 within the WIPP site 10 Ta.marisk gypsum
at H-7 .u1 Nash Dra\\r. 'YVf.ien \7le\\..-ed m p1ufile, tt.ie flo'\l.r path dUl1l1.g diy periods vould hav"e stagriar1t
pool::: of pe1Tt.ied vrater, not associated with the local w-a.ter 1a.ble, v.rith sills or spill-points at e·v-ery
i:m.penne;~_tik bed. After t.orrentlal :ramst.onns, rap:l11 recharge "'ljtould flush out these channels, creating
G;3.:K3.des or ~taterfafu, in strur-s'tep fashion, \y·herev-er ~rertical path,. "a)"'S
.
exi.~. Perched w-a.1er w"83
repo;."ted at P-17 111 the De\v"eY Lake Red beds, 265 ft belov Jarid slll1ace, 117 ft above the Rustler;
'V'3.ter ;:,:-33 ilio reported at P-17 in the Jo"'lj1"'eI u.nnamed member, 600 ft belov land surface, 17 ft
helo'\\r ttie Culebra. Thus the ohserv·ations are coI1S1Stent w"lth the kai-st l!JOdel.

14. Flow :m Nash Dravr is under water table conditions. Corui ui1S may l10t be fully submerged.
Flo":!.:- b unconfined along the water 1a.ble all the way t:i the karst spnngs at Laguna Peq uena (2959 ft).
H~yuralilic gradients are apparently higher (13.0 ftJraile from ¥1IPP-25 to Laguna Pequeria, 4.5 ft/mile
irom H-7 to Lagima Pequena), probably due ID cascading conditions. Transmissi·,ities are high (650
ft2:,'day at WIPP-25 . 1430 ftLlday at H-?, 1000 ft21day at ¥1IPP-29). Inflo"r from Laguna Pequena
to Lagur~. Gfa.ri.de de la Sal lS about 18.5 tt3,1sec (8320 ga1'nlil.1, or 5.8 x 108 ft3/yr) as a long-term
a::l'erage . ;j3 determined by a regiorial or1ta.ter balance ~;sis, and can be as high as 394 ft'3fsec
(1?7 ,000 'fal:'rrllrt) as m.ea.sureii on September 5, l 9°u4 aft.er a fom-mch ramstDrm (Ptilllips . 1987,
.:~ri.apt.er ~rnn. Large, transient gro1.md "Wa.ter disct.ia:rges from a fev sprtngs i3 on.e of t!ie classic
charei:tensucs of e. k8.rst.land.

15. DOE . trt its Jn:n·ormance assessrnem. assumes that all 1101'.r is tt.1TougtJ. a confined Ci.lleb:ra
1loli:if11ite ;3ilU.ifer Y.7itr1 on.ly st.eady Jni:t.trix alld fracture flov. All of DOE's da18. coll.ection ·~.ras based
upon ti.11S assurriptKm, ma.dequ.e.~ for tl1e pi.upose of r.oodelmg beca1J.se it neglects the extreme
hetewgen.eity and transient bet.aa.vior of a k3rst. DOE has n.ever chit.rar.terized tlle orientations,
spar.rrr;s . an•i &.J•ertores of fractures in ttJ.e RlJ.Stler Formation or tJiey '!to1Jld have discmrered ttie
•i.i:::solution con•iuitJ. A!. SfJJ)vlil imier the :ti.eaiiing of Lam.irl.3! Flo'"·· trensport is \l't!IY seriSitive t.o
suct1 ;:3rarr1et.ers tt.iat determll."ie effecttve porosity. ¥lithout }U-ll)'ltledge of tlle apertures of fractures
or ;;:oiu.tion conduits it is not possible to make relia.bl.e calculations of trensport of radionuclides.
Ho'lmrer . u· v.re ?.re re to seek an a-:rera.g:e steady veloclty 1J.Smg D' Arey· s La-vt s.s DOE has don.e,
'1.:-e 'llould still find 1iifferent results ill t.he presence of karst.
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16. The multi-'W"ell pwnp test at Vt'IPP-13 demonstrated an existing h~ra.ulic c.onnection '\oith the
\.\o'IPP exhaust shaft Jocated 8000 ft (1.52 miles) to the southeast, and vith WIPP-25 Jocated
20,420 ft (3.87 miles) to the vest in Nash Dra"'lr. The calculated h~raulic conductivities, assuming
a confined aquifer 7 m (23 ft) thick_. are 1. 32 ft/day benteen the exhaust shaft and WIPP-13, and
26. Of\'day ben..-een WIPP-13 and WIPP-25. In calculations derived from single-'\o-ell ptunp tes~,
hydm:alic conductivity is 11.0 ftJday at "WiPP-25, and 33.3 ftJday at WIPP-29. As indicated in
pantgraph 5, abov-e, average effe.ctive porosity could be as lov as 0 .190 and should not be greater
than 0.3396, although our calculations vill aJso co~"'lder DOE's assumed value of 1.090. The
hydraulic gmiient is the nmt difficult parameter to assess since ve have only apparent, steady
gradient!. Atthe Vt'IPP exhaust shaft the CUlebra.h~ra.ulic head, as determined fromOOE/WIPP
97-2278, Figure 3.31, is 2992 ft, vhich is 1o"W"er than the water levels in Nash Drav and is therefore
retlectirig temporary dI8inage int> the repositoxy. The Magenta h~raulic head, as detennined from
DOElWIPP 97-2278, Figure 3.29, could be as high as 3096 ft or as low as 3068 ft At WIPP-13,
'fthere the Cule bra and Magenta heads are believed mbe equal, Lappin ( 1989) gives a "Y"alue of 3064
ft At WIPP-25, where the Culebra and Magen1a heads are kno"W'll to be e.qual, Lappin (1989) gi.Y-es
a "Y"'alue of 3054 ft. At WIPP-29, vhere tt.ie Magenta is absent and the Culebra is overlain only by
sulficial deposi~ . Lappin (1989) gives a h~raulic head of 2968 ft WIPP-29 is located near the
karstsprings atLagunaPequena, 35,200 ft(6.67 miles) from WIPP-25.
Ulllier Darcy's la1.r, the a"Y-erage fluid velocity is in\~xselv proportional to the effective porosity, and
directlv proportional 1D the h}'iiraulic cond ucti·vity and the hydiaulic grnd:ient. Therefore, the highest
~locity 'Will result from lov porosity, high condl\ctivrty, and high gradient; the lovest velocity 11ill
result from high porosity, lo1t conductivity and lov gradient. Our calculations wume a hydiaulic
gradient of 0.0005 (3064 ft- 3054 ft I 20 ,421 ft) betveen "WiPP-13 and WIPP-25, and 0.0025
(3054 ft - 2968 ft/ 35 ,205 ft) betveen "YY'IPP-25 and WIPP-29. After the heads in the WIPP shafts
recover, the h}iiraulic gradjent between the WIPP exhaust shaft and WIPP-13 could be as high as
0. 004 (3096 ft - 3064 ft I 8004 ft) or as lov as 0. 0005 (3068 ft - 3064 ft I 8004 ft). If the average
effecttve porosity is 0.1 % , the h~ulic gradient ben..-een the WIPP exhaust shaft and WIPP-13 is
0.004, and the h:Ydraulic conductivity between WIPP-25 and WIPP-29 is 33.3 f\'day, then the travel
nmes (t) alorig the segments of the northivesterly flov path are as follovs:
V

= (K/0)(.6hl.61)

Vt = [ (1.32 ft/day) I (0.001) J x [ 0.004] = 5.28 ft/day
t 1 = ( 8004 ft) I ( 5.28 ft/day) = 1,515 days
V2 = [ (26.0 ft/day) I (0.001) 1 x [ 0.0005 } = 13.0 ft I day
t 2 = ( 20 ,421 ft) I ( 13.0 ft/day) = 1,571 days
V3 = [ (33.3 fi'day) I (0.001) ] x [ 0.0025 ] = 83.25 ft/ day
t3 ( 35 ,2.05 ft) I ( 83.25 ft/day) = 423 days
t = 1,515 days + 1,570 days + 423 days = 3509 da)13 = 9 .6 Je8.IS

If the average effective porosity is 1% , the hydraulic gradient betveen the WIPP exhaust shaft and
WIPP-13 is 0.0005, and t.he h~raulic conductivity betveen WIPP-25 and WIPP-29 is 11.0 ft/day,
then the tra~rel tirn.es (t) &long the segments of tt.ie northwesterly tlov pa.th are as follo'5.1S:
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( 8004 ft) I ( 0.066 ftlday) = 121 J,72 da:is

Y2 = [ (26.0 ft/day) I (0.01) ] x [ 0.0005 ] = 1.3 ftl day
t 2 = ( 20 ,421 ft) I ( 1.3 ft/day) = 15 ,708 days
Y3

= I (11.0 ft/day) I (0.01) ] x [ 0.0025 ] = 2. 75 ftl day
t3 =

t

( 35 ,205 ft) I ( 83.25 ft/day) = 12 ,802 days

= 121,272 days +_, 15 ,708 days + 12 ,802 days

= 149 ,782 days = 410 years

Thus the groUlld vaJer tra\rel time aJong the north-w-esterly flo1.r path from the WIPP shafts to
Laguna Grande de la Sal could be as short as 10 years using our estirMt.es of karst geometry, or as
long as 400 years using DOE' s geometry, but never 10 ,000 )iea.IS.
17. Multi-l.rell pump t.ests have demonstrated a rapid hydralllic connection betveen test veils H-3,
DOE-1 and H-11 in the southeast.em part of the WIPP site. This flov path, acknovledged by DOE,
crosses the WIPP site boundary near H-11, passing through a zone of high ~si"Yity betveen
test "'frells H-17 and P-17. It may e:<t.end farther, turning vesn.78Id 'ID'18l'd H-7 in Nash Drav.
Pallner {1986) provided support for the logical contention that :many diffuse condui'13 are gene.rally
tnbutaiy to a lalge, mast.er conduit, vhile a mast.er conduit seldom distributes i1s 1lo"· to an array of
diffuse conduits. Thus a karst channel on-site must continue to a point of discbaxge at Nash Diav.
The hydraulic heads at H-11, H-17, P-17 and H-7 are reportedly equal (2995 ft), vhlch demonstrates
the difficl.llty in applying Dal'ty' s lav 'ID a k.alstland characterized by episodic flovs intenupted by
long stagnant intervals. If velocity vere proportional 'ID the apparent hydraulic gradient, then the
velocity wuld be zero and the trat.o-el time wuld be infinite. A more reasonable inteIJ)reltltion is that
the region ben.reen H-11 and H- 7 is so highly transmissive that a measUiable gISdient is not needed
tD drive grourui-vaer flov. This inteIJ)retation is supported by the CUJebra ~ivity of
1430 ft211day measl.lred at H·7, the highest transmissivity ever reponed for any of the forty-~"'O
lVIPP test "-"ells.
Thi~ S!JtJ.t.tieaBt.erly fio~· J'{t.t.h IB prt.maruy t.J\...rough the GtJle bra. dolomite and on the mudst:ine
immediately beneath the Culebra. There has been a consistent lack of core recovery in this mudS'IDne
urlit, yet no hydrologic data t.iave been taken ir1 this unit at any of the WIPP test "Veils. There are no
reliable measwemen1S of the Culebra h}iiraulic head in any of the WIPP shaf1.3; the nearest test '¥ell is
H-1, vhere Lappin (1989) reported a head of 3024 ft. Goro:ale2 (1983) reported an undisturbed
water lev-el of 3025 ft at H-1; Me:rcer (1983) reported fluid density of 1. 016, and the CCA repo~
1. 022, so the corrected fresh-wa1er hydraulic head should be 3030 ft or 3032 ft. Lappin ( 1989)
reported heads of 3008 ftatH-3, 3001ftatDOE-1,and2995 ftatH-11. These heads are reasonable
given the reported "1"a1er levels and fluid densities, and ve vill use them in our calculations.

The highest measured hydralllic conducti\.ities, assuming a confined aquifer 7 m (23 ft) thick, are
1.32 ft.'day at the WIPP exhaust shaft, 0.86 ftJdayatH-3, 1.5 ftldayatOOE-1, and 1.7 ft.'dayat
H-11. The extrapolation of borehole measwemen1S beyond the immedia1e vicinity of the borehole is
inapprop:riate in a heterogeneow, anisotropic aquifer, but given the paucity of data ve have no other
'\1.-"aY m estlrr.iate the travel tilr.ie. The hydraulic gradient is 0. 0013 (3008 ft - 3001 ftl 5224 ft)
betw'l!!en H-JbJ and 001!-1, and 0.0015 (JOOl ft- 2995ft13992 ft) betw'l!!en DOE-1 and H-11 b3.

It is ar10ther 1501. 7 ft from H-11 b3 'ID the lVIPP si1e bouruiazy. If ve assume a hydraulic head of
3024 ft at the WIPP exhaust shaft, then the hydrauJlc gradient is 0.006 (3024 ft- 3001 ft 13852 ft)
l:ietween t.tie shaft and H-3l:i3; if we a.ss1.llne a. hj1ir8.ulic hea.d of 3032 ft, t.tien the h)1iralJJic gradient
between ttie shaft arid H-3b3 is 0.008 (3032 ft- 3001 ft 13852 ft).
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If the ti}'uraulic gradient ben.reen the 'WIPP exhaust shaft and H-3b3 is 0. 008, and the effective
porosity is 0.1 % (as demred at \Xl!PP-33), and if ve assume that the hydraulic conductivity betveen
tw-o 1est w"ells is equal to the greater of the tw"'O measured values, then the tra\o-el times (t) along the
segments of the southeasterly flov path are as follo,.."S:
V1

= [( 1.32 ft/day)
q =

I ( 0.001 ) ]

x [ 0.008 ]

= 10.6 ft/day

{ 3852 ft) I { 9.9 !\'day) = 363 days

Y2 = [ { 1.5 ftlday) I { 0.001 ) ] I [ 0.0013 ] = 1. 95 ftlday
t 2 = ( 5224 ft) I ( 1. 95 ftlday) = 2679 days
V3 = [ ( 1. 7 fti'day) I ( 0.001 ) ] x [ 0.0015 ] = 2.55 ftlday
t 3 = ( 5494 ft) I ( 2.55 ft/day) = 2155 days
t = 363 days+ 2679 days+ 2155 days= 5197 days= 14.2 yem

If the hydraulic gradient between the 'WIPP exhaust shaft and H-3b3 is 0. 006, and the effective
porosity is 1% (as DOE assumes), 8IUl if 're assume that the hydraulic conductivity between tvo test
-vells is equal 10 the lesser of the nro measured values, then the travel times (t) along the segments of

the southeasterly flov path are as follovs:

V1 =

I ( 0.86 ft/day) I ( 0.01 ) ] x [ 0.006 ] = 0.52 ft/day
t 1 = ( 3852 ft) I ( 0.52 ftlday} = 7408 days

V2 = [ ( 0.86 ft.'day) I ( 0.01 ) ] x [ 0.0013 ] = 0.11 ft/day
t 2 = ( 5224 ft) I ( 0.11 ftlday) = 47 ,491 days
V3 = [ ( 1.5 ftlday) I ( 0.01 ) 1 I [ 0.0015 1 = 0.225 ftlday
t 3 = ( 5494 ft)l ( 0.225 ft/day) = 24,417 days

t = 7408 days+ 47,491days+24,417 days= 79,316 days = 217 }'WS
Thus the travel time along the sou.t.heasterly flov path from the 'WIPP shafts to the WIPP site
boundazy could be as short as 15 years using our estimates of ka.rst geometry, or as long as 200 years

usillg DOE's geometry, but never 10,000 yem.
The preced:irig ca1cula.tions are erode but conceptually sound. Because ve do not knov the aperture
of the kant conduit'l, or their hydraulic conductivity, or the position of the wter tabJe during flov
penods, or "·here the Rustler flov is confined and vhere it is not, an adequate peifonnance
~s~srr.i.ent cmnot be undemken by anJIOne. Had the DOE engaged in a genuine effort 10 investigate
and c:t.iaracteme the karst hydrologic.system at the WIPP site and vicinity, more meaningful
calculations wuld Jlarve been possible.

We ha!--e applied Dan:y's la"ft along pre-conceived flov paths made evident by the inteiference testing
resl.tlts mi fortuimus pls.cement of veils. We predict travel tirn.es of 10 10 400 yem. Conversely,
DOE has computed trav-el times over shorter paths (just to the compliance boundazy, not Nash Drav)
that are tvo to three onlers of magnitude greater. The reasons are: (1) that they have used synthetic
hea.d dat.a tt.iat reflect mucb of ttie dravdO'W"Il to the shafts, giving lov gradients; (2) that they have
t'ISed minimum values of condu.ctivity, instead of the highest values approprtate to karst conditions;
and (3) that they ha'Y"e used recharge :rates commensurate vith the minimized conductivities, 0.2 to
2.0 m:mJyr, vhereas evidera given belov suggests recharge rates close 10 18 :mmJyr. DOE's
18

Iffh~rge

rate was detirnfil~d ty wt.mt would c~trati ttieir disiDtlfd model. We J"m5le a more

ratJonal estinute based on a h~rologic bala.na.""e.

18. The 'NIPP site lies 'WIthin a closed drsmage basin. The lo vest point in the basin, both
fDpographically and potentiometrically, is Laguna Grande de 1a Sal in Nash Dra1r. It is a salt l8ke
'11th no outlet either at the 1and surface or underground; it loses "Water only by evaporanon. The karst
sp1irigs "YTt.iicb drain tt.ie Rustler Fonii.8.tion 1-each the surface at Laguna. Pequena, the most copious
mlet fD Lagui"la Grande de la. Sal There is no other apparent surface runoff infD either l8ke . and so
the regional 'lt<1.ter balance may be expressed as follovs:
(E-P)l =I
·~ib.ere E =evaporation from tt.ie lake sui1ace, P =preciI•itation falling dire-t."'lly onto the lake surface,
and I = grol.lndwa.ter inllov to the lake. The USG S estimates that brine evaporation eq ua1s 90 inches
(7.5 feet) I•er year il.1 ttie viciriity of Laguna Graride. PreciI•itation at Carlsbad a\rerages about 14.4
inches (1.2 feet) I•er year. The natural ex;tent of Laguna. Grande, as mapped by Robinson and Ltmg ·
irt 1934, "'N'hen. potasti mining began in Nash Drav, vas about 2, 120 acres (9 .23 x 107 tt2). Net
e1.roJiOratior1 from Laguna Gr..:u-i.de "Ylould equal 5.8 x 108 ti31yt. At least this amount of "Water drains
from the RlJ.stler s.quner into the salt lake. and an equal amotmt of infiltratjng reinvater must res.ch the
Rustler Fom1ation.
·
·

hi a Jr.argt terrain stdi as tt.ie Hash Drav watershed, tt.iere is a.1:1nost no sUiface ror&Dff; drainage is
8.lmost entiJely underground. Thus the regional water balance may also be expressed this vay:
P-1 = E

vhere P =precipitation, I= infiltration, and E = evapotranspiration. From analysis of USGS
topographic maps ttie size of the Nash Drav vateISt.ied may be estimated at 226 ,000 acres, or
9. 84 x 1o9 tt2. Potentiometrtc contour maps indicate that this 10pographic divide approximates the
groundwater divide. If precipitation equals 1.2 fr/yr, then precipitation falling on the wateIShed is
1.18 x 1010 ti31yr. TI.ie irtfiltration i-ate of 5. 8 x 108 ft31yt vould eq ua1 about 5% of annual
precipitti.tion, and so the rate of evapotranspiration vould be about 95%.
DOE. in its performance assessment, assumes tha.t reinvater recharge 10 the Rustler FonJlation
equals 0.2 to 2.0 mm/yr. If precipitation at Carlsbad averages nearly40 cm/yr, then DOE is
ass11ming an infil~.ti.on rate of only 0.059010 0.5% per year, and an eV'8potranspiration rate of
99. 5% t.c• 99. 95'% I•er year. Based upon these unwarranted assumptions, DOE concludes tbat
tholJ.ssnds or ~re of t.t10113srt.ds of years are req 1.rired for infiltrating rain"W8.1er 10 reach the Rustler
Fomlil.ticin aru1 . consequently, that an eq1J.ivalent amourit of tir.ne is necessary 10 dlair1 the Rustler
s.qtUfer. These ass1Jmpti.ons are not based upon measmed data, are :inconsistent vith the regX>nal
vat.er l:ialartce . fil°Ld caririot accour1t for the 5.8 x 10e ft31yr of rLS.turally OCCUIIing groundvater
ev"'3.poro.ting from Lag1ma Grande de la Sal. Such "Water balance calculations provide an order of
D'k'°t.gilitude estimate of ground~.rater I1uxes consistent vith the higt.ier values of hydraulic conductivity.
Any calcu1:l.tir:ins of infiltration or groundwater travel times vhich are inconsistent vith these
magnitudes tiased on a water balance must be vrong.
19. The standard mettiodoloey for identif:Yine Ilov riatt.is and measurine: tra.Vel times irt kmt aq tUfeIS
i:! through the Me of t1uo~'cent d~ or other tr8Cec. 'I'hi!I method 'hould have been u:1ed, M'ld 'till

could be 1.lSed, at 'WIPP. The 'WIPP-33 drill ho1e intercepted a nested se.queri.ce of five water-filled
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At tlle WIPP-33 sinkt101.e, follo-irillg a ten-inch rainstonn in September 1985, fi\."e. feet of standing
1rater '\\.785 observed m 1nfil1rate into the ground . If the WIPP-33 d1ill hole 1tere converted ir1to a test
-v.--ell, and enou.gh v.l1lter'!N--ere ptimped into the sinF.hole u:i simulate tlll3 rainsmnn, lhen traceI3 in the
'\Y-ater nught be detected at the WIPP-25 test well in Nash Drav, where gypsum deposits containing
bones and teeth of extinct species of hoI3e and camel reconi the presence of kaist springs during the
Pleismcene . Holl-e\.-er, it is not certain that WIPP-25 intercepts the modem-day kar.st corui uits;
tracers might not be observ--ed until they anive at the karst sprtngs at Laguna Pequena. The same
problem pertams ttl ground vater monitoring in karst aquifeIS. Unless monitoring we.Us intercept the
karst conduits, contaminants in grot1nd 11ro.ter can b:ypass an array of monimiing wells and remain
undetected until discl"iarging at distant sp1irigs. In the case of WIPP, this could mean that failure of
contamm.ent w"Ould go unrecognized until much of Nash Draw is contaminated.

20. As preo;,.iously staled, t.he conseIY-ati.ve assumption is that, under karst conditions, if there is
etfectively M filtration or retmlation of d:issol\."'ed con1Bminants, that radionuclides vill travel at the
speed of "!N-a1!!r. Plutonium entertng the Rustler aquifer would begin to
at Laguna Grande de
la Sal as soon as the fastest groundwater can cany it there. Plutonium 11--ould concentrate in the lake
sediments until flushed out by major flooding. Laguna Grande de la Sal :is in a closed draina.ge basin,
-with no perennial outlet to the Pecos Ri\.-er either at tl"Je smface or underground; its ""W--ater level
fluctuates vlith ra.infall. There is a Jo"IN·, but discenuole topographic divide betv.;oeen Laguna G:rande
de la Sal and the Pecos River. Tills topographic divide is partly breached by an irrigation canal 11·hich
extends south'°-estward from a bench mark ( 1100 ft FNL, 2-00 ft F¥ll., sec 19, T 23 S, :R 29 E).
The elev""ation of t..be bench mark is 2964 ft, and the elev--ation of the irrigation canal is 2960 ft. Field
ot•SeiYations adjacent to anott.ier berd1 mark (2314 F SL, 2203 FEL, sec 4, T 23 S, R 29 E), 11ith an
elevation of 2959 ft, indicate that the evaportte crust of Laguna Grande de la Sal has killed all
v--eget.ation up to an elev-ation of 2960 ft. , the same elevation as the irrigation canal The top of the
ev-aponte crust records the high-11-a1er level for the salt Jake. Thus the irrigation canal can be a
conduit for overflovi discharge from Laguna Grande de la Sal 10 the Pecos River in times of major
flooding. The imganein canal is 0. 4 miles long and reaches the Pecos River 3.25 miles east of tbe
tov.:n of Loving, Nevt Mexico; hence it is knov.:n infonnally as the Lo~ling Canal. If this canal should
carry plutonium contamination from tbe salt lake 1D the Pecos Ri\rer, it is here and downrt\.·er that
actual 1:-:ictims <trould be affec1ed.
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FIGURE 1: POSITION OF WATER TABLE IN STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN
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FIGURE 2: CULEBRA TRANSMISSIVITIES ASSUMED IN. CCA
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FIGURE 3: HIGHEST MEASURED CULEBRA TRANSMISSIVITIES
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FIGURE 4: COMPARISON OF GROUND\JATER MODELS
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FIGURE 5: STRUCTURE CONTOURS
ON TOP OF DEWEY LAKE REDBEDS
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FIGURE 6: STRUCTURE CONTOURS
ON TOP OF RUSTLER FORMATION
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FIGURE 7: STRUCTURE CONTOURS
ON TOP OF CU LE BRA DOLOMITE
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FIGURE 8: STRUCTURE CONTOURS
ON TOP OF SALADO FORMATION
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T.ABLE 1: UMDISTURBED CULEBRA VATER LEVELS

test
well
. H-1

H-2
H-1
H-4
H-~

H-6
H-7

land
surface

Gonzalez (1983):
depth elevation

3397.7
3377.7

372.7
349.2
391.2
339.3
477.8
294.3
170.0
442.0
424.0
684.0

3'389.5

:rm.a
3505.9

3347.6
31636
J4J3.8

H-8
H-9

340).6

H-10

'3687.0

H-11

3411.6

H-12

3427.2
3347.1
3481.6
336'5.3
34142
33596
3309.5
3335.9
3472.1
3405.0
3458.7
3435.1
'3419.0
3428.1
3212.5
3151.9
3177.2
2977.0
3427.5
3465.2
3419.1
3328.0
3281.0

H-14

H-15
H-17
H-18
P-14
P-15
P-17
VIPP-12
llIPP-13
VIPP-18
VIPP-19
'vllPP-21
'WTIPP-22
VIPP-25
VIPP-26
VIPP-27
VIPP-29
VIPP-30

DOE-1

DOE-2
Cabin Baby

D-268

319.9
'304.l
364.0

Silva (1996):

depth elev"'ation

3025.0

416.1

2981.6

)028.5
2998J
2993.5
3028.1
'3053.'3
2993.6
2991.8
2981.6
'3003.0

361.8
412.1

3015.9
2977.4
2992.6
3020.5
'3043.8
2994.4

3039.7
'3005.4
2971.9

3402

485.4
'303.8
169.2

431.S
700.4
440.9
465.6
349.6
537.9
442.8
373.0
324.5
304.8
359.4
448.9

352.1
444.6
431.4
445.6
437.4
1662
137.0
107.7
11.1

36.,.,
I. I
496.7
36'3.8
344.8
277.1

2974.1
2986.6
2970.7
2961.6
2997.5

2943.7
2942.S
30412

3035.1
'3004.7
2976.5

30232
3052.9
3014.1
300'3.7
297'3.4
2990.7
3046.3
'3014.9
'3069.5
2965.9

'3059.8
2968.5

'3055.5
2983.2
3003.9

'Water levels from Gonzalez (1983) are highest measurements
before disturban¢e due to sinking of' lllPP exploratory shaft

in JUly 1981. Vater levels from Silva (1996) are lo"WeSt
measurements before steady rise beginning in January 1988 .

.A-1

iABLE 2: POSITiON Of ·~lAiER iABLE iN SiRAiiGRAPHiC COLUMN
test
well

H-1
H-2
H-3
H-4
H-5
H-6
H-7
H-9
H-10
H-11
H:-12
H-14
H-15
H-17
H-18
P-14
P-15
P-17
VIPP-12
llIPP-13
VIPP-18
VIPP-19
VIPP-21
VIPP-22
VIPP-25
llIPP-26
VIPP-27
wTIPP-29
VIPP-30
OOE-1
DOE-2
CatinBaty
D-268

land

surface
3397.7
3377.7

3389.5
31'32.8
3505.9
1347.6
3163.6
3405.6
3687.0
3411.6
3427.2
1347.1
3481.6
,).)
TIS"'"'
3414.2

1359.6
3'309.5
Jm.9
3472.1
3405.0
'3458.7
3435.1
3419.0
3428.1
3212.5
3151.9
3177.2
2977.0
3427.5
34652
3419.1 '
)328.0
3281.0

·~tater level:
top of Rustler: vater
depth elevation depth elevation table

416.1
361.8
412.1
340.2
485.4
)03.8

1692
431.5
700.4
440.9
465.6
349.6
537.9
442.8
373.0
'324.5
304.8

359.4
448.9

352.1
444.6
431.4
445.6
437.4
166.2
137.0
107.7
11.1
367.7
496.7
363.8
344.8
277.1

2981.6
3015.9
2977.4
2992.6
3020.5
3043.8
2994.4
2974.1
2986.6
2970.7
2961.6
2997.5
2943.7
2942.5
3041.2
3035.1
3004.7
2976.5
·30232
3052.9
3014.1
3003.7
2973.4
2990.7
3046J
3014.9
3069.5
2965.9
3059.8
2968.5
3055.5
298).2

3003.9

500
457

501
314
732
426
87
455
1204
566
622

360
692
509

506
)89

231

378

640
517
613
590
560
574
231
9

152
12
448
667
6'39
363
187

+ 83
+ 95
+ 89
- 26
+247
+ 122
- 82
+ 23
+504
+ 115
2805 + 156
2987. + 10
2790
+ 154
+ 66
2876
2908
+ 133
+ 65
2971
·3079
- 74·
29"',;8
+ 19
+ 191
2832
2888
+ 165
+ 168
2846
+ 159
2845
2859 . + 114
2854 + 137
+ 65
2982
-128
3143
3025 + 44
2965
+ 60
2980
+ 170
2798
2780
+273
+ 18
2965
90
3094
2898
2921
2889
3019
2774
2922
3077
2951
2483
2846

The wter table, as indicated by vater levels in wlls cased to
the Cutebra. measured in .,January 1988 (Silva.1996), is given
rels.tive tot.he 1:0p of the Rmtle:r Formation. These data-s:re
not undisturbed conditions, but the data are synoptic.
Mote: Bedrock surface at "WTIPP-29 is Cutebra dolomite.

A-2

TABLE J COMPARISON Of HIGHEST MEASURED TRANSMISSIVITIES (ft2/.jay)
IN CULEBR.A DOLOMITE VITH THOSE ASSUMED IN CCA, TABLE TFIELD-2
test
wll
* H-1
*H-2
* H-3
H-4
H-5
H-6
H-7
H-8
H-9
H-10
H-11
H-12
* H-14
* H-15
* H-16
H-17
H-18
*H-19
P-14
P-15
P-17
P-18
* VIPP-12
VIPP-13
* VIPP-18
* VIPP-19
* VIPP-21
* VIPP-22
VIPP-25
VIPP-26
VIPP-27
VIPP-28
VIPP-29
1lIPP-30
Ene:le
TJS&S-1

* DOE-1

OOE-2
AEC-7
Cal>in Baby
D-268
* ERDA-9
* Exhaust Shaft

highest
20.0
16.0
19.0
1.8
0.86
88.0
1430.0
16.0
231.0
0.07
43.0
0.18
6.0
7.1
0.80
1'.3 0
2.0
324.0
0.1
21.0
0.00'3
7.9
72.0
23.0
24.0
22.0
19.0
650.0
1250.0
650.0
18.0
1000.0
280
43.0
543.0
33.0
89.0
026

n.o

28.0
22.0
28.0

CCA
0.90
0.86

22
0.92
0.20
37.0
830.0
83
100.0
0.72
81.0
0.18
OJO
0.1'3
0.86
0.22
1.7

.....

? .,

360.0
0.09
1.0
0.00007
0.1
69.0
0.30
0.60
025
037
200.0
240.0
0.17
43.0
510.0
11.0
89.0
0.16
0.28
2.0
0.46

difference
2221
18hX
8.6 x
2.0 x
4JX
2.4 x
1.7 x
1.9 x

2.3 !{

0.1 x
0.5 x
1.0 x
20.0X
54.6X
0.9 x
59.0X
12X
0.9X
1.1 I
21.0 I
43.0I
79.0X
1.0 x
76.7X
40.0X
88.0X
51.4 x
3.'31
0.1 x
165.0 I
1.0 x
1.1 x
J.OX
1.0 I
1.6 x
46.4X
14.0 x
47.8X

*Test wlls lo...'""8.te<I "within 1.5 miles of vaste panels .

.A-'3

SELECiIVE USE OF TR.AiiSMiSSiVITY DATA iN CCA
DOE considers that 10 ft2/.jay is a high ti'ansmissivity. In the Culel>ra dolomite.
mea.rurements higher tl1ai1 10 ft2/ooy have ·l>een reported at ten of fifteen locations
within 1.5 miles of the vaste penels. These include the ERD.A-9 test -well (22.0 ft2/day)
and the VIPP exhaust shaft (28.0 ft2/day) at the center of the VIPP site, and the H-1
te.::t well (20.0 ft2/day) directly al>ove the 'VaSte panels. Yet the DOE assumes lov
tran.::mi.::siVities, no gre.ater thai1 2.2 ft2/day, at 811 l>ut one of these fifteen locations,
the lone exception being DOE-1 (11.0 rt2/day), located 1.1 miles southeast of the ~e .
panels, vhere transmissivityof 33.0 ft2/dayhas been reported.
The net effec't of such selective pre.~ntation of data is to completely mh'Tepresent the
trai1smi.::;;:ivity field at the VIPP site. Vhen DOE's assumed transmissivities are plotted
on a map (Figure 2), it is shown that DOE's model assumes a continuous swath of lov
u·ansmissivity from the southvest rorner to the northeast corner of the VIPP site, two
miles wide, bounded on the south~t by test ve11 DOE-1 (11.0 f1:2/day) and on the
northwest by test wells VQSP-1 (31.0 f't2/day) end VQSP-2 (11.0 f1:2/day), vhose sources
of measurement reported in Table TFIELD-2 of the CCA, are not fils<:losed. llithin this
two-mi1e-wide swath of assumed lov trensmissivity, the highest assumed measurement
is at test we11 H-3 (22 ft2/day). located 0.15 miles south of the waste panels, vhere
trai1smissi vi ty of 19 .0 ft2 /day has l>een reported. Closet· to the VIPP shafts the assumed
transmissivities r8nge from 025 f1:2/dayat test wll WIPP-21, vhere transmissivityof
22.0 f't2/day has been reported, to 0.90 ft2/day at test vell H-L vhere transmissivity of
20.0 ft2/Jay has teen re·ported. The CulebraJolomite is 23 feet thick at H-1; vhen
divided into the ~sume<l trammissivity, the result is on ~sumed hydraulfo conductivity
of 0.04 i't/day, or 14 feet per year, in the vicinity of the VIPP shaf''ts.
A truly conservative performance assessment should utilize the highest reported
trsnsmissivities at VIPP test vell.s. Vhen the highest reported tr8nsmissivities are
plotted on a map (figure '3), it is shovn that a continuous swath of high transmissivity.
rw miles wide, extends from the northwst corner to the southeest rorner of the VIPP
site, bounded on the~ by test well H-15 (7.1 f't2/day) and on the south-vest by test wll
H-14 (OJ i't2/Jay}. vhere higher transmissivitywas implieJ but not definitively
me~ured during the multi-wll pump test centered in the Culebraat H-11. Vithin this
two-mile-wide swath of reported high transmissivity are a number of test wells located
Vithin or alongside potential groundwater 11ov paths, including H-6 (88 f't2/day); DOE-2
{89_0 ft2/day); VIPP-13 (72.0 f1:2/day); the VIPP exhaust shaft (28.0 tt2/day); H-1 (20.0
tt2/da.y); H-3 (19.0 tt2/da.y); DOE-1 ('33.0 tt2/da.y); H-11 {43.0 tt2/da.y); H-17 (1 J.O tt2/day);

and P-17 (21.0 tt2/Jay). The Culebraoolomite is 212 feet thick at the VIPP exhaust
~haft; vhen divided into the transmissivity, the result is a hydraulic conductivity of
1.32 i't/day, or 480 feet per year. The VIPP exhaust shaft vas sho"i'n by the VIPP-13
multi-ivell pump te3t to 1>e hy<Jraulko.lly conne<:te<l to te3t ive11 VIPP-25 in Nosh Dro.v.
Neither the exhaust shai't nor VIPP-25 were included in DOE's performance assessment.
Altogether there are sixteen VIPP test vells vbere OOE's assumed transmissivity and
the highest reported transmissivity differ by one to two orders of megnitude (H-1, H-2,
H-1 H-14, H-15, H-17, P-17, P-18, VIPP-12, VIPP-18, VIPP-19, VIPP-21, VIPP-22, VIPP30, D-268, and ERD.A-9). Socha consistent pattern could not have happened by accident.
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TABU 4: ll ATER LEVELS AND HYDRAULIC HEADS, CULEBRA DOLOMITE
te.st
"i'ell

H-1

H-2
H-3
H-4

H-:1
H-6
H-7
H-8

H-9
H-10
H-11
H-12

H-11

H-15
H-16
H-17
H-18
P-14
P-15
P-17
llIPP-12
WIPP-13
VIPP-18
WIPP-19
WIPP-21
WIPP-22
\TIPP-Zj
VIPP-26
VIPP-27
WIPP-28
VIPP-29
WIPP-30
DOE-1
DOE-2
Cabin Bal>y
USGS-1
D-268

AEC-7

land
sw·face

3398
"3'.378
3389
3333
3506
3348
3163
3434
3406
3687

-- hydraulic heads -Mercer Lappin CCA

3020
3033

3000

2996
3067
3061
2993
2991
2980
3020

}H2

3427
)347
3482
3407
3385
3414

3360
3309

3336
3472
3405
3459
3435
3419
3428
3213
3152
3177
3347
2977
3428
3465
3419
)328

3024
3031
3008
2995
3064
3057
2995
2991
2975
3021
2995
2998

3001
3011
3005
2995
3044
3014
2988

3041
3005
2995
3057

3064
3050

3051
3007
3092
3077
2975
3033

3024
3034
3001
2990
3065
3058
2995
2974
3023
3008
3006
2989
3059
3041
3011
2983
3063
3063
3053

3047

3011

3014
3078

3077
3077
2968
3067
3001

3065
3000

3067

3067

2988

2989

2982

2985

3039.7
3005.4
2971.9

2981.6

3015.9
2977.4
2992.6
3020.5
3043.8
2994.4
2974.1
2986.6
2970.7
2961.6
2997.j
2943.7
2942.5
30412
3035.1
3004.7
2976.5

30232
3052.9
3014.1
3003.7
2973.4
2990.7
3046.3
3014.9
3069.5

3076

3003
3058
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302j.0
3028.5
2998.3
2993.5
3028.1
3053.3
2993.6
2991.8
2981.6
3003.0

2994
2997

3054

3281
3657

-- vater levels Gonzale2 Silva

2965.9
3059.8
2968.5
3055.5

29832

3003.9

ERRORS IN HYDRAULIC HE.ADS ASSUMED IN CCA:
H-1 : Assume.j hea.j in CCA is '3024 ft. Undisturt>ed water level is 3025 ft (Gonzalez, 1983).
Correction factor is 5 ft @fluid density of 1.016 (Mercer, 198'3). CCA reports fluid
density of 1.022. Coi·rection factor should be 7 ft. Head is at least ·3032 ft.
H-3: Assumed head in CCA is '3001 ft. Undisturbed water level is 2998J ft (Gonzalez,
1983) Correction factor is 8 ft @Iluid density of 1.024 (Mercer, 1983). CCA reports tluid
density of 1.035. Coi'i"ection factor should be 12 ft. Head is at least '3010 ft.
H-4: Assume.j head in CC.A is 2990 ft. Undisturbed water level is 299).j ft (Gonzalez,
1983) Correction factor is 4 ft @fluid density of 1.024 (Mercer, 1983). Head is at least
~97ft.

H-5: Assumed head in CCA is '3065 ft. Undisturbed water level is )028.1 ft (Gonzalez,
1983). Correction factor is 46 ft @f1 uid density of 1.106 (Mercer, 1983). Head is at le.est
3072 ft.
H-6: Assumed head in CCA is 3058 ft. Undisturbed water level is '3053.'3 ft (Gonzalez,
1983) Correction factor is 12 ft @fluid density of 1.040 (Mercer, 1983). Head is at least
J06j ft.

H-9: Assume.j heoo in CCA is 2974 ft. Undisturbed water level is 2981.6 ft (Gonzalez,
1983). Head is at least 2962 ft.
H-10: Assumed head in CCA is 3023 ft. Undisturbed water level is 3003.0 ft (Gonzalez,
1983). Correction factor is Jl ft @fluid density of 1.044 (Mercer, 1983). CCA reports
tluid density of 1.047. Correction factor should 1>e 33 ft. Head is at least 3036 ft.
P-17: Assumed head in CC.A is 2983 ft. Undisturbed water level is 2976 .5 ft (Silva 19%).
Correction factor is 19 ft @fluid density of 1.082 (Mercer, 1983). Head is at least 2995 fl.
,lIPP-26: Assumed head in CCA is 3014 ft. Undisturbed water level is 3014.9 ft (Silva
1996). Head is at least 3015 ft. Mercer (1983) reports fluid density of 1.013. Correction
fa(:tor should t>e 4 ft. Head should teat least 3019 ft.
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SELECTIVE USE Of HYDRAULIC HEAD DATA IN CCA:
H-7. Assume.:.1 head in CC.A is 2995 ft. This corresponds vith Lappin (1989) vho reports
hydrau!k head of 2995 ft. Undisturbed vater level is 2994.8 ft (Silva 1996). Mercer
(1983) repoi·ts fluid density of 1.001. CC.A reports fluid density of 1.000. freshvater
head must be 2295 ft. Hovever, he.ads of adjacent vells to the east should not be lover
than 299j rt, because vater does not nov eastward out of Nash Drav.
H-4: .Assum.ed head in CC.A is 2990 ft ..Lappin ( 1989) reports hydraulic head of 2995 ft,
the same as H-7 . .As shown above, head is at least 2997 ft.
H-11 : Assumed head in CCA is 2994 ft. Lappin (1989) reports hydraulic head of 2995 ft,
the same as H-7. Undisturbed vater level is 29'70.7 ft (Silva 1996). CC.A repoi·ts fluid
density of 1.078.

H-17: Assumed head in CC.A is 2989 ft. Lappin (1989) 1·eports hydraulic head of 2995 fl
the same as H-7. Undisturbed vater levelis 2942.5 ft (Silva 1996). CC.A reports fluid
&?.nsi ty of 1.100.

P-17: Assumed head in CC.A is 2983 ft. Lappin (1989) reported hydraulic head of 2995 ft
the same as H-7 . .As sho~·n above, head is at least 2995 ft.
Cabin Baby: .Assumed head in CC.A is 2989 ft. Undisturbed vater level is 29832 ft (Silva
1996). CCA reports that fluid density is not available (NA). Therefore, the assumption of
ah ydraulic head lower than that of H-7 is oo warranted.
The tiet result of the selective! y lov hydraulic heads assumed for five vells (H-4, H-11,
H-17, P-17, Cabin Baby) all located east of H-7 is lo create a groundwater model that does
not allowthe southeastern flow path (H-1 DOE-1, H-11, H-17, P-17) to turn vestvard
tovard the H-7 collapse sink in N~h Draw.
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UiiCER.TAHiiY mHYDR.AULiC HE.ADS .ASSUMED rn CC.A:
The CCA reports that measurements of fluid density are not available (NA) for eleven
WIPP test vells (H-16, P-18, WIPP-12, VIPP-18, VIPP-21, VIPP-22, VIPP-27, .AEC-7, Cabin
Baby, D-268, and ERDA-9). llithout measurements of fluid density, freshvater heads
csnnot be calculated even if undisturbed vater levels are availal>le. Therefore, the
freshwatet· heads assumed in the CCA for VIPP-12 {3063 fl), VIPP-18 (3053 fl), VIPP-27
{'3078 fl) . AEC-7 (3058 fl), Cabin Baby (2989 fl), and D-268 (3003 fl), are unsubstantiated.
The CCA reports substantial uncertainty in Culeb:ra heads due to measurement error.
Tlie follo,;ting represents the range of values actmowledged in the CCA:
test
well

11ydi·auli c
head (ft)

test
well

hydraulic
heM (ft)

H-1
H,..
-.::.
H-1

3011-·3031
'30}4-3040
2995-3007
2988-2992
3060-3070
"3055-3061
2995-2997
2974-2978

H-14
H-15
H-17
H-18
P-14
P-15
P-17
WIPP-12
VIPP-13
WIPP-18
VIPP-19

·3000-3021
3006-3020
2986-2992
)Oj5-3067

H-4

H-)
H-6

H-7
H-9
H-10
H-11
H-12

~16-3010

2991-3004
2993-3001

·3033-3044

3008-3014
2981-2985
3063-3070

3059-3068
3049-3063

test
ve11

lwdraulic
head {ft)

lllPP-26
3014-3015
1llPP-27
3076-3080
VIPP-28
3072-3079
VIPP-30
3061-3068
DOE-1
2993-3014
DOE-2
3062-3072
Cabin Baby 2987-2991
USGS-1
2985-2986
D-268
3003-3004
)Ojj-)061
.AEC-7

3044-3050

from the previous discussions it may be seen mat the true hydraulic heads for eleven
llIPP te.st wells (H-L H-3, H-4, H-5, H-6, H-9, H-10, H-17, P-17, VIPP-26 and Cabin Baby)
fall omside the margins of error assumed in the CCA.
finally, ve note that three VIPP test wells for ·which hydraulic heads have previously
teen reported (H-8, H-16 and VIPP-29) are not included in performance assessment.
Mercer (1983) reports h yd:raulic heads of 2991 ft at H-8 and 2975 fl at VIPP-29. Lappin
(1989) reports hy<lraulic heads of 2995 fl at H-8, 3005 fl at H-16, and 2968 fl at VIPP-29.
Admittedly-, H-8 is irrelevant to performance assessment, t>eing located far outside the
pt:•tential f1ovpaths from the llIPP site to the accessible environment. However, H-16
is lo<:8.ted 1667 ft northve.st of the center of the VIPP site, and the anomalouslytov
bydraulic heM in the Culet>raat H-16 indicates aflovpath northwesterly from the
VIPP shafts, vhich DOE has not considered in performance assessment. VIPP-29 is
located in Nash Drav near Laguna Pequena the inlet to Laguna Grande de la Sal, vhich
is the ultimate discharge point for contaminated water from the WIPP rite. DOE's failure
to incorporate VIPP-29 into its performance assessment together vith DOE's selective
use of lo,;1 hydraulic head data at test veils H-4, H-11, H-17, P-17 and Cabin Baby, steers
groun<lvater flov a"W.y from Nash Drav, and thus does not approximate reality.
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GENERAL HYDROLOGICAL CONDmONS AT TIIE WIPP SITE
David T. Snow, Ph.D.
Introduction
The basic elements of the regional hydrology near the WIPP site have not been established in a
conventional way. A casual. ·but trained observer, seeing the abundant white precipitates in Laguna
Grande de Sal, and the pitted, stremnless plain upslope to the east would quickly hypothesize that
he was seeing the respective discharge and recharge areas of an unconfined karst system that
traverses the east-dipping Dewey Lake and Rustler elastics and evaporites as well as the underlying
Salado salt beds. A few bore holes disclosing thicknesses that decrease westward should have
indicated that dissolution has removed from the WIPP site the Forty-Niner and Tamarisk salt beds,
and that it has thinned the Unnamed Member salt to a pinch-out west of the site. Consistent with
that understanding, dissolution has left clay residuwn where the above-mentioned salt beds have
been reduced, as well as at the top of the Salado Formation, well into the site.
The first bore holes disclosed the 7m thick Culebra Dolomite to be the most consistent aquifer,
increasing in transmissibility westward by five orders of magnitude, consistent with greater fracture
permeabilities due to dissolution of infillings of gypswn and karst channelization. Rustler
anhydrites and siltstones generally tested low in transmissibility, raising the question of
confinement for flows in the Culebra, a potential path for contaminants escaping the repository.
Pwnping tests were analyzed as though the Culebra were fully confined, an advantage for safety if
it could be relied upon to convey contaminants almost horizontally to a distant accessible
environment.
The hydrologists responsible failed to follow the classical approach to resolving the apparent
inconsistency and uncertainty: they should have asked, where along the basin margin is the Culebra
confined or uncon:fined, or to what degree is it both ? The hallmark of an unconfined aquifer is a
water table, but in fine-grained rocks, the water level in bore holes is slow to equilibrate to the
water table level. Once the zone of saturation is reached in drilling, the work has to be stopped
long enough to allow the water level to adjust, sometimes a matter of days. No such observations
were undertaken, so the original water table was left undefined, a fatal procedural flaw. Water
levels were only recorded consistently in wells cased to the Culebra, on the premise of
confinement. Had there been an e:ffort to define the water table, a systematic study of the relative
levels of the water table and the Culebra heads would have revealed areas of full confinement east
of the WIPP, local confinement within the LWA and unconfinement west of the site and on to
Nash Draw. Because confinement along flow paths of concern was a premature conclusion of
DoE, the efforts necessary to resolve the nature and causes of variations were not undertaken.
Nested piezometers should have been installed. The geochemistry, apparent age distributions and
measures of local recharge and discharge for the flow system could have been analyzed to resolve
alternative hypotheses of flow control features and recharges, from which a more defensible model

..

could have been conceived and implemented, a model consistent with all, not merely most of the

aata.
From an organizational point of view, DoE's hydrological consultants haw emphasized

hydrosiratigraphic modeling, but ihey have negiected the implications of dissoiution, iess amenabie
to modeling, features arguably :first in importance in terrain as novel as that at WJPP. Alternative
geological conditions and hydrological implications were certainly debated-over the years, but the
numerical inclinations of the many prevailed over the qualitative preferences of the few, to favor a
layer-cake model they were capable of soM.ng, given the paucity of data .
Too little credence was given to the implications of field obseivations, such as the obvious
sinkholes in and west of the L WA, as well as in Nash Draw., or to deductions from the
discontinuous Mescalero Caliche. The techniques of drilling, coring and logging were inherited
from potash explorations requiring only rock composition, so the geologists and hydrologists were
inattentive to the need for and feasibility of obtaining data relevant to the hydrology. The geometry
of Rustler and Dewey Lake fractw-es and dissolution featw-es varying across the site were
neglected. to the detriment of the hydrological testing and modeling efforts that followed.
Warnings of the implications ofkarst hy such observers as Ferral and Gibbons (1979), Anderson
(1978), and especially Phillips (1987) were discounted because they didn't fit the hypothesis of
Culebra confinement so favorable to the applicant, DoE. With objectivity compromised, the
realization of the important role of karstification in determining flow and transport properties of
the entire overburden sequence has been lost If the result of an impartial assessment is a
conclusion that the Culebra and other non-Salado strata fail to provide a banier to transport, then
the applicant must re-apply on other grounds for compliance.
In absence of exploration data focused on karst hydrology, a model proposed herein for

groundwater transport of radionuclides has to rely on the available site observations, and upon
literature, experience and reasoned speculation about the dissolution-enhanced conduit system at
and near WJPP.
Characteristics of Evaporite Karst
With Reference to the WIPP Site. Carlsbad. NM
The following description of evaporite karst terrain has been formed from observations in several
countries and especially from underground exposures in salt and potash mines that have

experienced inflows. Reasonable speculation and logic support conclusions of cause and e:ffect. A
model of evaporite karst system geometry would have been a good starting position for the design
of field explorations and the testing of a site, such as the WIPP environment. A revised assessment
of the travel time in the Rustler Formation from a point near the repository to the accessible
environment is a necessmy derived result.
1. Whereas carbonate terrain has frequent fractures of tectonic origin, evaporites have few
because creep closes them in salt, and low rock strength leads to large spacings in the associated
argillaceous elastics. Consequently, dissolution channels that form in youthful stages of evaporite
karst tend to be widely spaced. Anhydrites and dolomites found with evaporites, being strong,
brittle rocks, develop youthful dissolution systems resembling those in limestone terrain.

2. Dissoiution proceeds more rapidiy in evaporites and associated anhydrites and soft elastics than
it does in carbonates because great solubility, low erosive strength and rapid alteration processes
favor channel enhancement. Anything that changes the hydrology can quickly change the medium.
3. There are chemical processes peculiar to evaporite terrain that infl~ence its karst development.
a. Fresher waters alter anhydrite slowly to gypsum, accompanied by about 10% swelling

which effects fracture zones in adjacent rocks.
b. Salt and gypsum may re-precipitate, filling fractures in nearby anhydrites and
carbonates. Several generations of infilliil.gs represent regional geochemical changes over time.
c. Small physical changes, such as temperature, pressure and dilution can have strong
consequences for the rate and direction of dissolution or deposition.
4. Volume changes in evaporite bodies, especially the thinning of salt members dissolved at their
surfaces, exert profound physical changes on overlying brittle rocks, while carbonates are usually
dissolved from within, maintaining the thickness of the member. ·
a. Dissolution at a horizon, such as the top of salt, produces subsidence of the overburden,
random and non-uniform in plan. This leads to normal-displacement fracturing with random
strikes in anhydrites and carbonates, less frequently in soft elastics.
b. Gypsification heaves the overburden non-uniformly, producing extensional fractures. It
also distends anhydrite beds, producing compressional fractures and some anticlinal folds.

5. Dissolution of a fracture in evaporites tends to concentrate flow, causing rapid evolution to a
single passage, while an enlarged conduit folloVving a network of fractures through carbonates or
anhydrites tends to retain multiple branches into maturity. This results from the absence of
frequent tectonic fractures in evaporites, most conduits requiring other causes of initiation, such as
subsidence or faulting.
6. Abundant insolubles liberated from salt and materials eroded from associated soft elastics give
rise to abundant detrital materials that fill conduits by channel transport processes, especially

during waning stages of recharge events.
7. Field e\'idence of sedimentarv structures in residual clav beds indicates that its materials have
been transported by running water. There may develop clay films at salt contacts by diffusion of
salt through the interstices of the clay, resulting in structure-less accumulation, but the majority is
transported. Laminae of clay bordering anhydrite beds, top and botto~ seem ubiquitous,
suggesting advective removal of salt through the anhydrite beds, more permeable than the salt.
Concentrated flow parallel to a contact occurs at the intersection of a fracture abutting the salt, but
thereafter, it migrates over the salt surface. In order to concentrate flow persistently, such a conduit
must connect downstream, to other conduits. If egress is cut off, flow and dissolution of conduit
walls slows down, facilitating closure by salt creep. Similarly, a conduit roof of residual clay may
J

J

close plastically, or fall abruptly. Thus, if a conduit is found open. it ig probably connected

downsiream to others. Laterai conduit dispiacement is the mechanism of deveiopment of a
continuous bed of residuwn, mainly by bend migration and point-bar depoQjtion of tr.amported

detritus. Dissolution at a conduit wall depends upon boundary layer shear more than upon brine

concentration, so iurbuience, discharge anci conduit dimensions are directly reiateci in some
complex way. Because discharge has to depend upon the porous media hydraulics of beds
contributing to the conduit flow, the spacing of conduits is another dependent variable. If
something happens in the overburden and in the beds upstream to limit supply, the system of open
conduits changes by increasing spacing to maintain aperture. Consequently, there may develop
large areas of residuum without open conduits if a cut-off pipe has diverted flows to a lower
stratum. Residuum in the unsaturated zone may retain continuity as baniers to percolation,
fanning perched water bodies, or in the saturated zone as supporting beds below more .::onductive
karstic levels.
·
Proceeding doMt-gradient along the top of a salt bed (if it were possible to explore it), one would
find the first residual clay accumulation to be associated with some channels eroded into the salt.
Fwther downstream, chance intersection by lateral migrations develops a dendritic pattern of larger
channels with greater spacings. Where close-spaced channels are occasionally pinched off by .
creep, new ones form nearby. The i.:swbiislunent of a laterally pei'sistent clay is a dynamic channel
replacement process along a band downstream of the leading (upstream) edge of the residual
deposit. If drilling discloses a layer of residual clay upon some remaining salt, there may be
channels nearby, missed by the drilling, that are both upstream and doMtstream of that well site ..
If residuum is found. but no salt remains. the responsible channels may have closed. flow pirakd
to lower strata along steep conduits initiated by fracture flow across anhydrite, carbonate or elastic
beds. Nevertheless, if one could follow the residuum upgradient, an edge of the parent salt bed
would be found, upon which open channels persist. The occurrence of residuum implies karst
upstream.
In the unsaturated zone, a continuous layer of residuum is a banier that may locally perch

groundwater flowing down dip either in intergranular elastic rocks, fractured carbonates or
anhydrite, or in channels formed in them. If no recharge were to occur over a prolonged period,
the perched water would disappear. But if recharge is recurring, a water table may develop and
persist upsection of the edge of salt beds. The confinement of flow upon impermeable residuum or
salt whose structural dip is opposite to the flow direction, results in a cascading water table. Flat
segments of the water table interrupted by steep segments between confined channels represent th~
static situation between recharge events, while a higher, more continuous water table is a transient

recharged condition. Widely separated drill holes \Vithout synoptic head measurements cannot
distinguish between the static and transient conditions, recording only an apparent water table.
8. By reason of high evaporite solubility, singular channels observed in continuous salt cut rapidly
towarde baee level, the dischm-ge elevation. The prevalence of anhydrite and clay layers in salt
formations typically supports flat channel segments, interrupted by steep segments where the

channels cut across the strata, stair-stepped in profile.
9. Unlike karst development in carbonates, dissolution of evaporites tends to go rapidly to
completion. As long as salt remains and flow can contact it, salt will be removed until only residual
materials remain between less soluble beds. If a salt bed is represented elsewhere by residuwn
only, there is an intermediate region where salt, residuum and solution channels co-exist. Since
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residuum is due to coalescence of channel :fillings, the persistence of open channels in residuum is
fortuitous. Even gypsum after anhydrite eventually vanishes from the stratigraphic sequence,
leaving residuum. Between residuum and equivalent anhydrite are interme~te regions of
anhydrite, gypsum and channels 'With variable degrees of infilling. The most likely terminal horizon
to find open channels is at the base of a sulfate rock unit perched on residuum. Progressive
differential subsidence resulting from irregular dissolution disrupts the overlying elastic or brittle
beds, promoting the formation of erosion channels that follow fractures across the poorlycemented elastics. The apertures of conduits so eroded across elastics are much smaller than those
that form 'Within or upon the soluble rocb. Conduit cross-sections across elastics tend to be
circular or elliptical, while conduit cross-sections at bedding planes of soluble rocks tend to be
lens-shaped. The mature evaporite karst is likely to have a small :frequency of large beddingcontrolled conduits on the clay residues of the original salt beds, and a like frequency of smaller
steep conduits crossing the coarse muddy sandstones.
10. In the presence of both evaporites and carbonates, the carbonates serve as horizons of
resistance to down-cutting. Therefore, large dissolution channels convey water on the carbonates,
feeding a system of more frequent solution-enlarged fracture conduits 'Within the carbonate rocks,
originally two orthogonal sets normal to bedding. Thus, pervasive or diffuse dissolution features in
carbonates and anhydrites, such as partial openings in fractures otheiwise gypsum-filled, suggest
the presence of larger solution channels in overlying evaporite rocks.
11. Weakly cemented elastics only develop sinkholes at the surlace by sapping action above the
ca\.ities, in this case where underlain by dissolved evaporites. Tubular conduits are eroded along
fractures cutting the elastics. These extend upwards, not only to the water table, but also to the
surface, because the subsurface conduit concentrates flow, just as topographic irregularities
concentrate runoff. During recharge events, the sapping process proceeds upstream to connect the
cavity with the point of Ingress, such as an arroyo noor. As structural support is removed ftom
below by erosion, deflection of strata may form a sink, concentrating more surlace flow at a
swallow. When concentric graben fractures form, displacements lead to a collapse. A sink may
partially fill 'With collapse breccia or stream-transported debris. A sinkhole or chain of sinkholes
signifies a prior, large-aperture dissolution conduit traversing beneath them. There is no ccrt~inty
that the furthest upstream sinkhole marks the upstream end of the parent conduit, which may have
its source more remote where recharge is collected at uneroded, distributed fractures. An
alignment of sinks indicates fracture control of the underlying bedding-plane solution channel.
Such aligned sinkholes have long been known on the Gypsum Plain of New Mexico and Texas
(Melton, F.A.,1934, Linear and dendritic sink-hole patterns, Science_, 80:123-124).
12. If sinkhole formation occurs from the bottom upwards, we need to know what controls the
development of the parent conduit. Gypsification does not cause flexure downwards. but
subsequent dissolution of gypsum may develop a cavity to promote sapping of overlying elastics.
At the \N"TI>P site, cavities fonn either by salt or gypsum dissolution by water that percolates slowly
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the Rustler was the locus of the earliest dissolution, following a feature that could supply a
concentrated fl~ such a.s the trace of a steep tectonic ftactun: abutting salt from above. If
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fractures ever cut sait, ihey are heaied by creep but not in the elastics, so dissolution starts aiong
the strike of its intersection with the top of salt The flow develops by a component of the regional
gradient acting in the :fracture. The tectonic pattern. of NW and NE-strikingjoints of the Delaware
Basin has elements in the Rustler elastics at WIPP as well as in the carbonates and anhydrites.
A second control is similar, conduits that form by dissolution of the gypsum that forms in matlix
adjacent to water-be.uing :fractures in otherwise insoluble anhydrite. A reticulated pattern of
primary fracture conduits in elastics or anhydrite. where they abut underlying clay, will develop
larger solution conduits in the direction of the tectonic :fracture set closest to the regional gradient.
Conversely, a salt-bounded conduit rapidly evolves channels more nearly aligned with the gradient
since it loses fracture control as it incises the salt.
13. Size-evolution of conduits in salt is influenced by creep closure. If several channels in salt were
to occur, the channel carrying the least brine will pinch off, so discharge becomes concentrated in
a fow, widely-spaced conduits which follow the gradient and enlarge at the expense of others.
14. Not all percolating water is collected through sinkholes directly into dissolution channels of the
uppermost salt. Upslope of a sinkhole area, water recharged percolates slowly through the
intervening fractured non-salt writs. eventually concentrating along fracture-controlled salt bed
intersections. This is the argument for conduit extension up-gradient of sink holes. Retrograde
growth is envisioned.
The salt bed controlling a conduit may act as an aquiclude for some time. But "if the channel
encounters a defect in the salt. such as a elastic-filled paleo-channeL or a fracture in salt that is
newly-formed or elastic-filled, it can flow to lower stratigraphic horizons, such as the next deeper
salt bed. The concentrated flow traversing and dissolving the upper salt will erode a steep conduit
across the elastics by traction of the weak clays and sands, some structural detail responsible for its
cow-se. In time, the major dissolution channels form a stair-step profile, down to the salt bed or
residuum closest to the outlet. Likewise, gypsum dissolution localized along fractures in anhydrite
define other cross-cutting conduits.
Channels in the plane of bedding are generally larger in cross section than needed for steady
system flow. Consequently, they remain full-conduit but stagnant most of the time if the dip of
bedding bas a component opposite to the flow direction. If the dip is in the direction opposite to
flow, it will develop a cascade over the edge of each impermeable bed that supports channels,
where a steep conduit along a structural defect forms across intervening beds to each successive
supporting bed. If dip is towards the discharge end, incision of conduits through salt will form
vertical chasms bowided by salt, and floored by underlying beds. Open-channel flow will prevail,
since air entry from the outcrop will cause the channels to drain, or to be partially filled much of
the time.
15. Flow concentration in the discharge region of a system enhances dissolution rates ana cavern
formation. Topographic control of discharge, say, to a spring occupying a reentrant of the surface,
concentrates cavern formation nearby and near the water table. enlarg]ng headward. Jointing,

subsidence fraciuring, soiubiliiy contrasts and perhaps fauli occurrence influence the cietaiis of
fonnation.
16. If karst system flow is to the outcrop of a sedimentary basin, the major flow component must
be essentially up-dip. Each spill point on a confining bed is a persistent point on the water table,
while the rest of the conduit system is at atmospheric pressure only iii the steep, cross-cutting
segments. During most of the time between meteorologic events, a detailed depiction of the water
table would show a stair-stepped profile, with effectively stagnant, flat water table segments
characterizing the long salt or residuum-bounded legs of the path oriented up-dip. A less-detailed
survey of the piezometric surface, as is obtained by wells completed in the wall-rocks, gem:raily
cannot reflect the transients, but depicts an apparent water table, defined and controlled mainly by
the spill-point elevations. The actual flows in the long conduits occur at much lower gradients,
largely wirelated to the apparent gradient. Thus, hydraulic conductivity cannot be deduced from
the regional flu'{ and the apparent gradient, as measured between wells completed in the wall
rocks. Nor can the velocities be deduc~d from models of the regional gradient acting on media
characterized in the wall rocks.
17. If the karst system penetrated to the same level everywhere in a basin, it would bevel the older
strata. progressively as flow approaches the discharge area. Thus, salt beds, as seen at \\'IPP. have
been removed to deeper stratigraphic levels, as the discharge area is approached. However, the
retrograde evolution of karst channelization implies more shallow development with distance from
. the discharge area. It is critical to estimate the depth of penetration of dissolution effects at various
positions, when exploration has not specifically defined it. The distnbution of residuum, left from
the removal of salt is the pnmary delineator. The distribution of openings in fractures formerly
filled with gypsum pro\ides another measure. There is a karstic region everywhere above and
downgradient of such observed features. Wnere residuum is found, channels have been and may
persist. '\Vb.ere only fi'acture c1issolution has occurred, there may be dill\Jse c1issolution without
channels of significance. Diffuse dissolution must extend an uncertain distance headward of the
most advanced positions of dolines or sinks.
18. One might expect that chance dissolution and structural defects that lead to windows through
the confining salt beds headward of the spill-points would produce a boxwork of large solution
cavities in a zone having uncertain vertical extent. But dissolution in salt is so rapid that a shortcircuit tends to enlarge and to pirate all the flow, forming a new spill point. Predecessor channels
above it are left unsaturated. Thus only a single level of major channels is believed to be active at
any time, all others at higher levels being inactive, until reoccupied during extreme flood events . ..-\.
thin level of active channels overlying a deep zone of diffuse dissolution features constitutes the
saturated ground, a karstic aquifer traversing the dipping strata. That geometry is far more
significant than the classical hydrostratigraphy bounded by formation and member contacts.
Recharge to the saturated ground has to be rapid, since large relict channels persist in the vadose
zone, riddled with abandoned

caviti~

partially filled with debris .

..,

..
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Flow and Transport in the Karst

1. The typical major meteorologic event that produces local runoff into sinkholes, inciuding those
obscured by eolian sand infillings, develops hydraulic transients in the karst system. Swallow holes
and conduits in the unsaturated zone may be blocked by debris or squeeze, providing storage and
delaying arrival of the water to the saturated zone. The saturated active channel zone, essentially
one layer thick, has such high transmissibility that it can carry the transient flu,'< received with only
small changes of gradient and little storage, being saturated by reason of its retrograde dip. To
some degree, the piezometric surface rises temporarily to fill in the stair-steps. During periods of
years between recharge events, the water table is flat overlying large bedding-confined channels
that then carry no water, whereas in the diffuse saturated zone beneath it. there may be slow flow
in response to the more regional gradient. Much of the Culebra must be so described.
Events in the region of discharge should be obseived, but they may be masked by the su1face
storm effect1t. so that when an evaporative basin fills or the river flow suddenly increases, the
magnitude of spring discharge remains unrecognized. Whatever storage is provided by changes of
the water table. plus the elastic storage due to pressure changes in the saturated zone, the decaying
flows carried by the diffuse porous zone and, to lesser degree by the cavernous zone are
discharged during years between storm events.
2. Recharged water does not pass through the system without some mi'cing with ambient water.
The average residence time depends, in part, upon the storage volumes in the saturated zone.
Transport in the cavernous layer is too rapid to facilitate much matri'{ diffusion or sorption. Since
most of the total water volume is below the cavernous. high-velocity zone. there is ample time for
matrix diffusion and sorption to take place in the diffuse zone of fracture and intergranular flow.
3. Only one glimpse has been provided of the part of the cavern system active during storm
transients. At WlPP-33, five caverns of large, but uncertain dimensions were found, one in Dewey
Lake, two in ~fagenta and two in Forty-Niner gypsum. There are many other drill holes that
provided evidence of former caverns, where now only residual mud is encountered. These occupy
several levels in the Dewey Lake, at 14 to 19 ft above the Magenta in the Forty-Niner Member. 6
to 22 ft above the Culebra in the T amarisk Member, and just below Culcbra at the top of the
Unnamed Member. The specific surface of the cavern system is uncertain but small. If, for
example, there are ten conduits with cross-sections 0.5 X 10 ft each 100 ft of width by 50 ft in
thickness~ then S=.04, implying that sorptive and diffusive retardation is small. If there were no
other pore system present, all recharge would arrive at and be conducted by this cavernous system
in very short travel times. The transmissibility of the cavern system is so enormous that it operates
for only a few days after a recharge event, then quickly becomes stagnant. Though it is primarily a
saturated confined system, due to the easterly dip. it is an unconfined system close to the spill
points, \Vhere it may have increasing cross-section as the water table rises. Because the vadose
zone contains many abandoned conduits, the water table cannot rise to the surface in pluvial
periods, as hypothesized by Corbet and Knupp. Travel time cannot be estimated from hydraulics,
since neither conductivities nor transient gradients are known to any degree. Alternatively,
residence times in this system can be estimated by its fluid volume and the replacement rate,

factors which may have less uncertainty.
4. We may make an arbitrary distinction between 'ine mature, cavernous s~'turarea •Kmt zone ano
the thicker zone of more youthful. fine-teA"tured karst below it, and we could speculate on the
partitioning of flux between the two systems. If the cavernous karst channels are supported from
below by impermeable salt or residual clay beds, then the diffuse aqtiifers undercying such layers
transition from confined to uncon:fine~ receiving whatever small flu."'t can penetrate across
bedding and flow up-dip according to the apparent, more regional gradient. In actuality, there are
probably all gradations of karstificarion in the fine-textured zone, but large conduits are so
infrequent there that most drill holes have missed them. Due to long-term drainage to the shafts,
since 1983, and to pumping during tests since 1979, the water table has remained in the di:ffuseconduit zone below its natural level within the cavernous zone, so transmissibilities tested do not
reflect the high values that would be relevant during the 10, 000 year regulatory period. Tested
properties reflect the low end of the scale of the fine-textured underlying zone, since wells hJve
been completed only in the Culebra dolomite where they usually display confinement. To some
degree, the computed transmissibilities reffoct thicker sections, including dissolved horizons above
and below the Culebra. as well as in fractured and dissolved anhydrite. The aquifer tested is locally
confined by residuum layers, but it is not restricted to the Culebra, so 7 meter well completions in
it have exaggerated Culebra conductivities. Transmissibilities have varied over five orders of
magnitude, consistent with the karstic vagaries of the fine-textured system.
5. We take issue with DoE' s modeling of flow and transport through the aquifer(s ), which has
assumed flow only in the 7m Culebra, fully confined, having a T-field based upon measured T's in
the mid-range and assuming continuity of values inappropriate for fractured or karstic
channelization. Alternatively, one could accept DoE's estimates for that fine karst system because
it is, at least, based on some conductivity measures and tracer testing. However. it is our position
that the majority of the average annual flu.'\'. has been neglected because recharge estimated from
evaporation in Laguna C'J'l"ande is an order of magnitude greater than DoE deduced by calibrating
its regional groundwater model. Even greater flu."{es may occur, that discharge water over the sill
of Laguna Grande into the Pecos River. Evaporation estimates indicated that a minimum of
20mm/year recharges the cavernous karst system. At higher than current levels, it is transpnned
without retardation through the cavern system to Nash Draw. Simultaneously, the additional flux
via the fine-textured karst system may be taken essentially as proposed by DoE, but with greater
transmissibilities to convey 10 mm/year.
6. Transport may be estimated on the assumption that a repository breach is sudden and copious,
as would occur if a hydrofracture were driven by repository or Castile reservoir pressure,
propagating up-dip and up-section until it intersects the Rustler karst system about 2 miles west of
the center of the LWA. Because a hydrofracture in a normally loaded basin would follow bedding
weaknesses and have large lateral ex"tent, it would readily intersect a narrow solution channe~
feeding its discharge directly into that of the natural flux resulting from ~pisodic recharge over the
entire pian of the flow system. Assume that recharge through the vadose zone is uniform aiong the
flow path. 10 miles long, and that the point of ~jection is 6 miles from the Nash Draw discharge
point. If flow paths arc roughly parallel, uniform recharge collects and flow increases linearly
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downstream. Typical of maturation of a karst, it is likely that channels enlarge and become less
frequent do~nstream. to maintain nearly constant flow velocities. Flow capacity increases
downstream to convey the increasing flu~. Neglecting any fluid interchange between the large
cavernous conduits and the underlying finer-tcA"tllred .karstic and porous media, all that is needed
to evaluate transport of a conservative tracer are estimates of the fluid volumes along the karst
conduits, and the annual recharge, or water volwne recharged per wiit area per event of period 't.
7. Depicted, here, is a coalescing single-layer channel system repeated each 2000 ft of width,
inclined from the surface to the discharge point in Nash Draw, 52800 ft distant from the eastern
edge of the karst region, a likely groundwater divide.

Uniform Recharge, r

Recharge of 20mm/year is assumed to be uniform over the area. TI1e channels are smaUer and
more numerous at the upstream end than at the terminus. It is assumed that the aggregate crosssectional area increases lineally over the path, to maintain approximately constant velocity, so as to
maintain apertures against closure by sedimentation and creep. The discharge increases
downstream, as recharge is accumulated. Recharge. r. is assumed to be conveyed, half in transient
flows by the cavernous zone, half in steady flow in the :fine-textured underlying zone. If the
cavernous zone is arbitrarily taken to be 100 ft wide and 50 ft deep at the area overlying the
repository, two miles dO\vnstream of the di-vide , the 1% porosity would imply 50 ft2 of conduit
there, and 250 ft2 at the discharge end. The area of pores A=ax, so a=.0047 is the proportionality

constant. Transport velocity is
V = QIA = rwx/ax =10(100)/305/.0047 = 700 ft/year
The travel time from a point of injection, at x.=21120 ft to the end, \\.l1ere Xo=S2800 ft is
t

= (52800-x)'700 = 45 years

,'
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so jf waste is injected at 4 miles , i.e., 2 miles west of the shafts, it would emerge in Nash Draw in
about 45 years. Note that Laguna Grande is taken as the accessible emironment in this exercise,
since the LWA boundm"y is in a region of unlikely water use. Reasonable changes in the intenral
between conduits or their dimensions, or of the recharge rate could conceivably result in lravel
times as short as 5 years or as great as 500 years, but never 10,000 years. Convective dispersion
due to velocity variations within a solution channel or between channels of differing size would
spread the arrival of contaminant molecules, but that would have no effect on the cumulative
amount arriving at the compliance boundruy.
8. An alternative breach would be along a borehole, either by seal failure or by the El-E2 scenario.
It cannot be assumed that a borehole will discharge directly into the cavern system. but more likely
into the finer-tex1ured karst, including the Culebra. So it would be transported more slowly until it
reaches the large channels. It is not credible to assume, as did DoE, that flow is confined to the
Culebra, but rather, that flow has an up-section component, from Culebra across such units of the
Rustler that are unconfined. The first likely residual clay aquiclude is stratigraphically about 6 to 22
ft above the Culebra, where flow may enter the cavernous zone near the water table after about
1500 ft of travel. The travel time is the sum of times in the two zones.
It \Youl<l b~ prudent to assume that the system of dissolution conduits in the :fine-textured zone
becomes increasingly integrated into larger and less frequent channels approaching the arbitrary
cavernous zone, but we might estimate the longest possible travel-time on the basis of measured
properties that DoE has assumed to be Culebra properties. If injection is so slow as to have no
effect on the gradients, the time would be proportional to the shortened path length and the travel
times computed by DoE, 5 km to the compliance boundary via the Culebra. On that basis, the
maximum travel times would be about .09 as long as those of DoE. ::\ifany of the CCDF would fail
the EPA criteria, since the additional travel time in the cavernous zone would be negligible. The
e\idence for karst dissolution in the Rustler suggests shorter travel times Jlong much of the flow
paths in the fine-textured karst as well as a cavernous water table zone. suggesting failing CCDF" s
as a consequence.

TO: Eri\f.uorwlefLi.al Protection A.geriey (EPA)
Office of Radiation and Indoor Air
401 M Street SW
W8.shington, DC 20460
FROM: Richard Hayes Phillips, Ph.D.
Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dwnping (CARD)
144 Hm"'al'd SE
P.Jbuquerqu.e, NM 87106
RE: Supplement to CARD Rebuttal to DOE Response to CARD Comments
On Jsni.my 20, 1998, CARD submitted to EPA our Rebuttal to DOE' s Response 10 CP..RD' s
Com:ments or1 the Compliance Certification Application (CCA) for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(¥lIPP). CP..RD reserv-ed the option of submitting further comments before the deadline of Februszy
27, 1998. CARD has since d:isco"Y--ered further evidence in support of our mte:cpretations . and -vre
submit this evidence no-vr.

EVIDENCE OF KP..RST AT H-6
Beg:trud.ng in June 1973 the DOE d1illed ttie H-6 test vnells 'l.ri.thin the north-vrestem corner of the
TvVIPP sit.e. H-6 .is an array of tt.iree test ·'Y.rells. At the time H-6 'Y.l"SS d1illed, the DOE 'Y.ras mterested
in t1ree vro.ter-bes.ring units: the Ma.gent.a. dolomite, the Culebrs. dolomite, and the "brine aquifer" at
fr.ie Rustler-Salado contact. A.cco1uingly, the three test'Y.ioelli: "Were completed to these depths. The

DOE e.ssum.ed that grouruhrater flovr w-as confined to these u.nits, and its core samples at H-6 ?.;-ere
largely confiried to them also. For tbese reasons, the a\raj]able litholog:ic arui hyurologic data at H-6
sre incomplete. Very brief litholog:ic descriptions for H-6 TNere published by I'··Ierr:er and Orr ( 1979).
Geoptiysicsl logs and photographs of core are still unpublist.aed, ri.ea.rly 20 years after cmnpletion.
GJ:..RD obta.ined them from the Sa.ndia central files on Febro.Bly 19-20, 1998.
H-6 is of interest for these reasons: ( 1) the h:yuratilic heads for the M8.gent.a. and Culebra are eqtill
(3057 f eetj at H-6, irui:icatmg a lack of hyraul:ic separation benioeen the t'Y.-'O units at this location; (2)
Cule bra. trarismissivity is higt1 (88. 0 ft2/da.y) at H-6; (3) multi-,rell pwnp tests ria1re re·\realed
t1);UraJJJic corm.ec1Jons betv.reenH-6 and otti.ertestwells <:DOE-2, VY'IPP-13 . P-14, and VY'IPP-25)
""Y.ri.tt1 rJ.igh Cu.le tira t1"81'1Smissivities; a.rui (4) H-6 is locat.ed oruy one mile from Nasr1 Draw, '\lthere
¥..erst conditiciri.s pre~.il.
Tiie fluid ie~.~1 durtrig logging at H-6 "·~in the De'\l.7ey Lake Red beds, 226 feet below la.rui surface,
201 feet above t.Ji.e Rustler, 3123 feet above sea Ie1.re1, 66 feet higher tharL the Rustler hydraulic heads,
vtrJ.icr1 implies perr:hed '\Irater m the De"'frey Lal'..e Red beds.
(:!ore l!L t.he Me.gent.a dolomite (496-515 feet) is mt&ct, "''1.t.h honzontal fractures ( 1 per vertical foot)
from 496.3 to 509.S feet, and undul8.to17 fractures along '1.78.'V::Y' laminae at 512.8, 513.5, a.rui 513.8
feet. It is :int.e11treted that the north".~sterly flovt path through ttie Magentl from VYIPP-13, "'fthere the
Magenta is broken and shattered, to ~NIPP-33, ivhere t'Y.70 open, water-filled caverns were found in
tb.e Magenta, largely bypasses H-6.
l:a:1 t.h€< T&m.&.nsk m£1mber, the celiper log shovs e. srr.a.&Jl vasholJ.t e.t 583-586 feet, the gemm.e. ra.y log

:iri.dicat.es increased clay content at 584-590 feet, and the res:istiility log impli.es a. w"'a..ter-bea.rtng zone at
581-588 feet. Gore samples "l.rere not tar.en at this int.en7al, but Merr:er and Orr ( 1979) describe this

i

int.er. ·al
. as dissolution residue 11lith a. mud ma.tax. It corresponds stratigraphically 1'."ith the
dissolution resldue of mud.stone 'Nith angular clasts of g:ypsum found at 16. 7-23.8 feet abov"e the
Culebra at WIPP-13.
Core in the Culebra dolomit.e (604-627 feet) is intact from 604-609 feet, v."ith one gently dipping
( 100) fracture. There was no core reco\ioery from 609. 0-614.0 feet, or from 615 .1 to 615 .8 feet.
TI.ie core is broken :ir1.to pieces from 616. 8 feet 10 the bottom of the :Rustler, reportedly 627. Ofeet;
vn.'ttl.llt tills i!Lterval . only 1. 4 feet of dolomit.e frs.gments "'\l,ioere recovered. .PJtogether, intact core
recovery was only 7. l feet, or 30% [Plat.e 1J.

in tire lovrer u1IDaJ1ied member t.frere vra.s 5.5 feet of lost core betvreen 628 and 634 feet, immedi..1tely
'beneatb t.f.ie Gule bra; the 0. 5 feet of recO\ioered core consists of daxk bro"'\lm dissolution residue "f.:ith
g}'}!Su.m fragments. There 't\7"dS 3. 9 feet of lost core between 634 and 639 feet; the 1.1 feet of
recmrered core consist.s of reddish-bro"tm dissolution residue "'\Ill.th gypsum fragments~ Mercer and
Orr (1979) describe t.f.iese dissolution residues as :having a mud matdx. The residue is u.nderlfiln by
1.0 foot of ~TUggy gypsum i;.rhich is bro.ken into pieces (Plate 2]. Core samples "'\l.ioere not taken belovl
640 feet.

In t.fre Culebra. and lov.rer UIIIl8J1l.ed members, taken together, there was 33. 9 feet of lost core in a
39. 0-foot interval at H-6. Core recovery "-1"8.S only 13%. and this consists mostly of s11broUiided
dolomi'll:: fragrr.ients or dissolution residue with a mud matdx, all of which ai-e ind.icanons of mo~.ring
gro1Jnd.?.~.ter. This 39-foot ca\;oemous zone is direct evidence of Jr..arst at the WIPP site.

EVIDENCE OF KARST AT H-3
Tire orig:ir1al H-3 'll::st 1'.7ell "'\l?aS drilled in July and Au.gust 1976. Beginning in October 1983, H-3
""J.''as exparided to an may of foUI test "ftells. They are located 0.6 miles south of the cent.er of the
V;i'IPP site, about 400 feet sout.f1 of the proposed 1'.rast.e disposal area. H-3 is of interest for these
reasons: ( 1) the hydraulic head for the Ma.gent.a. (3152 feet) is high.er t.han the l1}idrau.lic head for ttJe
Forty-Niri.er (3126 feet), iridicating up'l.78.Id flo"t'.r between them at this location; (2) Culebra
treriZmissh"ity is high (19 ft2/day); (3) multi-'l.;oell pump tests :have reveaJed hydraulic connec1.0ns
be~reen H-3 aiui other 'test "Wells (DOE-1, H-11) 'Nith lrigh Culebra transmissi\:ities; and (4) H-3 is

7ery close to t.fre Vv'IPP reposi1Dzy.
"v'Vhen the H-3 h:;roropad 'N"a.S expanded, the "°rells vrere renamed H-3bl, H-3b2, H-3b3 3nd H-3b4.
The v.rell casings "'\l.rere perfora'ted in Magenta dolomite (559-584 feet) at H-3b1, il.1 Culebra dolon:iite
(676-700 feet) at H-3b2, in C'tlJ.ebra dolomite (673-696 feet) at H-3b3, and in Forty-Niner claystone
(537-547 feet) at H-3b4. The geop1"1ysical logs, littJOlogi£ desc1iptio1-.s, arui photograptJS of core are
unpublished. Ct:..RD obtained geophysical logs for H-31Jl . H-3b3 and H-3b4 from USGS in
Jar1uary 1997, and obtained litholog:ic descriptions for H-3b2 arui p:tJOtographs of core for H-3b3
from the Sondia central file5 in Febl"Ullry 1998. The evidence is no11r comla~d for the first time.

Gore :in tt1e Dev.rey Lal~ Redbeds at H-3b3 rev"eals t.fia.t t.fre u.pper 150 feet (22-172 feet) is highly
tra.nsinissi\re to do~"Il'N"'al'd infiltration. TIJe upper 18 feet {22-40 feet) was riOt cored; trerieh
ex11osures ~litt.tirL tire Vv'IPP site BJi.d outcrops at Livingston Ridge reveal th8.t tr.ill: trmizon is typically
bro.ken arui crumbled into platy fragm.ents. Betvteen 40 illui 172 feet tfJe core is broken arid s:t.iattered
at 22 intervals ranging in thickness from 0 .1 1D 1.1 feet; there v.ras 33. 9 feet of lost core at sev"en
inter-orals (43.4-51.0, 64.1-69.0, 82.2-83.8, 98.0-99.0, 112.7-117.9, 132.6-142.0, 160.7-169.9)
v.<it.f1 open, dipping fractures abo~re ea.ell i11te1:val. It is condu•1ed that dovmv..rord infiltration through
this interval carL be rapid. Belov.1 172 feet most fractures are filled 1'vitt1 selenite, making ttJe
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De~ley LW-.e R~dte.is less pflnleaule to do~TiLW&rd infiltratio:n; a moist zorie ~.r&B detected in drill
cuttirigs cuttings at 175 feet il.1 H-3b 1. However, tb.is does not mearL that tl'Je lo'~.rer pornon of the
De"'ttey Lake P.ed beds is impenneable. At H-3b3, core in the lo"Y.7!!r Dew"ey La.F.e P.ed beds (172-502
feet) reveals 14 open, dipping fra.ctures, three of them wit1lin one foot of the Rustler; there "Y.78S 11.1
feet of lost core atfi~re :h1te1v·a1s (192.0-194.1, 265.6-268.0, 319.7-320.0, 343.3-346.0, 4134.2483.0); and there are l'DU1ided core samples at eight locations, indicative of movirig grourui"Y.rater.
LittJ.OJ.ogic de:::ci.iptio113 for H-3b2 indicate 65.6 feet of lost core in the Dewey Lal.e P.edbeds.

In the Forty-:Hiner member at H-3b3 the caliper log records "liro.shouts at 534 feet and 536-540 feet.
PfJ.Otographs of core at H-3b3 sfJ.O~r an inte~al of mudstone at 533-542 feet, contair1ing brecciated
gypsum fI3.gments a.t 534 feet. Lithologic descriptions at H-3b2 identify a zone of dissolution
res:id ue at this :t.uJrizor1, described as "mud, dark reddish-brown, residue from pre\rjously existilsg
argilla.ceous halite unit" (534. 3-539. 3 feet and 543. 0-544. 0 feet), "mud, greenish-gI3.y, irtterla;.iered
'llltf1 light greenish-gray g:ypsum strir1gers" (544.0-545.1 feet), arui "fragr.rumts of dark-reddishbrovm cla.:·lstone in gypsiferouz. matrix" (545 .1-545 .2 feet).: there v."'aS no core recm7!!I;i from 539. 3
to 543.0 feet. DOE measured the hyuraulic head in this urLitatH-3b4 (and also atDOE-2, H-14 arui
H-16), ?there it is cla;.:stone. DOE mea.sured trallSmissivity in this 1Jnit only at DOE-2 (0.011
ft21day), H-14 (0. 071 tt211da.y) _. arui H-16 (0. 0056 ft2/day), and concluded t.h&.t.• in performance
asses:::nient, Forty-Ninercla.)''S~::iri.e col.lld be assigned a pernieability of zero. A ti.illy comeiira.ti~.re
perfomtmce assessJT1..ent ?to1Jld Ii&5te u'tilized mee.surement.s of Forty-Niner transrf.t.i.ssi\ri.ty at H-3tC _.
v.rti.ere t.fiere is rio cfo.::;."StDne a.tall, but a gaping 10.8-foot cavity partially filled "Y.ii.th mud er11i
bourtd.ed abm7e and belov.7 by e.nh;.llirite.
C~ore

m the I'·'lagent.a dolomite {563. 8-584. 3 feet) at H-3b3 is intact at three inteiirals (563. 8-567. 4
feet, 571.6-575.1 feet, and 575.9-584.3 feet), altho1Jgh there are ten holizonlal fractures alorc,r
bedding planes ~lithin t!Jese inteiirals. The other 5.0 feet of the Magenta (567.4-571.6 feet and
575.1-575. 9 feet) is broken and shattered [Plate 3]. TIJ.is is especially sigrLificant because DOE tt11ice
stated tD t.he Peer P.e~.1ie11.r Pan.el that the Magenta. at H-3, specifically, has not "been foullli 1D be
fr;:,;;1me1i." (GCA, pp. 9-29, 9-30). The lithologic description for H-3b2, only 100 feet from H-3b3,
does ri.ot disclose any fractures at all, nor any shattered fragments as seen in H-3b3 core. Th.is cottld
"'l'lfell be u1J.e_; :ti:~iraulic properties can V&IY greatly over short dist.a.nces in a r.arstlan.d. Tiie Magenta
could tie sr1attered arid highly trarismissh7!! at one location, yet intact and impemieable 100 feet a'\Aray.
At H-3b 1, also 100 feet distant from H-3b3, Magenta transmissiv"ity ~·as measured at 0.1 tt2/day,
?thich cannot be represent.a.ti~.71! of conditions a.t H-3b3. A truly conservative performan.ce assessment
vtould rJa\re utilized measurements of Magenta trfil'l.Smissiv'lty at H-3b3, "Y.rhere t:tJe Magenta prm'111es
tvm preferential pa.th.11ra:;."s for ground Tlf8.1er flovt.

In the Ta.ma.risk member at H-3b3 the caliper log records a v."'aSfJ.Out at 640-654 feet. PhotogI3.phs
of core at H-3b3 s:t.10~.,r art interv·al of dark-reddisr1-bro"Y.rrt clay with angular anh;.lli1ite fragrrJents at
640. 8-643. 8 feet 3lid 646. 0-654. 8 feet. Litho1Jgic descriptiom at H-3b2 identify this zone, at
6"18. 2-649. 2 feet and 650. 0-656. 2 feet, as "residue from previously existing halite uri.it; there ~v·as
no core recmrery from 649. 2 1.0 650. 0 feet. The fI3.cturing and disruption of the ovulying Ma.gento.
•iolomite is attributable to collapse into \TOids caused by dissolution of rialite in the Tamarisk.
11

Core m ttJe Culebra dolomite (668.5-691.6 feet) at H-3b3 is broken into bloclr.s by eight solutionenlarged fractures, 4 per ~rertical foot, from 668. 5 tD 670. 5 feet. The rest of the C1JJ.e bra is broJ!..en
and shattered [Plate 4], the largest intact sections being 4 inches long (above 684 feet), 2. 5 feet long
( aboi.re 689 feet), mi 7 im:he~ long (belo"Vr 690 feet). According to hand -i;initing upon 'blocl::!> of
"Y.rood left ir1 t:t.ie trays, two of these secnons were ren:io~red by G. TvValter of Hydrogeoc:tJem to test for
ma.ti.ix diffu.siOIL TI1us DOE's mettJ.Odology is reY"·ealed: labora.tm~y ari.al:;.1Sis "V.ras peifornied upon tt.ie
fr?r 81J.!Vlv1Il.g tiloc};s of v1Jggy doloJTt..lte rem~.irdng in ~n ot.tie~ise completely shattered intenra1 of

the Culebra, and upon this analysis the supposed ability of the Culebra to re1ard the migration of
.radiOnuclides irl ground ~.78.ter is based. Clearly this is not representative of conditions in the field.
Litholog:ic descriptions at H-3l.J2 disclose only 3.4 feet of core recovery in the Culebra (676.0-677 .3
feet, 686.0-687.3 feet, and 691.0-691.8 feet).
In the lo'Yer unnamed member at H-3b3 the caliper log records a was:t.iout at 692-702 feet.
Photographs of core at H-3b3 show broken blocks dark g:ra.y shale at 696-697 feet and broken blocl<.s
of reddis:ti-bro"'f.1D. mu.dstone at 702. 4-703.8 feet, underlain by breccia 'With g:ypsum fragments at
703.8-704.2 [Plate 5]. There 'W'8S no core recoveryfrom691.6 to 696.0 feet, orfrom697.0 to
702.4 feet . 1v91"Jich coincides with the "'f.~hout. The lost core was probably clay residue, as lithologic
descriptions at H-3b2 re\:oeal a loss of core from 691.8 to 699.0 feet, immediately beneath the
Culebra, a:nd t:t.i:is is underlain by 6.6 feet of clay, grading dowr1vtard from. grayish-black to dar}~
reddisl1-bm"'lim, conlairiin.g anh:Ydrite fragments, described as "resid.ue of pre~iiously existing halite
uriit." Tii..e fractunng and disruptJon of the overlying Culebra dolomite is attributable to collapse into
vuids cat~ed by dissolution of halite in the lov.rer unnamed member.
In t.he Cule bra and low-er unnamed memb.ers, t3l;.en together, th.ere was 17. 7 feet of shattered
dolomite, 9.8 feet of lostco1-e, arid 2.8 feet of dissolutior1residueina33. 7-foot inte;r;..--al. at H-3b3,
and there w""SS 19.6 feet of lost core and 6.6 feet of dissolution resid.t"le in a 28.3-foot inter-rol at
H-3b2. Intact core reco\:oery irl this inten181 "V.ras only 10%.
Tirn.s, m the H-3 test wel.l.s, t.here is a 10. 8-foot ca\iity, partially filled with mud, irl the Forty-Niner
member; 5. 0 feet of bml;.en e.nd shattered Magenta dolomite; 14. 0 feet of dissolution residue in the
T8.lr.lfilisk rr.i.ember.: 17. 7 feet of broJr.en and s:tia.ttered Cule bra do1orrJite; arui 12. 6 feet of dissolution
residue in the lo'Y.:oer unnamed member. There is direct evidence of karst s.t the H-3 test v.l'l!JJ.s in ev--ery
ff.i.ember of t.he Rustler Fomia1lDil.
DOE l)l8.Y try m att11bute t:t.i.e shattered :Magenla and Culebra core samples to its Ow"Il primiti.o;,ioe conrag
tecr..niq11es. DOE contractors ha~re been observed using h.."'llllmers to remov--e core samples from the
tubes. However, atthe mging ofDa'V"id T. Sno"'W·, the recently completed coring atthe H-19
h;.;Uropai1 "'Ii.~ done vlith a triple-tube core barrel, "V.Thich produces superior samples. This technology
h3S e:nsted for25 years, but DOE is now using it for the f:ixsttime. EvenatH-19 (where the Culebra
is ?40.8-764.4 feet below the surface) there -were two intervals of crushed dolomite at ?49.6-750.8
feet arid 755. 3-758. 5 feet, and another interval described as "intensely fractured" at 754. 0-755. 3 feet.
Holt (1997, SAND 97-0194) states that intact pieces are rare in this inter=ial; the core is typically
crushed or unreco~.ioered. Photographs of core at H-19, prior m its remo\181 from the core barrel,
sho"'lir t.hat this :inte!\o"'al "W""a.S intensely fractured, and that the fractures '11.rere v--ert:ical to sub~.:oert:ical.
The H-6 test vrells vrere drilled in 1978. The H-3 test ~rells "1rere completed in 1983. The
geophysical logs, litho1ogic descrip1Jol.1S, arui photographs of core are still unpublis:t.i.ed. M:ost of
tJri3 m:,.teri..31 ""'ii""aS not sul.Jmitted 1D t.he Sandia records center until 1995. None of thls Jrui.terial is
refererieed irl the CCA, so it is unlikely that the EPA would have asked for it. To our kriawledge,
none of this material v.va.z av"S.ilable for public exs.mine.tion in the Sendia records center until February
13, 1998, tv.ro "'f.:oeeJr.s before the EPA de&dline for public comr.neI\ts. TI.i.ere are forty-two WIPP test
?rells. and numerous other WIPP boreholes. It is an affront to the scientific comm.unit\f to be allo~red
;::o littie t:ir..ne tD exe.mme s11ch pertinent records. Until the t•e.sic data for 8.11 WIPP t•oreholes 8I1d test
"'lirells has been exarr.Jned by independent scientists, t.he WIPP should not be licensed.
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K..e..RST IN 1HE FLHAUST SHAFT
In oUI paper entitled "Potential Flo'l/t Paths from the WIPP Site 1D the Accessible Env"ironment,"
(pp. 12-13) "\I.re Identify a. nort.h.-west.erly flov path from the ~iVIPP shafts to Nash Dra·'\lt by "\I.ray of the
~NIPP-13 t.est "i-.l't'Il, im;ool\ii.ng all fi\ioe members of the Rustler Fonnation. In oUI "Rebuttal to DOE
Resporise to CARD Comn-ients 7 to 22," (pp. 2-3, 11-12} "\Y"e describe the WIPP-13 pump test v.rhic.b
sho?.red an existent hyii:raulic co1u.1ection benreen the '\WP e:.:haust shaft ( 1. 50 miles southeast of
vVIPP-13) and WIPP-25 in Nash Drav (3.87 miles "'Arest of WIPP-13} by "\I.ray of trie W'IPP-33
s:inJ:"Jiole. In oUI "Conceptual Model for Contmlinant Tunsport in Kazst Aquifers at the ~NIPP Site"
(pp. 16-17) 'lte cah::ulate the travel time along this flov path and conclude that tral1.Sport of
conto.rr.iinat.ed 11.;oater from the WIPP exhaust shaft 1D Laguna Grande de la Sal could t3J~e as little as
10 year.::. We ha\1e sirice discovered additional e"Yidence il.1. support of this tlo"\1.T path.
In a renort entitled "Geotechnical Acti\ii.ties m the Exhaust Shaft" (DOE-WIPP-86-008) there are
map::: certain intervals of the shaft ?.:-alls. One of these maps (FigUie 11) depicts a "breccia zone
:m t.t1e 101-rer um13med member of the Rustler, immediately beneath the Culebra. It is in the shape of a
solution channel, 6 feet high and 5 feet "V.:ide. The upper half is described as consisting mainly (80%)
of arigu.lar to subangular clasts of dolomite iri an argillaceous dolomite matrix; ttie lomr half is
desnibe1i as soft cls.:;;smne, nearly fissile_. and poorly :ind1J.:rated. The overl;iing 1iolomite beds are
fr-ct.en.u·ed aru:i trend do"\lm"i-.781"d_; the sUiromi.ding beds thin to"\llard the "breccia zone."

of
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Tiie "breccia. zone" is located in t.Iie north"\ltestem "\l.l'fln of the exhaust shaft_. centered e.t about 3000
(H 600 '\Y). This poirits in the direction of test mil H-16 (N 64C1Vol) ''Ylhere tr.If: Culebra tiead is
3.rro:n0louz.ly lo¥.~ (:3005 feet), ir..dic8.ting a zone of lo11r flttid potentml, as one 11.l'(lttld expect 8long a
sutm1erged 11.ov.r path. mt.Iie phreatic zorie. It also points mth.e general direction of WIPP-13 (N z50
'h). It is riot clear \v·tJ.y the "breccia zone" does not appear in the opposite \vall of the shaft; either the
im.::;:1 is mcomplet.e _. or the zone penetrates the shaft '\!tall tangentially. Either vay_. it is direct evidence
of di::solution in t.Jw e:.:hamt shaft. If it is a solution channel, it "\l.70uld explain the existent hydraulic
cm1riec1J.on ben.reen the exhaust st.iaft and Nash Dra"\lt by vay of WIPP-13 and WIPP-33.

TI1e same report (DOE-"flIPP-86-008) identifies three "Uiist.a.ble areas" in t.Iw e:-:h.e.ust shaft: (1) the
Forty-N hler cfayst.one (575. 5-586. 5 feet), 16. 5 feet ab0\7e the Magent.a.; (2) the Tama1isk cla.ysmne
(689. 0-695. 5 feet), 18. O' feet above the Cu1e bra; e.ru:i (3) the claystone of the lov.ioer U.rtnelned
ffwinber (736. 0-745. 0 feet), imlriedia.tely berieattJ. the C1JJ.e bra. These a.re the same irLtelv"'als vthich are
karstic e:t H-3 . and 7thich "\Y"e tJ.a~.ioe correlat.ed at 23 other WIPP boreholes and test vtells, e.nd at the
1.rentiia.tion st.iaft, irL our pa.per entitled "Ca\ioernc1us Zones at trie '\;o;lIPP Site."

Vv1PP SITE RESISTIVIn· SURVEY
!rt the eerly ste.ges of geologic&! ct.iere.cterise.tion, vhen the WIPP site ves still lr.IIO"&"n es the Los
i"·Ie1iar1Ds site . an electl.ical resistivity survey was perfomied Ov"er the enlire site, wtlictJ. ilas then six

miles irt diarr.lfter. The '\lmrk was peifonned by Elliot Geophysical Company of Tucson_. ~.rtzona.
The original study, entitled "An Experimental Detilled Resistivity Survt:Y of Kno1m or Suspected
Breccie. Pipes end Sw.holes, Eddy County, Nev.'' Mexico," "'i.78.S tre.rasmitted in triplicate 1D George B.
Gris\,1'1Jld on December 22, 1976. A follo'll-up report, entitled ''Evaluation of the Proposed Los
Medari0s Nticleer Weste Dispose.I Site by Means of Electric&! Resistivity Sur-re)>s, Eddy&. Lee.
Courtti.es, Ne'l/.r Mexico," was trarlSmitted mtriplicate to Denrus W. Po1ters on December 29, 1977,
tDgether v?ith 11 maps and resisthii.ty profiles vtithout "\lthich the text is not useful.

TI.ie reports "Ytere riev"er published. CARD vas una"Ware of them until they mre referenced in ~e
CCA (pp. DEF-40, DEF-41). OrL December 24, 1997, we submitted a fonnal request to Sandia.
National Labo:ra.ttJries asking for the repons and maps. On January 12, 1998, "'re "'f.l'l!re infonned by
SSiuiia. that (1) the origmal study is av~ble in the Sandia central files; (2) the follo"Yt-up study is
av-ailable in the ·~NIPP reading rooms; and (3) the maps and resistivity profiles are not av-aila.ble.
CARD t.ias since obtained originals of the rr.18.ps and resistivity profiles from. other sources.
Ironically, vre h8:...-e recer. -ed
. nro inq mnes from DOE contracttJrs wnting to ob1ain them from us.
On .Januazy 19, 1998, the EEG recei~red a copy of a report concerning piezome1ers installed in the
SaJLt.&. Rosa. Forma.tion neSI the WIPP exha.ust shaft (DOEIWIPP 96-2278). TI.i:is report conia:ins a
section authored on October 28, 1977 by Dennis W. Pomrs. In this section is a map (Figure 18)
\vt.iich sho"Y.;os the outlines of two types of lo"Y."' resistivity anomalies taken directly from a l118.p v.rhicti
accompanied the Elliot sun;oey. CARD inqmred about this and v?aS informed that it "V?aS knovm all
alorig ttiat Dennis W. Pomrs possessed the maps, but that it "'YlaS not the job of the 1ecrn1.1Cal staff at
Sandia labs to tracl;, do""W'"Il. and proviie ma.tertal which is not in the Sandia central files.
It s hotUd be noted that DeILrds ~N. Pov.rer.:: "Y.ras the principal author of the Geological Chare.cte:dzati.on
P.epa11(GCP., 1978, S.i.UlD78-1596) which, at the time, ""W"SS used as the basis for recommending
that the site. be selected and tha.t undeiground construction proceed. This report allu.des 10 the
res'istiv1ty survey "Y."l.thout referencing it, falsely states that analysis of ttie data \y"'aS not yet complete
(p. 2-25), and provides nro m..3.ps (Fig11res 2.14 and 2.15) vthich fail to locate the 9880 measurement
sta.'IJ.ons itrLd tl'ie :391 line r.f.liles of resistivity profiles "Ythich thoroughly covered the WIPP site.
The purpose of the resistivity. sUIYey v,.·as to locate geological hazards such as collapse structures or
breccia pipes vTit°'lin the ¥TIPP site.. There was concern that such features might exist but remain
unrecognized by suliace mapping and aerial photography because ttie V•lIPP site is rieav"'ily cov"ered
\\ith dune sands which Yrould obscure all but the laigest structlJ.Ial features. 'Where dissolution or
brecciati.on :t.ias ts.i..en place, Siui subsequent compaction has r10t occmed, there should be a strong
decreaze in resistrvity, indicating higher porosity, moisture content, clay content, or salinity.

The follo"T1,rjng conclusions \\l'l!re d:ra.'"W'"Il. from the resistivity survey:
(1) The dissolution front e.t the ttJp of the Salado extends in'ID the north-w-estem and south"Yrestem
por1J.o1""1S of ttie TvVIPP site, "YttJere H-6, ¥lIPP-33 . and P-15 are no"Y.r located.
(2) TI.iere is a zorie of structural "Yre&F.ness in the Rustler .FonnatiorL, a possible dissolution front,
entering the site from the southeast; this 'is no"lf.r lmo\\'it 1D be a zone of high trensmissivity, \..,·here
Cabln.Baby, P-17, H-17, H-17 and DOE-1 are located.
(:3) Tiiere is a localized, t.iigh-a:mplitu.de, lo"Y.7 res:isti.\ity anomaly in sec 17, T 22 S, :R 31 E, whicri
-:::.:-as suspected of being a breccia pipe. This feature -v.:-a.s 13.tf.r drilled oz 'NIPP-13. The Tam.arlsl::.

vas fom-.d to be "lerti.cally fractured, tt.u: Magenta brokerL aru:l shattered. Multi-well pun1p tests have
shoim a hydraulic cor.nection betw"een the WIPP shaf13 and Nash Dravr by "'i1ta.y of WIPP-13.
(4) There is a broader, high-amplitude, lo'Tn res'isti~Tity anomaly in secs 30 &. 31, T 22 S, R 31 E, in
tl'1e lai-gest topogrc.phic depressior1 ett.st of Nash Dra"Yr s:t.uJ\-TJ:L on the 15-m:il.l'l.\te USGS topographic
m.ap, Nash Dra"Y.r qua.drar1gle. Subsequent trench exposures ha~.re sho"Ym this 1D be a f:.arst valley
o'llerlain by perforated Mescalero caliche caprocl:.
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S, R 31 E wtiich was suspected of beilag
a collapse sinl;,; s. low resJStl'nty anomaly was detected only at shallow depths, and it was concluded
that this is not a "major collapse structure," but ''merely an ordinazy sinkhole due to solution
caverning." This feature was later found to be underlain by a high-amplitude negati\re gravity
anbmaly. It vlaS then drilled as WIPP-14, and the Culebra v.ias found to be under:IB.in by 71. 4 feet
of mud "ith gypsum aud al"l1lydiite fragments.
·
(5) Titere is a closed topug1apt.dc depression in sec 9, T 22

(6) There is a general increase m porosity arid ~rater content m the Rustler Fonnation and the De'\l.rey
Lake Red beds irom east to \'.rest across the site and tom.rd Nash Draw·.
(7) Tiie Guletra. artd :M~enta. dolomites are not the only -water-bearing urlits in the Rustler Fonnation;
tt.ie mud.stories &"'id siltstories oi the Forty-Nil.-ier, Tam&isk, and loworer urmam.ed In.embers :t.ia\re much
lovrer resistivity than the anh:. urite
.
18.;iers.
(8) The siltstone artd mudstone layers in the Salado hatre "extremely low resistivity;" these are vraterbe&1rig unit:: . tens of feet in Y.oidth, in "the supposed dry salt."

.._Ne :t.ia\re prepared a contour map [Figure 1] depicting the lov resistivity anomalies. TI.ie outermost
contour lines are 250 ohm-meters, and the contour interval is 25 ohm-meters. The innennost closed
conmurs are filled in black . rather than using hachures vthich cannot be sho\Y'".i.l. ort this scale. TI.i.e
follo11:-trig observati.ons ma.y be made:
( 1) One of the broadest lo'ir resisti\1ity a..'1.0malies (< 175 ohm~ meters) extends northw"ard from the
collapse sml~ later drilled as TvVIPP-33. Five 'rater-filled caverns mre found: one in Dewey Lake
silt::tone, tvm in Forty-Niner gypsum, arid two in :M:agenta dolomite.
(2) A localized . high-amplitude, lovr resisti~.ity anomaly (< 150 ohm-meters) ·-vra.s found at the P-14
bore:tJOle. P-14 was later comrerted 10 a test -worell w:t.i.ere the highest Cule bra transmisshitv east of
Nas:t1 Draw (233 ft2/day) ,;oas mes.sured.
(3) l!.& broad, lo"Vt resistivity anomaly (<175 ohm-meters) is found in the vicinity of test 'rell
Y'1QSP-6, int.tie ra:in"\l.rater recharge area, v.7here 25-30 gallons per minute of potable '\Irater v.ras
found in t.tJ.e De'!l.J?Y Lake Red.beds, the largest inflo~.r of potable \..rater measured at any of the
forty-tvlo V·lIPP test ~.rells.
(4) A localized low·resJS1lvityanomaly(<200 ohm-meters) "Was found at the center of the VVIPP site,
'Y.1:tiere evideru:e of dissolution has been found in the ~mPP shafts .

.
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FIGURE J: LOw RESISTIVITY AREAS
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Air Docket. Docket No. A-93-02
Room M-1500
Mail Code 6102
US EPA
-401 MStreet SW
Washington, DC 20460
The following is CARD's .rebuttal to DOE's .response to Breach Scenarios at the WIPP Site.
by Richard H. Phillips, Ph.D., and David K. Mitchell, P.E., originally submitted to EPA on
March 17. 1997. We not only p.resent a point-by point .rebuttal to OOE's response; ve also
identify pa$sages in our original report 'Vr'hich st.and uncontested, together with
additional evidence to support ou.r findings. As a convenience to the .reader. CARD has
.numbered the arguments made by the DOE, and has .numbered the paragraphs ofCARD's
rebuttal correspondingly.
BREACH SCENARIOS REVISITED
by Richard Hayes Phillips, Ph.D.
and David K. Mitchell. P.E.
1 DOE does not deny that the o.rigi.nal site selection criteria we.re altered in o.rder to
accommodate the WIPP site.
Z CARD did offer specific comments concerning the extent of brine reservoirs. We
refer.red the .reader to EEG-23 ( 1983, p. 31), Phillips 0987, Figure 76), and EEG-61 (1996,

p. 2-3). AH th.ree .references a.re in the EPA docket. All three conclude that the WIPP-12
b.ri.ne .reservoir extends directly underneath the WIPP waste panels.
DOE, in performance assessment, assumes that the probability of an oil exploration
borehole intercepting a Castile brine reservoir beneath the repository is 83 .CCCA,
p. 9-167). This assumption is based upon a geost.atistical analysis by Powe.rs et al. (CCA,
Mass Attachment 18-6) of the entire New Mexico portion of the Delaware Basin (CCA,
p. DEL-86). Of a total of 3406 well files reviewed, 28, o.r 8.23. were found to have
notations by the driller indicating an encounter of pressurized brine (CCA, p. DEL-87).
Subsurface exploration at WIPP does not support this as..c;umption. Three exploratory
drtll holes vithi.n the WIPP site <WIPP-12, WIPP-13 and DOE-l>ve.re deep enough to
have encountered brine in the Castile, and one of them did CWIPP-IZJ. In addition, a
time domau1 electromagnetic survey was conducted by Ea.rth Technology Co.rpo.ration.
(SAND 87-7144) in an attempt to determine the distribution of Castile brine beneath the
WIPP waste panels. Based on this data, Bo.rns calculated that Castile brine underlies 103
to 55% of the waste panel area, with a mean of Z5% CCCA, Mass Attachment 18-)). Borns
constructed a map which depicts brine extending be.neath 29% of the waste panel a.rea
CCCA, Mass Attachment 18-5, Figure 1). F.rom the same data, the CCA estimates that
Castile brine underlies 25% to 57% of the waste panels, with a median of 40% (CCA. p.
MASS-105). Th us the weight of geologic evidence dictates that an exploratory borehole
within the WIPP site stands a 25% to .W3 chance of encounte.ri.ng pressurized b.rine i.n
the Castile. DOE's assumption of 8% is neither .realistic .nor conservative.
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3 ERDA-9 is indeed "an nist.ing pathway to the WIPP repository," It is near enough to
the repository footprint (CCA. Figure 3-9) to be within the disturbed rock zone CDRZ>
and therefore must connect the WIPP excavations to the land surface. CARD never said
that ERDA-9 and the Castile brine reservoir are connected; we said that 200 feet of
vertically fractured anhydrite is all that separates them.
4 CARD is aware that OOE plans to plug ERDA-9 in the future. CARD is also aware that
DOE attempted to plug ERDA-10 in 1977. There appears to be no record of the success or
failure of the attempt.
5 DOE claims that its borehole plugs will remain effective for 10,000 years. Unless a
continuous concrete plug is shown to withstand the pressures encountered in the
WIPP-12 brine reservoir, this claim is entirely unsubstantiated.
6 DOE does not address the implications of reducing the WIPP site boundaries. DOE

cannot prevent waterflooding for secondary oil recovery or solution mining for
potash, and cannot oversee the eventual plugging of oil and gas drill holes. beyond
the current boundaries.
7 In 1996, according to EEG-62. Figure 2.2-2. there were 139 oil and gas wells within
two miles of the WIPP site boundary. According to maps obtained from Midland Map
Company, Midland, Texas, there are now 177, and 4.7 more have been planned and
located [figure lJ. In January 1980 there were only 37 [figure 21. This means that 14.0
oil and gas wells have been dri11ed in 4.8 square mile sections within tvo miles of the
WIPP site within eight years' time. The current drilling rate. therefore. is 36 per mi2
per 100 years. This is 30 times greater than the estimate of 120 per mi2per10.000 years
used by DOE in performance assessment (CCA, pp. 6-182, DEL-81 ). DOE's estimate is
derived by averaging the dri1Hng rate throughout the entire Delaware Basin over the
last 100 years. as allowed by EPA criteria (4.0 CFR 194..33(b)(3)). This derives from a
baseless assumption by EPA (4.0 CFR 191. Appendix C) that the drilling rate in
sedimentary rock formations cannot exceed 30 per .km2 per 10,000 years (77 per mi2
per 10.000 years). The criterion is clearly in error and should be overturned.
One of the reasons why the current drilling rate is so high is that active institutional
controls have been removed. Prior to 1990 much of the area. surrounding the WIPP site
was being mined for potash. and it is BLM policy not to allow oil and gas drilling in
areas where mining is ongoing. The situation is comparable to what will happen at the
WIPP site when active institutional controls are lost 100 years after closure. The
current drilling rate is the best estimate of what the drilling rate will be at that time.
Oil and gas companies would be driiling into the WIPP site today if they were not
p1'eventcd from doing so. Figut'C l 1'eveals that nine of the 1'CCe.nt discove.ry wells wet'C
drilled within one mile of the western boundary of the WIPP site.
Aetording to the CCA <Figure 6-28. p. 6-187) the WIPP waste disposal area is about 173
acres, and the WIPP operations region is about 27 acres, vhich amounts to 200 acres of
underground excavations. not counting the experimental region. Thus the drilling
t'ate into the WIPP waste disposal at'ea, when active i.nstitutio.naJ controls a1'C Jost,
should be about 10 per 100 years. If the chances of penetrating a Castile brine
reservoir are 25'· to 4.0%, then an E-1 borehole (one which is drilled through the waste
panels and intercepts pressurized brine) can be expected once every 25 to 40 years.
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S WIPP does not meet EPA containment requirements. parUy because it is located in a
known mineral district and is vulnerable to human intrusion. Anyone can produce a
performance consistent with the desired conclusion. This does not explain away the
inevitable breach of confinement occasioned by inadvertent driHing or fluid injection.
9 CARD is ple~~d that DOE has committed to exercising JOO yea.rs of active institutionaJ
control over the WIPP site. CARD is also pleased that EPA has awarded DOE no credit for
passive institutional controls 100 years after closure, when active institutional control
is assumed to be lost.
10 Under the heading of "potash mining," DOE devotes an entire page to its plans for
exercising active institutional control, and never addresses the issue of what happens
''hen active institutional control is lost: ( 1) potash mining could destroy much of the
Salado Formation as a geologic barrier; (2) if water were to flood the potash mines, the
water would travel lateraJly along marker beds in the Salado and could reach the WIPP
shafts: (3) the potash mines could serve as preferential pathways for migration of
contaminated water from the WIPP repository; and ("!)potash mining could cause
fracturing, subsidence, and collapse of overlying strata, thereby increasing the
hydraulic conductivity of the Rustler aquifer and damaging the casings of oil weJJs.
11 The maximum allowable surface dose .rate for a canister of remotely handled
transuranic waste CRH-TRU) is 1000 .rem/hr, compared to 0.2 .rem/hr for contacthandled transuranic waste CCH-TRU>. DOE says that the isotopes in RH-TRU will decay
rapidly enough that its .radiological effects will, in several hundred yea.rs, be similar to
that of CH-TRU. DOE cannot credibly make such a statement because the radionuclide
content of the waste scheduled for WIPP is unknown. Moreover, CARD has shown that
d.riUing th.rough the repository is Ji.keJy to happen much sooner than assumed by DOE.
12 The hyd.rologic effects of potash mining beneath the Rustler aquifer are not
adequately modeled by assuming an increase in hydraulic conductivity (J to 1000,
applied randomly). Steeply dipping subsidence fractures could provide pathways
th.rough the upper Salado to the Rustler. thereby .reducing the distance .required fo.r
hydrof.racture from the repository to cause a breach of containment.
13 It is assumed that, after active institutional control is lost, potash resources vithin
the cont.rolled area wiU be completely .removed within a century. DOE should not be
aJJowed to select, randomly o.r otherwise, the century in which such mining is
calculated to occur. The .realistic and conservative assumption is that potash mining
wiJJ occur during the fu:fil. century, as soon as active institutional control is lost.
14 Whether or not a mineral is economicaUy feasible to extract depends upon two
conditions: ( 1) its market value; and (2) the available technology. These conditions
a.re not constant and should not be extrapolated into the distant future.
15 The WIPP-12 brine reservoir was not "allowed to flow in order to discover
mformation about the Castile brine .reservoirs." DOE had considered it "highly
unlikely" that brine would be encountered at WIPP-12. DOE was forced to deepen
WIPP-12 as a .result of a lawsuit filed by Jeff Bingaman, then New Mexico Attorney
General, and the WIPP-12 brine encounter was considered an unpleasant surprise.
The brine floved to the surface at a rate of 45 gallons per minute; it filled up the
catchment area so quickly that DOE had to dig a new one. Thirteen days we.re devoted
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exdusively to hydrologic testing, after which time the flow still was not stopped,
Altogether. 60.000 barrels (2.S million gallons) flowed to the land surface during a
"10-day period. Similarly. at the Bates •2 well. brine injected two miles away by Texaco
flowed to the surface at a rate of 8<t0 gallons per minute ( 1200 barrels per hour) for
'·'days before the well was finally brought under control. A total of 298 truckloads
were required to haul the salt water away, and a pipeline had to be constructed to help
alleviate the problem. The "well established practices" for countering brine flows.
alluded to by DOE. are not always successful.
16 DOE states that brine flowing straight up a borehole from a Castile brine "pocket"
would entrain little. if any, waste from the repository. Based on this reasoning, the
dose to the driller is assumed in performance assessment to be limited to cuttings,
cavings, and spallings. DOE assumes th~t all exploratory boreholes, even those
encountering pressurized brine. will be plugged at abandonment, and that the plugs
will be effective for 200 years, after which time the plug is assumed to fail completely
(CCA. Appendix PEER. p. 3-73). During this time the connection between the reservoir
and the repository remains open, and the repository becomes filled with pressurized
brine which corrodes the canisters and dissolves the waste, creating a slurry of
radioactive brine along with hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide gas. It is the
second exploratory borehole. in what is known as the El-E2 scenario, that would tap
a pressurized repository and bring radionuclides in excess of EPA standards to the
surface. Drillers might indeed abandon such a flowing well. and such an act.ion would
release additional radionuclides into the accessible environment.
17 DOE makes this statement: "If PA calculations showed that radionuclides vould reach
the accessible environment in sufficient quantities to violate the EPA standards, the
DOE would not have submitted the CCA." That is exacUy the point. DOE has incorporated
whatever assumptions were necessary to show compliance (e.g., DOE's assumed
recharge rate of 0.2 to 2.0 mm/yr, which gives a groundwater travel time of thousands
of years). Phillips and Snow (1998) have shown, by means of a regional water balance
analysis. that the recharge rate approaches 20 mm/yr. Using estimates of karst
geometry. Phillips and Snow (1998) have calculated groundwater travel times as short
as 10 years from the WIPP exhaust shaft to Laguna Grande de la Sal in Nash Draw.
Groundwater flow to Nash Draw. and overflow from Laguna. Grande de la Sal to the
Pecos River, are quite relevant to determinations of dose. In the real world, the Pecos
River is where the people live, where actual victims would be affected. Only by
ignoring the large amount of water in Laguna Grande de la Sal can DOE justify its
assumed .recharge rates and travel times.
18 DOE assumes that any .radionuclides that enter an intrusion borehole would reach
the land surface. bypassing the karstic Rustler aquifer. Even if the hole is not cased
du.ring drilling. the predicted dose is not fatal to the .rancher or the cow. DOE seems
concerned about this point; the statement that "only very small amounts of
contaminants would migrate from the point of release over 10,000 years" is made at
least twenty times in the comment responses in SEIS-II (pp. 13-4, 13-7, 13-14. 13-23.
13-26. 13-30.13-34. 13-59. 13-62.13-63, 13-65. 13-68.13-69. 13-78,13-80.13-82, 13-87.
13-93. 16-8, 16-11 ). If the karst model of Phillips and Snow ( 1998) is essentially correct,
then this statement by DOE is wholly invalid.
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19 DOE chides CARD for not having been familiar with the entirety of the Zl volumes
of the CCA. DOE goes on to cite additional material submitted by DOE to EPA~ the
March 17, 1997 deadline for public comment.

ZO Everything CARD said about the Hartman scenario is true and stands unrefu~ed by
DOE. The reader is referred to our original paper. Breach Scenarios at the WIPP Site.
pp. 4-7. The screening decision referred to by DOE CCCA. Appendix SCR.3.3.1.3.l) claims
that leakage from brine injection wells is "unlikely to occur" near the WIPP for a
number of reasons. Let us examine DOE's evidence: Cl) DOE argues that oil production
near the WIPP takes place in the Brushy Canyon Formation at depths greater than
7000 feet. The truth is that some producing oil wells near the WIPP are tapping the
Cherry Canyon Formation at depths of 5100 to 6200 feet. More importantly, brine
injection near the WIPP takes place in the Bell Canyon Formation at depths of only
4000 to 5100 feet. Most of the exploratory -..·ells in the BeH Canyon Formation have been
plugged and abandoned; oil recovery currently takes place by secondary methods.
(2) DOE argues that the Castile Formation. which is not present at the Bates #2 we11
where the Hartman scenario took place, would provide potential "thief zones" that
would prevent brine injected into the Bell Canyon Formation from rising into the
Salado Formation. CARD has already pointed out that recent water level rises in the
Culebra dolomite at test well H-9b, located 6 -f5 miles south of the WIPP site. are strongly
correlated with brine injection into the Bell Canyon Formation. indicating that the
C.astile and the Salado are not reliable geologic barriers. (3) DOE argues that oil pools in
the vicinity of WIPP are smaller than at the Rhodes-Yates field, where the Hartman
scenario took place. and therefore waterflooding on the scale of that undertaken at the
Rhodes-Yates field would be "unlikely" at WIPP. The scale of waterflooding is .not the
concern; vhat is relevant to containment at WIPP is the pressure and du.ration of
waterflooding. Already there are four brine injection wells within two miles of the
WIPP site boundary, one of which is operating at a pressure that exceeds the lithostatic
pressure at the repository horizon. The blowout at the Bates #2 well was caused by
brine injected by Texaco two miles away. The brine had traveled through an anhydrite
marker bed in the lower Salado. one of the same marker beds that exist at the WIPP site.
There is no reason why a similar blowout cannot occur at WIPP due to brine injection at
one of the 177 (soon to be 22'4) operating oil and gas wells within two miles of the WIPP
site boundary. Brine injection .near the WIPP is happening today. It can.not be
prevented by DOE. A blowout could occur even.while the workers are in the repository.
21 Ultimately, waste containment at WIPP depends upon DOE's ability to seal the WIPP
shafts perfectly, forever, because the overlying Rustler aquifer is karstic and cannot
be relied upon even to retard the migration of radionuclides. DOE accuses CARD of
making "unsupported assertions" concerning the performance of the shaft seals.
So does DOE. We predict the seals will fail. and DOE predicts the seals will work. Either
argument is equally valid in the absence of supporting data. The "currently en.visaged
design" does not "demonstrate" compliance with containment requirements. Until it is
tested in the field. nothing is demonstrated. CARD agrees that the disturbed rock zone
<DRZ) will not heal at the time of emplacement. that 100 years of undisturbed
performance Till be necessary for salt creep to heal the DRZ <CCA, p. 3-26). CARD is
concerned that the DRZ may never heal at all.
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22 CARD not only asser~ that Rustler groundwater lrill flow down the WIPP shaf~.
CARD observes that it does so already. When the WIPP exploratory shaft (now the salt
handling shaft) was drilled in 1981, total inflow of Rustler groundwater was estimated
at 1.5 gal/min (2160 gal/day), and less than 0.1 gal/min (1-H gal/day) after liner plates
were installed CTME 3178, pp. -4-3. i-•0. When the WIPP ventilation shaft (now the waste
handling shaft) was drilled in 1982. total inflow was estimated at 0.3 to 0.9 gal/min
(-430-1300 gal/day), some of it from the Rustler, some of it from clay, anhydrite and
siltstone beds in the Salado. When the ventilation fans were turned off, and the water
was no longer being evaporated, a foot of water collected in the tunnel connecting the
exploratory shaft with the ventilation shaft (Phillips, 1987. Plate 2-t). Even after the
ventilation shaft was lined and grouted, leakage was measured at 0.5 to 2.0 liters/min
( 190-760 gal/day) CSAND88-7002, p. G-7). The WIPP exhaust shaft was drilled i.o. 1983;
even after liner plates were installed and grouted, more than l liter/min (380 gal/day)
of inflow was observed from the Culebra dolomite alone (SAND88-7002, pp. G-5. G-6).
Head measurements are not necessary to show that Rustler groundwater would flow
down the shaft seals. In· situ observations are enough.
23 Rustler groundwater is everywhere unsaturated. In the ventilation shaft, the
Culebra dolomite "produces enough water to wet the underlying shaft walls to the shaft
sump. and to begin dissolution of evaporites exposed in the shaft walls below. The shaft
wall in the Salado "is deeply fluted by dissolution of halite by the seepage" from the
Culebra <TME 3177. pp. i-3. i-·O. CARD is concerned that dissolution of halite in the
WIPP shafts will exceed the rate of salt creep,.and that the shafts will never seal.
DOE correctly states that dissolution of the Salado at the repository horizon would cease
as soon as Rustler water has dissolved enough halite to become saturated. The problem
is that Rustler groundwater flow is continuous. Once a pathway exists from the Rustler
to the Salado, the supply of fresh water would be continuous, and dissolution would not
cease until the WIPP .repository is completely flooded.
2i The basic premises of the WIPP we.re that the salt beds were supposed to be dry, and
that salt creep would surround and encapsulate the waste canisters. But the WIPP is not
located in a zone of pure salt. At the .repository horizon, and in the WIPP shafts, the
Salado contains seams of clay and marker beds of fractured anhydrite, both of which
a.re more permeable than ha.lite and contain up to 25,. water by volume. It was thought
that a thermal gradient was necessary for this brine to migrate into the repository.
Now we know that a pressure gradient is sufficient. The brine migrates toward the area.
of lowest pressure in the Salado -- the WIPP excavations. Brine is now "weeping" into
the .repository at a slow but significant rate. A ventilating system now evaporates the
water. but after closure, the WIPP will be a wet repository. There .are no plans for
specially designed containers at WIPP. The waste is to be buried in steel drums placed
in direct contact with vet salt. When the steel drums corrode, the result would be a
slurry of brine and dissolved waste. For mo.re information on this subject, the reader
is referred to: Scientists Review Panel on WIPP, Evaluation of the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant <WIPP> as a Water-Saturated Repository, 1988.
When the brine inflow was first discovered, DOE should have accepted the inevitable
and abandoned the site. Instead, DOE argues that the hydrogen sulfide and carbon
dioxide gas produced by corrosion of the steel drums will produce enough pressure to
stop the brine inflow -- that a pressurized .repository is a good thing.
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There are no reliable measurements of brine inflow to the repository. The Room Q
experiments were not conducted in a sealed room; consequently. some of the brine was
evaporated. Estimates of brine inflow a.re derived from measurements of permeability
of the clay seams and anhydrite beds. but these measurements may be an order of
magnitude low (Scientists Review Panel. 1988, Figure 2).
In SEIS-11(p.4-22) there a.re figures. not to say "measured data." on brine inflow to the
WIPP repository It is estimated that 50 to 160 cubic meters of brine, on the average,
· wiU seep into each waste disposal room of 367) cubic meters. This is equivalent to 1.363
to i 353 of the volume of each disposal room. each of which would be 13 feet high.
This would result in 2 to 7 inches of brine in each disposal room, not counting any
downward seepage from the Rustler Formation, lateral seepage from brine injection,
or upward flow from the pressurized artesian brine reservoir in the Castile Formation.
25 There are alternatives to radioactive dumping. CARD discussed three of them:
(J .>transmutation: (2) vitrification; and (3) improved waste containers. DOE claims
to have considered them. but DOE is not utilizing them.
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BREACll SCENARIOS AT THE WIPP SITE
by Richard H. Phillips, Ph.D.
and David X. Mitchell, P.E.
The WIPP site is located in a known mineral district. Potash
resources, including sylvite [KCl] and langbeinite [K2 Mg2 (S0 4 ) 3 ) ,
in the McNutt member of the Salado Formation, extend directly
above the WIPP repository (FEIS, 1980, Figures 8-5, 9-1, 9-2).
Oil and gas resources in the Delaware Mountain Group (and lower
formations) extend directly underneath the WIPP repository (FEIS,
1980, Figure 8-6; EEG-62, 1996, Figure 2.2-6). This has been
known since before the WIPP site was selected.
Under the original WIPP site selection criteria, only "areas more
than two miles from deep drill holes" were considered (GCR, 1978,
Figure 2-3). When a test hole called ERDA-6, drilled at the
original WIPP site, encountered a pressurized brine reservoir in
the upper anhydrite of the Castile Formation, between the Salado
Formation and the Delaware Mountain Group, the site had to be
abandoned. Because no other potentially suitable sites in the
Delaware Basin could be found, a new map was drawn indicating
"areas more than one mile from deep drill holes." (GCR, 1978,
Figure 2-·8) On this basis, the current WIPP site was selected.
Two test holes, ERDA-9 and WIPP-12, were drilled at the current
WIPP site, penetrating 53 feet and 47 feet deep, respectively,
into the Castile Formation, stopping short of any pressurized
brine reservoir. Thus the FEIS concluded that brine reservoirs
"are extremely unlikely near the repository." A Stipulated
Agreement was later signed between DOE and the State of New
Mexico requiring that borehole WIPP-12 be deepened.
(WIPP-12
is located one mile north of the center of the WIPP site) .
On November 22, 1981, pressurized brine associated with hydrogen
sulfide gas was encountered at WIPP-12 in the upper Castile
anhydrite, 240 feet below the Salado Formation. The brine flowed
to the land surface at a rate of 45 gallons per minute (1540
barrels per day) for forty days. Total brine outflow was 60,000
barrels, or about 2.5 million gallons (DOE, 1982, TME 3148).
Thus a geologic mechanism exists which is capable of flooding the
WIPP repository, corroding the steel drums, dissolving the waste,
and carrying contaminated water up the WIPP shafts to overlying
aquifers or to the land surface (EEG-6, 1980, pp. 47-48).
The total volume of the WIPP-12 brine reservoir was later
estimated at between 17 millon gallons (EEG-23, 1983, p. 29) and
30 million gallons (EEG-22, 1983, p. 79). By comparison, about
63 million gallons would be necessary to completely fill the WIPP
repository (EEG-16, 1982, p. 45). It is likely that the WIPP-12
brine reservoir extends directly underneath the WIPP waste
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emplacement panels (EEG-23, 1983, p. 31; Phillips, 1987, Figure
76; EEG-61, 1996, p. 2-3) Borehole ERDA-9 (located 320 feet from
the center of the WIPP site) was never deepened; but less than
200 feet of vertically fractured anhydrite is all that separates
the pressurized brine reservoir from ERDA-9, an existing pathway
to the WIPP repository. The plan is to plug ERDA-9, but there is
no proven technology for plugging boreholes in salt formations,
and CARD doubts that it can be done successfully.
In 1983 the boundaries of the WIPP site were reduced, from an
approximation of a circle with a three-mile radius (18,960 acres)
to a perfect square, four miles on each side (10,240 acres). The
DOE thereby relinquished control of 8,720 acres in what had been
designated as Zone IV (EEG-23, 1983, Figure 26), within which DOE
had intended to prevent secondary methods of oil recovery such as
waterflooding or hydrofracturing, to prevent solution mining for
potash, and to oversee the eventual plugging of oil and gas drill
holes (FEIS, 1980, p. 8-4). The rationale, according to DOE, was
that "the minimal amount of crude oil likely to exist within the
WIPP site" made waterflooding adjacent to WIPP unlikely (EEG-55,
1994, p. 21; EEG-62, 1996, p. xiv). CARD has long suspected that
one of the reasons for reducing the boundaries of the WIPP site
was the presence of obvious karst features in Zone IV (e.g.
boreholes WIPP-33 and WIPP-14) as described by Barrows (1982, pp.
6-8, reprinted in EEG-32, 1985, Appendix A; see also Barrows to
Chaturvedi, 8/6/82, Appendix B; Barrows to Chaturvedi, 4/7/83,
Appendix C). Whatever the reasons, there are now, within the old
Zone IV, 14 oil wells and 6 gas wells. Altogether, there are
now, within two miles of the current WIPP site boundary, 101 oil
wells, 18 gas wells, 7 oil and gas wells, 4 brine injection
wells, and 9 dry holes (EEG-62,- 1996, Figure 2.2-2).
All of this is in direct violation of EPA standards for the
siting of repositories for nuclear waste disposal, and with good
reason. The very purpose of geologic disposal is to emplace the
nuclear waste in an area unlikely to be disturbed during the
necessary period of waste isolation. No deep geologic disposal
site is more likely to be disturbed than one in a known mineral
district. Here is the text of the relevant EPA standard:
Places where there has been mining for resources, or
where there is a reasonable expectation of exploration
for scarce or easily accessible resources, or where
there is a significant concentration of any material
that is not widely available from other sources,
should be avoided in selecting disposal sites.
Resources to be considered shall include minerals,
petroleum or natural gas ... Such places shall not be
used for disposal of the wastes covered by this part
unless the favorable characteristics of such places
compensate for their greater likelihood of being
disturbed in the future. (40 CFR 191.14e)
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DOE claims that because the WIPP site was selected before the EPA
standards were promulgated, the natural resources provision does
not apply, and thus the WIPP site has been "grandfathered" into
existence. CARD agrees with Neill et al. (EEG-61, 1996, p. xvi)
that there is no "grandfather" provision in 40 CFR 191, and that
there has been no formal acceptance of WIPP as a repository.
It is worth noting that langbeinite potash, unlike sylvite,
contains no chlorine, and is a desirable fertilizer for soils
that cannot tolerate additional chlorine. Langbeinite is a rare
mineral, found only in the Carlsbad area and in eastern Europe
(DEIS, 1979, pp. 9-16, 9-18, 9-19; FEIS, 1980, pp. 9-21, 9-23).
The existence of potash within the WIPP site poses a number of
dangers to the WIPP repository:
(1) The DOE contends that
"active institutional controls" will prevent potash mining within
the WIPP site for 100 years after closure, even though the DOE
has never committed to exercising such control and expects other
government agencies to do so. After institutional controls are
lost, potash mining could destroy much of the Salado Formation as
a geologic barrier.
(2) If water were to flood the potash mines,
the water would travel laterally along marker beds in the Salado
Formation, and could reach the WIPP shafts.
(3) The potash mines
themselves could serve as preferential pathways for migration of
contaminated water from the WIPP repository.
(4) Potash mining
could cause fracturing, subsidence, and collapse of overlying
strata, thereby increasing the hydraulic conductivity of the
Rustler aquifers and damaging the casings of oil wells, as DOE
acknowledges (SEIS, 1996, pp. 4-21, H-14).
Thus there is no such thing as an "undisturbed scenario." It is
inevitable that the hydrology of the WIPP site and vicinity will
be adversely affected by future potash mining. Accordingly, for
purposes of performance assessment, groundwater flow in the
Rustler Formation should not be modeled under steady-state
assumptions. DOE states in the SEIS (p. H-14) that it has taken
this into consideration by examining the impact of a 1000-fold
increase in the hydraulic conductivity of the Culebra dolomite
due to potash mining, but the reference given (DOE 1996f) is not
listed in Appendix H. CARD expects to be granted ample time to
analyze said reference after its identity is revealed to us.
One of the most plausible breach scenarios for WIPP involves
exploratory drilling for oil and gas beneath the repository.
After institutional controls are lost, which DOE expects to be
100 years after closure, someone could drill directly through
the waste emplacement panels and penetrate a pressurized brine
reservoir in the Castile Formation, creating an instant breach
of the WIPP repository, and carrying contaminated brine to the
Rustler aquifers or to the land surface. To DOE, pressurized
brine reservoirs are only "hypothetical" (SEIS, 1996, Figures
H-9, H-10, H-12, H-14), and an open borehole such as this would
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only be a "potential" pathway between the brine reservoir and the
WIPP repository (SEIS, 1996, p. H-48). According to DOE, this
pathway could flood the repository and flush "water," but not
radionuclides, to the overlying Rustler aquifers (SEIS, 1996,
p. H-48). Even though the WIPP-12 brine reservoir is under
artesian pressure and flowed from a depth of 3016 feet to the
land surface at a rate of 45 gallons per minute (DOE, 1982, TME
3148, p. 3), DOE assumes that, under this drilling intrusion
scenario, it would take 10,000 years for radionuclides to migrate
as much as 200 feet above the WIPP repository in concentrations
equal to or greater than one picocurie per liter (SEIS, 1996,
Figure H-12). Accordingly, the dose to a member of the drilling
crew is always within acceptable limits, never more than 520
millirem (SEIS, 1996, Table H-31). This dose is from ingestion
of drill cuttings (SEIS, 1996, p. H-63) if a panel of contacthandled transuranic waste (CH-TRU) is penetrated. The dose from
remotely-handled transuranic waste (RH-TRU) is only 220 millirem
(SEIS, 1996, Table H-31). This defies common sense, because the
maximum allowable surface dose for a canister of RH-TRU (1000
rem/hour), is 5000 times higher than for a canister of CH-TRU
(200 millirem/hour) . That is why RH-TRU is remotely handled.
Under the drilling intrusion scenario, DOE assumes that the
borehole would be "plugged at abandonment using standard
regulatory requirements and practices" (SEIS, 1996, p. H-49) "and
thereafter maintains a relatively low permeability . . . . For these
assumed conditions, no releases to the Culebra were simulated."
(SEIS, 1996, p. H-87) This enables DOE to consider radiation
exposure only to the drilling crew, and nobody else. It defies
common sense to assume that with 45 gallons per minute of brine
contaminated with plutonium and associated with hydrogen sulfide
gas flowing out of an exploratory oil well, the drilling crew is
going to plug the hole. Moreover, DOE assumes that even if the
hole is not cased during drilling, and contaminated brine were to
reach the Rustler Formation, it would be transported only to a
well used to supply water for cattle, which could then become a
source of meat consumed by a cattle rancher (SEIS, 1996, p. H-14).
DOE does not consider that contaminated brine could be carried
all the way to Nash Draw, Laguna Grande de la Sal, and the Pecos
River, thus exposing large numbers of people, because this could
violate EPA standards for radiation exposure.
The latest breach scenario, and perhaps the most serious, is
known as the Hartman Scenario. This involves brine injection,
which the DOE refuses even to consider. This scenario is not
hypothetical. It cannot be prevented by institutional control of
the WIPP site. It is happening today. These are the facts:
Brine injection is utilized by oil companies for one of two
reasons: (1) salt water disposal, which involves the injection of
unwanted brine through a disposal well and into permeable rock
strata bounded above and below by impermeable rock strata; or
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(2) waterflooding, which involves the injection of pressurized
brine into an oil-bearing zone in order to force additional oil
to flow toward a producing oil well (EEG-62, 1996, p. 2).
In 1991, Doyle Hartman, an independent oil operator, attempted
to drill an oil well on the Bates lease, 40 miles east-southeast
of the WIPP site. Known as the Bates #2 well, it was located
about two miles from a brine injection well operated by Texaco
for waterflooding purposes. In 1953 the Bates #1 well, located
100 feet away, had been drilled successfully; the well had been
plugged and abandoned in 1988. The Bates #2 well encountered
pressurized brine at a depth of 2240 feet, and drilling had to be
terminated at 2280 feet. Brine flowed from the Bates #2 well at
a rate of 840 gallons per minute, or 1200 barrels per hour, for
5.5 days. Fluid pressures were so high that the well could not
be shut in for fear of an underground blowout. A total of 298
truckloads were required to haul the salt water away, and a
pipeline had to be constructed to help alleviate the problem.
When the Bates #2 well was finally brought under control by using
rapid-setting cement to shut off the flow, a shut-in pressure of
1000 psig was observed at the land surface. This equates to a
pressure gradient of 0.966 psi per foot of depth, compared to the
normal gradient of 0.525 psi per foot of depth for a column of
saturated salt water. The only source in the vicinity with
documented pressure gradients equal to or greater than those
observed at the Bates #2 blowout was Texaco's fluid injection
well, two miles to the south (Van Kirk, 9/16/94; Bredehoeft to
Lovejoy, 1/8/97). Hartman sued Texaco, won the case, and was
awarded $5.6 million in damages {EEG-62, 1996, p. 8).
It turned out that pressurized brine injected by Texaco at 3000
feet below the surface {EEG-62, 1996, p. 131) had risen 700 feet
vertically and migrated two miles horizontally through an
anhydrite marker bed in the lower Salado, the same formation in
which the WIPP repository is located. A failed well casing, due
to long exposure to corrosive brine, was the most logical pathway
into the Salado. The brine was being injected at pressures
greater than lithostatic, high enough to induce massive hydraulic
fracturing of the anhydrite marker bed over a large area that
included the Bates #2 well {Bredehoeft to Lovejoy, 1/8/97).
There are at least ten anhydrite marker beds in the lower Salado;
they extend across the entire Delaware Basin, which is why they
are called "marker beds." According to Dennis Powers of Sandia
National Laboratories, the Hartman blowout probably occurred in
Marker Bed 140 or 142 {EEG-62, 1996, p. 66), which are 67 feet
and 104 feet, respectively, below the WIPP repository horizon.
Despite the 40-mile distance between the Bates #2 well and WIPP,
the characteristics of the Salado marker beds remain the same.
If pressurized brine is injected and is able to leak through the
casing of an oil well into an anhydrite marker bed, it can be
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expected to induce fracturing and to travel two miles or more
(Chaturvedi, in EEG-62, 1996, pp. 104-105). There are already
130 oil or gas wells within two miles of the WIPP site; four of
them have been converted to brine injection wells (EEG-62, 1996,
Figure 2.2-2), at least one of which is operating at a pressure
that exceeds the lithostatic pressure at the repository horizon
(EEG-62, 1996, p. xvii). The consequences of waterflooding of
the WIPP repository due to pressurized brine injection would be
catastrophic (Van Kirk, 9/16/94, p. 12). If pressurized brine
were injected into Marker Bed 139, which is four feet below the
repository, the WIPP could be flooded with massive amounts of
water, and dissolved radionuclides could be carried out of the
repository, away from the WIPP site, and into the accessible
environment (EEG-61, 1996, p. 6-3; EEG-62, 1996, p. 16).
It has been argued that waterflooding of the WIPP repository is
unlikely because brine injection near WIPP takes place in the
Bell Canyon Formation, at a much deeper horizon than at the
Texaco well. Indeed, there are at least 15 brine injection wells
within eight miles of the WIPP site (EEG-62, 1996, Figure 2.6-2),
and all of them inject into the Bell Canyon Formation (EEG-62,
1996, p. 15). However, recent water level rises in the Culebra
dolomite at WIPP test well H-9b, located 6.45 miles south of the
WIPP site, are strongly correlated with brine injection into the
Bell Canyon Formation, more than 4400 feet below the land
surface, at a well (Devon Energy's Todd 26 Federal #3) located
three miles away. There is more than 3700 feet of vertical
separation between the Bell Canyon and the Culebra; between them
lie the relatively impermeable salt beds of the Castile and the
Salado; and yet injected brine was able to rise all the way to
the Culebra. It is apparent that, in the vicinity of brine
injection wells, the Castile and the Salado are not reliable
geologic barriers (EEG-62, 1996, pp. 127-128, 132).
As Bredehoeft concludes: "The Hartman Scenario is not easily
dismissed." (Bredehoeft to Lovejoy, 1/8/97). And yet the DOE
does exactly that. DOE contends that, according to the criteria
for compliance with EPA standards, "the most severe human
intrusion scenario" that requires analysis is "inadvertent and
intermittent drilling for resources" (40 CFR 194.33bl, cited in
EEG-61, pp. 6-1, 6-2). DOE contends that "consequences greater
than that of exploratory drilling" need not be considered (EEG62, 1996, pp. xv, 16). Because the Hartman Scenario has more
severe consequences than the drilling intrusion scenario, it need
not be considered. CARD agrees with EEG; this "defies common
sense." (EEG-61, p. SCR-6) The EPA criteria, at 40 CFR 194.32c,
plainly require that DOE analyze the effects of "boreholes and
leases that may be required for fluid injection activities."
(EEG-62, 1996, p. 159) EPA, in its Supplementary Information,
Subpart D, requires that DOE analyze the effects of "water-flood
injection for secondary·recovery of oil, solution mining and the
disposal by injection of brine accumulated during recovery of
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oil." Not to consider the Hartman Scenario is flagrantly
illustrative of a callous disregard for human life.
Ultimately, waste containment at WIPP depends upon DOE's ability
to seal the shafts and plug the boreholes perfectly, forever,
because the overlying Rustler aquifers cannot be relied upon even
to retard the migration of radionuclides in groundwater. DOE's
Compliance Certification Application (CCA) describes in some
detail the "presently envisaged shaft seal system" (DOE/CAO 19962184, pp. 3-15 to 3-21). DOE admits to three potential flow
paths within the shaft seal system: (1) through the seal
materials themselves; (2) along the interface with surrounding
rock; and (3) through the "disturbed rock zone" (DRZ) adjacent
to the shaft wall. Even if the engineered seal materials are of
low permeability, and even if construction methods ensure a tight
interface with the surrounding rock, the disturbed rock zone will
be a groundwater flow path (DOE/CAO 1996-2184, p. 3-25). In
DOE'S words: "It is well known that a DRZ develops in the rock
adjacent to the shaft immediately after excavation. After
closure of the shaft this fractured zone is initially a major
flow path regardless of the material placed within the shaft"
because whatever seal components are used will be more permeable
than intact Salado salt (DOE/CAO 1996-2184, pp. 3-23, 3-24). In
the WIPP ventilation shaft, the disturbed rock zone includes five
"washed out zones" which had to be cased with liner plates to
prevent further caving of the shaft wall (TME 3179, Figure 1).
With this in mind, it will be useful to examine the components of
DOE's "presently envisaged shaft seal system."
(1) Compacted earthen fill will extend from the land surface to
the the top of the Dewey Lake Red.beds. Obviously, this will be
more permeable than surrounding Gatuna and Santa Rosa sandstone.

(2) A concrete plug will extend 40 feet downward from the top of
the Dewey Lake Red.beds. At this interval, DOE admits that the
shaft will have to be "grouted before removal of the shaft lining
to assure structural stability of the shaft wall."
(3) Compacted earthen fill will extend from.the concrete plug
through the Dewey Lake Red.beds to the Rustler Formation. This
will be more permeable than surrounding sandstone and siltstone.
(4) Bentonite clay will extend through most of the Rustler
Formation, including the Magenta and Culebra dolomite, both of
which produce water in the WIPP shafts. The clay would be
relatively impermeable, allowing Rustler groundwater to travel
along the interface and through the disturbed rock zone.
(5) A concrete plug will be emplaced through 20 feet of the lower
unnamed member of the Rustler Formation. Open fractures were
observed at this horizon; groundwater will be able to travel
along the interface and through the disturbed rock zone.
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(6) An asphalt column will bridge the Rustler-Salado contact.
Unsaturated Rustler groundwater will travel along the interface,
dissolve the Salado salt, and enlarge the disturbed rock zone.
(7) A concrete plug will be emplaced through 23 feet of the Upper
Salado. This is intended to fill "irregularities in the shaft
wall," but will be ineffective because the disturbed rock zone
will be continually enlarged by dissolution.
(8) Bentonite clay will extend through most of the Upper Salado.
This will not prevent dissolution in the disturbed rock zone.
(9) Another 23-foot concrete plug will be emplaced near the top
of the McNutt Potash Unit. Again, this will be unable to fill
irregularities in a shaft wall undergoing active dissolution.
(10) A 560-foot column of crushed and compacted salt will extend
from the concrete plug almost to the repository horizon. The
crushed salt will be more permeable than the rock salt. DOE
admits that salt column will offer "limited resistance to brine
migration" for about 100 years after emplacement.
(11) Another 23-foot concrete plug, at the bottom of the salt
column, will be unable to fill irregularities in the shaft wall.
(12) About 100 feet of bentonite clay will be emplaced at the
bottom of the shafts, "to promote early healing of fractures in
the surrounding salt." Again, the interface and the disturbed
rock zone will be more permeable than the bentonite clay.
(13) A salt-saturated concrete monolith will be installed to fill
the underground excavations at the repository horizon.
It is apparent that the "presently envisaged shaft seal system"
will not be able to prevent the downward migration of unsaturated
Rustler groundwater. It surely will not be able to withstand
pressurized brine, whether from the Castile brine reservoir, from
salt water disposal, or from waterflooding operations.
In addition to the four WIPP shafts, there are six deep boreholes
within the WIPP site that penetrate deeper than the repository
horizon. DOE seems aware of only four of them (WIPP-13, WIPP-12,
ERDA-9 and DOE-1) . There are also two deep drill holes (Badger
Federal and Cotton Baby, identified in EEG-61, 1996, p. 3-7)
which were abandoned by private operators (EEG-55, 1994, Figures
11, 12, 13; also shown in FEIS, 1980, Figure 8-6); these do not
appear on the map of unplugged boreholes in DOE's Compliance
Certification Application (DOE/CAO 1996-2184, Figure 3-9).
"The DOE had planned to develop special borehole plugging
procedures for boreholes at the WIPP site. It now appears that
conventional plugging procedures for commercial wells will be
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followed." (EEG-61, 1996, p. 3-6) Thus it is with good reason
that EPA requires DOE to assume, for purposes of performance
assessment, "that the permeability of sealed boreholes will be
affected by natural processes, and ... that the fraction of
boreholes that will be sealed by man equals the fraction of
boreholes which are currently sealed in the Delaware Basin."
(40 CFR 194, Subpart C) DOE, in its Compliance Certification
Application, speaks of shaft seals and borehole plugs in the
present tense (DOE/CAO 1996-2184, pp. 3-19 to 3-21); DOE has no
right to do so, as the technology for sealing shafts and plugging
boreholes in salt formations has not been demonstrated. In fact,
DOE attempted in 1977 to plug the ERDA-10 borehole at the Gnome
Site in Nash Draw. Four separate plugs were emplaced for a total
length of 4430 feet (SAND 81-2034), but no report appears to be
available describing the success or failure of the attempt.
Ever since WIPP tunnels were excavated, saturated brine from
Salado marker beds has been seeping into the WIPP repository.
This brine would be capable of flooding the WIPP tunnels,
corroding the steel drums, and dissolving the waste, creating a
radioactive slurry at the repository horizon. Because the brine
is saturated it would not be capable of dissolving any more salt;
and once the WIPP tunnels are filled, the contaminated brine
would have no other place to go but up the WIPP shafts, in what
is known as the "undisturbed scenario." It is CARD's position
that the sealing of shafts and the plugging of boreholes are too
important to be left to chance. The credibility of the WIPP site
depends upon it. Until the technology is demonstrated, in the
field, it is premature even to consider allowing WIPP to open.
ALTERNATIVES TO RADIOACTIVE DUMPING

There are alternatives to radioactive dumping. DOE dismisses
them too easily. In the Final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS, 1980), DOE devoted more than a thousand pages to geologic
disposal, and only three pages to alternative technologies (pp.
3-2 to 3-5) . In the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
(SEIS, 1996), DOE devotes over seven hundred pages to geologic
disposal, and only two pages to alternative technologies
(pp. 3-43 to 3-45), often stating that these alternatives were
considered and rejected in the FEIS. From beginning to end, DOE
has skewed the NEPA process so as to make the decision to proceed
with WIPP appear reasonable and inevitable. This is in direct
violation of NEPA case law, which states that the Environmental
Impact Statement should treat the decision "as an impending
choice to be pondered, (not) as a foregone conclusion to be
rationalized." (372 F. Supp. 223, 253 (1974)]
(For a discourse
on NEPA case law as it applies to WIPP, see "Radioactive Dumping:
The State of the Art," reprinted in WIPP-DOE-173). These are
some of the alternatives to radioactive dumping:
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Transmutation of isotopes with long half-lives into isotopes with
short half-lives could greatly reduce the necessary period of
waste isolation. DOE rejected transmutation because: (1) the
process would be carried out in a nuclear reactor; (2) the
process has not yet been proven for large-scale facilities; (3)
waste products would be created in the process, so that geologic
disposal might still be necessary; and (4) transmutation could
not be performed upon contact-handled transuranic waste (CH-TRU) ,
which consists largely of contaminated laboratory materials. But
transmutation might be feasible for remotely-handled transuranic
waste (RH-TRU) and high level waste (HLW) , in which radioisotopes
are more highly concentrated. Transmutation has been
demonstrated on an experimental basis at Los Alamos National
Laboratories (LA-UR-94-3022; LA-UR-94-4351; LA-UR-95-1792).
Vitrification would combine RH-TRU and HLW with molten glass.
The advantage to vitrification is that it would make the waste
less mobile, and therefore easier to contain. The waste would
be less able to be entrained in the air, and less able to be
transported by groundwater. DOE rejected vitrification because
of the large volume of CH-TRU, again failing to address the
feasibility of the process for RH-TRU and HLW. DOE argued that
a vitrification program would delay TRU waste disposal, skewing
the decision-making process in favor of geologic disposal.
Engineered barriers in the form of improved waste containers
could lengthen the period of time before waste in a geologic
repository would come in contact with the host rock. In the FEIS
(1980, pp. 9-159, 9-160), DOE hoped to develop a canister that
could remain intact for 300 to 500 years, a span of time
embracing ten half-lives of cesium-137 and strontium-90, which
are the major heat-producers in HLW. Again, DOE does not
consider improved waste containers for disposal of TRU at WIPP.
Taken together, these alternatives could make isolation of RH-TRU
and HLW possible. Short-lived isotopes, in vitrified form, in
containers designed to resist corrosion, emplaced in a geologic
repository, might remain isolated from the environment for ten
half-lives or more, during which time the radioactivity will have
decreased by a factor of 1000. Instead, DOE plans to bury longlived isotopes, untreated in any way, in steel drums, in direct
contact with wet salt, the most corrosive host rock imaginable.
It is CARD's position that no waste should be brought to WIPP.
The waste should be stored above ground, in a monitorable and
retrievable manner, until a solution is found. DOE admits (DEIS,
1979, p. 9-165) that the environmental effects of leaving the
waste where it is, in the short term, would be less than the
effects of retrieving it, identifying it, packaging it, trucking
it, unpackaging it, lowering it down the WIPP shafts, and burying
it at WIPP. The $17 billion that DOE plans to spend on WIPP
could fund a genuine scientific effort to solve the problem.
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the waste where it is, in the short term, would be less than the effects of retrieving it,
identifying it, packaging it, trucking it, unpackaging it, lowering it down the WIPP
shafts, and burying it at WIPP. The $17 billion that DOE plans to spend on WIPP
could fund a genuine scientific effort to solve the problem.
DOE Response
R.H. Phillips and D.K. Mitchell present a series of points relating to the future
evolution of the WIPP site. Their comment refers extensively to the Supplementary
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS). The SEIS was prepared in accordance with
the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which has
different requirements to those in 40 CFR Part 191 and 40 CFR Part 194. The
Compliance Certification Application (CCA) was prepared to respond to the
requirements of 40 CFR Part 191 and 40 CFR Part 194. However, the SEIS and the
CCA have much material in common, and most of the events and processes Phillips
and Mitchell discuss are considered in the CCA. The DOE provides a response here
to all comments, except where they are specific to the SEIS.
Change of site selection criteria
1

Section 1.3 of the CCA provides a summary of the site selection process that led to
selection of the WIPP site. The site selection criteria used by the DOE and its
predecessor organizations were used as guidance to choose a site for additional, more
detailed investigation. Fulfillment of these criteria, however, is neither a necessary
nor a sufficient condition for demonstrating compliance with the criteria in 40 CFR
Part 191 and 40 CFR Part 194. Once the WIPP site had been identified as a potential
site, it was subject to an extensive site characterization program. Data from this
characterization program, and the results of modeling studies based on these data,
have been used along with other information to demonstrate compliance with the
EPA' s criteria.

Pressurized brine
2

The CARD comment describes the pressurized brine reservoir encountered during
drilling of WIPP-12, but does not present specific comments concerning the extent of
brine reservoirs or their treatment in the performance assessment (PA). The DOE is
aware of the WIPP-12 brine reservoir (see CCA Section 2.1.3.3), and has devoted
considerable resources to determining the extent of this and other brine reservoirs.
Sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.8 of the CCA describe how the DOE has treated the possible
intersection of a pressurized brine reservoir by a future borehole in CCA calculations.
Borehole ERDA-9 was drilled near the repository footprint. Appendix SCR of the
CCA (Section SCR.2.3.8.2) considers WIPP investigation boreholes as potential
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pathways for radionuclide transport. The screening discussion concludes that, in
comparison to other pathways, WIPP investigation boreholes are of low consequence
to the performance of the disposal system.
3

4

ERDA-9 is not •an existing pathway to the WIPP repository•. A number of
conditions would need to be satisfied for ERDA-9 to act as a pathway for radionuclide
transport as hypothesized by CARD: a brine reservoir must be present; a mechanism
is required to establish a pathway from a brine reservoir to the base of ERDA-9; a
plug must be in place above the repository horizon to prevent brine flow to the
surface; fracturing of anhydrites must take place between ERDA-9 and the nearest
waste panel. Even if all these conditions were satisfied and brine entered the
repository, cumulative releases to the accessible environment would be negligible,
until such time as the repository were to be inadvertently penetrated by a futme
borehole. It is important to remember also that the DOE has committed that ERDA-9
will be plugged with a continuous plug (see CCA Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4)
Boreholes are routinely sealed in the Delaware Basin and elsewhere, and continuous
concrete plugs of the type that will be used to seal ERDA-9 are an established
technique. This type of plug is mandatory for deep boreholes in the potash enclave.
Their use is required by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the New
Mexico Oil Conservation Division (NMOCD) because of their effectiveness.

5

Appendix DEL of the CCA describes corrosion of casing and degradation of cement
in short plugs, but contrasts this with the stability of continuous plugs. The different
physical and chemical conditions within continuous plugs ensures that they will
remain effective for periods ill excess of 10,000 years. In the context of the CARD
comment, if ERDA-9 were to be left unsealed, and in the unlikely event of brine from
the Castile reaching the borehole, then any brine would flow towards the surface and
not enter the repository via the interbeds.

Resource disincentive
With regards to resource disincentive requirements in 40 CFR § 191.14(e) the DOE is
fully aware and has accounted for all resource exploitation in the CCA PA. The
DOE does not claim the site is •grandfathered•; the WIPP meets the requirements of
40 CFR § 191.14(e) because the 40 CFR § 194.45 criteria is met regarding resource
disincentive. 40 CFR § 194.45 states that:
If performance assessments predict that the disposal system meets the containrnmt
requirements of§ 191.13 of this chapter, then the Aaency will assume that the
requirements of this section and § 191.14(e) of this chapter have been fulfilled.

8

The DOE has shown that the WIPP meets the containment requirements (see Section
6.5 of the CCA), and concurs with the EPA that this demonstrates that the favorable
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characteristics of the site compensate for any increased likelihood of intrusion due to
the presence of resources.
Consideration of natural resources has been a part of the WIPP .program since 1974.
Early resource evaluations included caliche, salt, brine, sulphur, uranium, gypsum,
potash and hydrocarbons. The results of these evaluations are summarized in
Appendix GCR of the CCA.
The report contained in Appendix GCR was the principal source of natural resource
information considered in the development of the Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS), which was issued in 1980 (DOE, 1980). The FEIS Record of
Decision (DOE, 1981) concluded that "the Los Medaiios site appears acceptable for
long-term disposal of TRU waste with minimal risk of any release of radioactivity to
the environment. There is no indication that an alternative site for the demonstration
would pose reduced risk". The FEIS evaluations were performed with the requisite
level of independence so as to meet the NEPA requirements.
9 -

The statement by CARD that the DOE has not committed to exercising l 00 years of
active control of the site after closure is inaccurate. The DOE will maintain active
controls for at least 100 years (reference Chapter 7 arid Appendix AIC of the CCA).

Potash mining
10

CARD appear to have misunderstood several aspects of the DOE's treatment of
potash mining in determining compliance with the EPA' s criteria. In particular,
CARD are incorrect in asserting that the DOE has not committed to establishing
active institutional controls that would prevent potash mining within the controlled

area.
40 CFR § 194. 41 states that:
(a)

(b)

Ally compliance application shall include detailed descriptions of proposed active institutional
controls, the controls' location, and the period of time the controls are proposed to remain
active. Assumptions pertainina to active institutional controls and their effectiveness in terms
of prevenlina or reducina radionuclide releases shall be supported by such descriptions.
Performance &sSe§DJCDts shall not consider any contributions from active institutional controls
for more than 100 years after disposal.

Section 7.1 and Appendix AIC of the CCA comply with 40 CFR § 194.4l(a) by
providing a detailed description of the active institutional controls (AICs) that will be
employed at the WIPP site and their location. These descriptions have been
supplemented by a detailed schedule for implementation of the AICs, submitted by the
DOE in response to a request for additional information [Response to Comment 43 in
EPA Letter of December 19, 1996; Enclosure 1).
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As for the period of time that AICs are proposed to remain active, the DOE is
committed to implementing the control programs for as long as such controls are
useful and practical. However, in compliance with 40 CFR § 194.4l(b), credit for
active institutional controls is not considered in the performance assessment beyond
100 years from closure of the repository.
The DOE can foresee no credible scenario whereby active control of the WIPP site
will be lost within 100 years following closure. Governments have successfully
controlled and protected facilities of national importance for hundreds of years. The
US Government in particular has existed and effectively maintained many facilities
under its control for over 200 years. The DOE and its predecessor agencies have
successfully maintained (preventing intrusion) several major facilities, including
nuclear facilities, for over 50 years. Therefore, the DOE believes that AICs will be
effective for at least 100 years, and are likely to be effective for substantially longer
periods.
In the period following the assumed failure of AICs, the potential for potash mining
to take place in the controlled area and to affect the hydrogeological properties of the
Rustler is considered in CCA calculations (see Sections 6.4.6.2.3 and 6.4.12.8 of the
CCA). The DOE does not argue that the disposal system will be unaffected by potash
mining; calculations of "undisturbed performance" are required by the regulations
applicable to the WIPP. Undisturbed performance is defined in 40 CFR § 191.12 to
mean:
"the predicted behavior of a disposal system, including consideration of the
uncertainties in predicted behavior, if the disposal system is not disrupted by human
intrusion or the occurrence of unlikely natural events."

Consideration of only undisturbed performance is required for compliance assessments
with respect to the Individual and Groundwater Protection Requirements (40 CFR §
191.15 and 40 CFR § 191.24).
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The dose calculations referred to by CARD in their comment do not form part of the
DOE's documentation of compliance with 40 CFR Part 191and40 CFR Part 194 in
the CCA, and so a detailed response is not presented here. As a general point, the
DOE would point out that RH-TRU waste is similar to CH-TRU waste except that the
former is contaminated with short-lived beta-gamma emitters as well as the long-lived
actinides present in CH-TRU waste. These beta-gamma emitters will rapidly decay
during the 100-year post-closure period of active institutional control. After several
hundred years, the radiological effects of drilling through an RH-TRU container will
be similar to those from drilling through a CH-TRU drum. Furthermore, because an
intrusion borehole would intercept a stack of three CH-TRU drums rather than a
single RH-TRU container, after a certain period of time, doses arising from CH waste
could be greater than doses arising from RH waste.
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With respect to the CARD comment on the 1,000-fold increase in Culebra hydraulic
conductivity, the EPA guidance on 40 CFR 194 (EPA 402-R-9S-014) suggests assess
mining impacts by randomly sampling the hydraulic conductivity of the Culebra using
a probability distribution of 1 to 1,000.
Mining within the controlled area after 100 years is included in calculations of
disturbed performance using the conceptual model outlined in 40 CFR § 194.32(b).
The regulations state that the PA should consider "... that mineral deposits of those
resources, similar in quality and type to those resources currently extracted from the
Delaware Basin, will be completely removed from the controlled area during the
century in which such mining is randomly calculated to occur." The DOE has
therefore based its analysis of the effects of future potash mining inside the controlled
area on the quantity and type of potash currently extracted from the Delaware Basin,
as summarized below.
·
Figure 6-20 in the CCA shows potential mining targets within the controlled area.
The DOE estimated the mining targets based on areal extent and thickness of orebearing zones, ore grades, and current mining practices with respect to economic
viability. The DOE's approach is the same as that used by Griswold in NMBMMR,
199S, p. VIl-6. In this context it is important to remember that terms like "minable
reserves", "reserves", and "resources" are different and have different definitions.
The DOE used the term "resources" to describe the areal extent of potash
mineralization. The volume of potash resources considered to be Lease Grade
Reserves was determined by identifying those resources that either met or exceeded
the BLM criteria of "four feet of 10 percent K20 as sylvite or four feet of 4 percent
K20 as Langbeinite, or equivalent combinations of the two minerals." Griswold
further screened the Lease Grade Reserves by applying current economic factors to
identify those zones where extraction would occur if the areas located within the
controlled area were available for lease.
In this text at p. VIl-10, Griswold points out that for the 4th ore zone, the "16"
contour line defines the boundary for a resource to meet the criteria for classification
as Lease Grade Reserves. The "37.S" contour represents the criteria for economic
mining. Likewise on p. VIl-11, with regard to the 10th ore zone, the "40" contour
line represents the minimum criteria for a reserve, and the boundary line representing
the "SS" contour line represents the economic mining criteria.
The DOE has estimated future mining impacts as stipulated in 40 CFR 194, within the
CCA PA modeling. The mining impact analysis used in the CCA PA is conservative
and adequately represents all possible future impacts on the WIPP disposal system.
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Pluging of Oowing wells
CARD are correct in noting that brine may flow to the surface if future drilling for
oil and gas intersects a pressurized brine pocket in the Castile. Brine flows in
exploration boreholes are not an unusual feature of exploration drilling, and nor is the
presence of hydrogen sulfide. This means that there are well established practices for
countering increases in pressure, brine flows, and gas pockets during drilling.
Typical procedures used in the Delaware Basin are described in Appendix DEL of the
CCA.
The brine flow of 45 gallons per minute that is mentioned by CARD was encountered
during the drilling of WIPP-12, which was an investigation borehole for the WIPP
project. The well was allowed to flow in order to discover information about the
Castile brine reservoirs. Drillers exploring for oil and gas would not be concerned
with acquiring this type of information and would take steps to reduce the flow.

15

Brine flow up a borehole from a Castile brine pocket would entrain little, if any,
waste from the repository because brine moving straight up a borehole will not mix
significantly with the waste (see Section 6.4; Appendix MASS, Section MASS 16.2;
Appendix MASS, Attachment 16-2; and Section 9.3 of the CCA). Releases from the
repository during drilling are associated with cuttings and cavings from the waste as
the drill bit first encounters the waste, and from spallings and brine releases if the
pressure in the repository is high enough. These releases are all accounted for in the
PA calculations. The DOE conservatively assumes that drillers do not take
preventative measures at this point, allowing for drilling to continue in the normal
way into the Castile. If drillers were monitoring for radioactivity, they would detect
the intrusion and take appropriate measures prior to drilling into the Castile.

16

In summary, there is no basis for CARD to suggest that drillers would abandon a
flowing well or that such an action would release additional radionuclides into the
accessible environment.

Releases to the accessible environment
11
c

If PA calculations showed that radionuclides would reach the accessible environment
in sufficient quantities to violate the EPA standards, the DOE would not have
submitted the CCA. Because there are no significant releases beyond the controlled
area, the DOE conjectured that people may live near the boundary of the controlled
area at some time in the future, and made a highly conservative calculation of
hypothetical doses. The boundary of the controlled area is closer to the repository
than is Nash Draw, and groundwater flow from Nash Draw to the Pecos River is not
relevant to determinations of dose.
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CARD have provided other, more detailed comments on groundwater flow in the
Rustler, and the DOE has provided responses to these comments elsewhere. In the
context of defining release scenarios, the DOE's reason for assuming that a cattle
rancher may consume beef from cattle that have drunk water from the Rustler is to
ensure that the dose calculations are conservative.

The Hartman Scenario
19

20

As elsewhere in this comment, Phillips and Mitchell do not appear to have located all
relevant information in the CCA. These comments are very similar to those that were
made by the EEG on the Draft Compliance Certification Application (DCCA). The
DOE has thoroughly evaluated the so-called Hartman scenario and has also provided
additional material to the EPA in response to their comments of 19 March 1997
(Response to Comment 21 in EPA Letter of 19 March, 1997). This information
validates the original FEP screening decision in the CCA (see Appendix
SCR.3.3.1.3.1.).

Shaft seals

The comment discusses the shaft seal design presented in the CCA. As the comment
notes, this is the currently envisaged design that the DOE has used to demonstrate
that the WIPP satisfies the containment requirements of 40 CFR Part 191. As stated
in the CCA, the DOE does not intend to limit the design of the system to current
technology. Future advancements in materials and sealing designs can and will be
used, as appropriate, to ensure maximum performance of the shaft sealing system.
However, the current design, used in PA, is reliable, appropriate, and known. All
proposed changes to system design will be documented and approved by the EPA
prior to implementation, as required by 40 CFR 194.4.

21

The CARD comment lists the proposed components of the shaft se.al system and
makes a series of unsupported assertions concerning their performance. F.ach of these ·
components is described in detail in Appendix SEAL of the CCA. CARD appear to
be under the misconception that the shaft seals will be required to attain their longterm performance characteristics upon emplacement. The shaft seal system has been
designed explicitly to allow for the DRZ in the halite above the repository horizon to
heal through salt creep, and analyses indicate that the salt column becomes an
effective long-term barrier in less than 100 years (Appendix SEAL, Section 7.4.2).
During this period the repository pressure will be too low, and there will be
insufficient brine in the repository, for flow to take place up the shafts. Active
institutional controls will prevent intrusions during this period and the shaft seals will
not be subject to pressurized brine from the Castile. Even in the absence of
institutional controls, the concrete and asphalt water stops will provide sufficient
sealing to prevent brine flow up the shafts. Concrete fills irregularities in the shaft
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wall, while use of the Salado Mass Concrete assures good bonding with salt. Salt
creep against the rigid concrete components establishes a compressive stress state and
promotes early heali.ng of the shaft DRZ surrounding the concrete plugs (sec Chapter
5 of Appendix D to Appendix Seal).
22

23

The CARD comment asserts that Rustler groundwater will flow down the shaft seals,
but does not cite any evidence from head measurements to show why such a flow
would occur. The DOE's discussion of the potential for borehole-induced solution
and subsidence in Appendix SCR.3.3.1.4 of the CCA is relevant in this regard. Even
if the permeability of the shaft DRZ were great enough to allow flow to take place,
the absence of a sink for any downward percolating water would prevent significant
dissolution of the Salado. At the most extreme, freshwater reaching the top of the
Salado would dissolve sufficient halite to become saturated, and dissolution would
then cease.

Migration of brine
24

The CARD comment notes that brine seeps into the repository from the marker beds
in the Salado, and that this brine will become contaminated through waste dissolution.
These processes are well recognized by the DOE and have been the subject of much
research and analysis. Brine flows into the repository at present because the pressure
within the repository during the pre-closure period is less than that in the Salado.
Once the repository is sealed, however, the repository pressure ~ill be controlled by
gas generated through corrosion and other processes. The complex interaction of
brine inflow and gas generation is modeled by the computer code BRAGFLO (see
Section 6.4 and Appendix MASS of the CCA for further details).· The scenario
presented by CARD of uninhibited brine flow into the repository and then up the
shafts does not have a physical basis.

Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping
2s

In addition to comments concerning the future evolution of the WIPP site, Phillips
and Mitchell also discuss possible alternatives to deep disposal of radioactive waste.
Their comments in this section concern the Environmental Impact Statement that has
been prepared by the DOE in accordance with the requirements of NEPA (DOE
1980, 1996). The comment also refers to alternative strategies for high-level
radioactive waste {liLW), despite the fact that the WIPP site will not receive HLW.
The CCA was prepared to respond to the requirements of 40 CFR Part 191 and 40
CFR Part 194. One of the assurance requirements in 40 CFR Part 191 [40 CFR
§191.14(d)] requires that:
Disposal systems shall use different types of barriers to isolate the wastes from the
accessible environment. Both engineered and natural barriers shall be included.
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Compliance with this requirement is discussed in CCA Section 7.4, and an analysis of
different engineered barriers is presented in Appendix EBS of the CCA. Amongst the
engineering alternatives considered in this analysis were different canister designs and
vitrification of appropriate waste components (Appendix B of Appendix EBS).
Transmutation was included in the candidate list of engineering alternatives, but was
not included in later analyses as it has only been demonstrated for pure isotopic
fractions and is therefore inappropriate for wastes comprising mixtures of materials
(Appendix C of Appendix EBS) ..
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·CLOSING ARGUMENTS ON EPA'S PROPOSED DECISION TO OPEN WIPP
Presented by Richn:.d Hayes Phillips, Ph.D.
January 9, 1998
My name is Richard Hayes Phillips.
doctor of karst geomorphology.
site for 19 years, and I
work at the WIPP site.

As you know, I am a

I have studied the WIPP

condu~ted

eight months of field

I have already presented to·you

a cogent description of the regional hydrology of the
WIPP site and the Nash Draw watershed, based upon measured
data and field observations.
they are real.

My concerns are not imaginary;

I address you today as if I were an attorney,

making closing arguments to the jury, on appeal.

I will

specifically address the Technical Support Document for the
EPA's proposed decision, which is what these hearings are
supposed to be about.

I will point out some of the false

statements made by the DOE to the EPA, and relied upon by
the EPA, in arriving at its proposed decision.
Searching for a presumed barrier to rainwater recharge and
karst hydrology at the WIPP site, DOE indicated that the
Mescalero caliche is typically present beneath the sand.
DOE told EPA that the Mescalero caliche covers the WIPP
area as a hard, caliche crust up to ten feet thick, which
led EPA to conclude that karst development is not a threat
to waste containment at WIPP.

DOE also said that the

Mescalero caliche is expected to be continuous over large
areas, and that WIPP data are limited mainly to boreholes.
EPA is referred once again to my doctoral dissertation.
EPA has three copies, including one with color photographs
submitted at public hearings in Albuquerque in 1990.

My

dissertation contains site-specific maps and photographs
of the Mescalero caliche surface, based on 1000 augur holes

1

and ten backhoe trenches which I dug at the WIPP site and
vicinity. Four of these trenches were located in the
eastern end of a karst valley, within the WIPP site, within
the rainwater recharge area, where Mescalero caliche is in
direct contact with the Dewey Lake Redbeds.

The karst valley,

one mile long, is plainly visible in the WIPP site air photos.
Trench exposures in the karst valley revealed 15 solution
pipes, 1 to 14 feet in diameter, most of them passing
entirely through the caliche, the largest of them displaying
surface collapse in the Dewey Lake Redbeds.

Altogether,

15.3% of the caliche surface was absent, with surficial sand
in direct contact with Dewey Lake Redbeds.

A smooth,

continuous caliche surf ace cannot be expected; the effect is
more like Swiss cheese.

After heavy rainstorms, water runs

along the caliche surface until it disappears into the
solution pipes and infiltrates into the Dewey Lake Redbeds.
DOE knows this.

DOE videotaped the trenches.

Larry Barrows,

Al Lappin, Steve Lambert and George Bachman all viewed the
trenches, as did a number of other scientists affiliated
with New Mexico Tech, Texas Tech, EEG and EPA.
DOE stated that the Dewey Lake Redbeds have not produced
water within the WIPP shafts, or in boreholes in the
immediate vicinity of the waste panels, and that the Dewey
Lake exhibits no flow at the WIPP site.
are false, and here is why:

These statements

The Dewey Lake Redbeds have

produced water in the WIPP exhaust shaft at approximately
100 feet below the surface, which EEG says can be traced to
recharge.

The Dewey Lake produced water in the air intake

shaft as well.

The Dewey Lake Redbeds have produced water

in four test wells in the immediate vicinity of the waste
panels (H-1, H-2, H-3 and WQSP-6).

One of these wells, H-1,

is located directly above the waste panels.
2

The Dewey Lake

Red.beds do exhibit flow at the WIPP site.

According to the

neutron log for H3-b4, a down-hole camera recorded water
streaming from a fracture only 35 feet above the Rustler
Formation, which leads to the inescapable conclusion that,
in the immediate vicinity of the waste panels, the Dewey
Lake Red.beds contain feeder channels which readily transmit
water to the Rustler Formation.
DOE's fallback position is that the Rustler anhydrites,
siltstones and claystones are confining layers, barriers to
rainwater infiltration.

In performance assessment, the

Forty-Niner, Tamarisk, and lower unnamed members of the
Rustler Formation are assigned a permeability of zero,
despite occasional reports of Rustler claystones producing
water at rates equivalent to the Culebra or Magenta dolomites.
CARD has correlated and presented borehole data showing
washouts and consistent loss of core in two distinct horizons
of Rustler mudstone: in the Forty-Niner member about 20 feet
above the Magenta, and in the lower unnamed member immediately
beneath the Culebra.

These are not occasional occurrences.

CARD succinctly summarizes 12 such encounters above the
Magenta and 14 beneath the Culebra, all of them at or near
the WIPP site.

CARD describes a similar horizon in the

Tamarisk member, with washouts or loss of core in 5 locations
and reports of dissolution residue in 7 others.

Evaporite

rocks are not typically fractured, and a consistent lack of
core recovery in horizons identified by the actual drillers
as being dissolution residues is a clear indication of
unconsolidated or cavernous zones capable of transmitting
water with little resistance.

When these occurrences are

correlated and mapped, as CARD has done, it is shown that
these zones snake across the WIPP site, penetrating its
heart at the ventilation shaft.
3
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DOE claimed that the Magenta dolomite is unfractured at WIPP.
This claim was later modified to read that the Magenta has
no hydraulically significant fractures at WIPP.
Review Panel was unconvinced.

The Peer

DOE, in response, stated that

the only location on the WIPP site at which open fractures
have been observed in the Magenta is WIPP-13.

At WIPP-13,

according to the lithologic log, the Magenta dolomite is
broken and shattered by numerous fractures dipping 60° to
and displacing bedding planes.

ao 0

At WIPP-19, open fractures

were found in Magenta core; and in the WIPP ventilation shaft,
eleven fractures in the Magenta, all of them vertical to
subvertical, all of them open, were observed and mapped.
DOE told EPA that it does not appear that the Culebra dolomite
is extensively fractured in the vicinity of the WIPP shafts.
The truth is that in the WIPP air intake shaft, much of the
Culebra dolomite exhibits extensive subvertical to vertical
fracturing.

About half of the fractures are filled with

gypsum, and the rest are open.
of brecciated dolomite.
fragmented.

At

The lower six inches consists

H3~b2

the Culebra is totally

Only three core samples totaling 4 feet were

recovered; 18 feet of Culebra core was lost, and another
5 feet of core was lost in black clay (not claystone -- clay)
immediately beneath the Culebra.

At H3-b3 the whole Culebra

interval was broken into pieces less than one foot in length;
where pieces were preserved, the core was very porous; some
fractures were open, some were filled with gypsum; 14.5 feet
of Culebra core was lost, and another 4 feet of core was
lost in the black clay beneath the Culebra.

This is entirely

consistent with a cavernous groundwater flow path through
the Culebra dolomite and the claystone of the lower unnamed
member of the Rustler.
4
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DOE says that Culebra groundwater is saturated with respect
to gypsum.

DOE made this statement in response to EPA's

concerns about the potential for dissolution of gypsum
fillings in fractures in the Culebra dolomite.

DOE convinced

EPA that dissolution processes are not presently occurring
in the Rustler Formation, and that conditions are not
expected to change during the regulatory period, that is,
in the next 10,000 years.

DOE's argument is that infiltrating

waters that would cause the dissolution would become saturated
with respect to gypsum and therefore would be unable to
dissolve anhydrite or gypsum.

The truth is that infiltrating

groundwater will not be saturated with gypsum until it has
dissolved enough gypsum to become saturated.

Presently,

some Rustler groundwater is saturated with respect to gypsum,
and some is not; concentrations of dissolved calcium and
sulfate vary not only from well to well, but also from time
to time -- for example, along the entire southeastern flow
path from the WIPP site to Nash Draw, at test wells H-3,
DOE-1, H-11 and P-17. Dissolution of gypsum fillings in
Culebra fractures is presently occurring.
DOE states that there is no evidence from hydraulic
conductivities that the karst development found at WIPP-33
extends into the WIPP site.

The truth is that WIPP-33 was

never converted to a hydrologic test well, and so there are
no multiwell pump tests designed to determine whether or not
the five water-filled caverns found at WIPP-33 -- two in
Magenta dolomite, two in Forty-Niner gypsum, and one in
Dewey Lake siltstone
WIPP site.

are hydraulically connected to the

If there is no evidence, this is because DOE has

not done the necessary testing.
evidence of absence.

Absence of evidence is not

However, a multiwell pump test centered

in the Culebra at WIPP-13, located within the WIPP site, did
show a hydraulic connection to WIPP-25, located 4 miles away
5

,
in Nash Draw, which DOE admits is a karst valley.

The

response was extraordinarily rapid; the delay in maximum
drawdown at WIPP-25 was only 26 hours.

The transmissivity

between WIPP-13 and WIPP-25 was calculated at 650 square
feet per day, which works out to a hydraulic conductivity
of 27 feet per day.

WIPP-33 is located almost exactly

midway between WIPP-13 and WIPP-25.

WIPP-33 is the

westernmost of a chain of four sinkholes; they are almost
perfectly aligned with WIPP-13.
measurable response at

~he

There was also a

WIPP exhaust shaft, 1.5 miles

southeast of WIPP-13, which suggests an existent
northwesterly flow path from the WIPP repository all the
way to Nash Draw, by way of WIPP-33.
Ladies and gentlemen of the EPA, you have been deceived,
through no fault of your own.

You have a duty to overturn

the proposed decision to open WIPP, because it was based
upon false testimony.
be an embarrassment.

To change your mind now would not
It would be an act of courage.
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